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Summary  
Transit Oriented Development tends to decrease car use and to increase the share of more 

sustainable transport modes, including walking, cycling and public transport. In a country as the 

Netherlands, this is important as the share of car use is high in comparison to other countries of the 

European Union. The high share of car use results in problems with regard to congestion and 

parking, by which the quality of the environment decreases. Thus, the use of the car needs to be 

decreased and more sustainable travel modes need to be stimulated (walking, cycling and the use of 

public transport). TOD can be a promising spatial planning tool in order to increase the amount of 

people that use public transport, walking and cycling instead of the car. Therefore, the research 

question is: 

 

What are users’ preferences with regard to Transit Oriented Development characteristics in 

relation to transport mode choices and can the application of these preferences result in a 

decrease in the share of car use and an increase in the share of more sustainable transport modes, 

including walking, cycling and the use of public transport? 

 

What is TOD and what are the characteristics of TOD? 

TOD is a spatial planning concept in which urban development and transport are integrated. Because 

of this integration, the node and place components of the area need to be in balance, creating a 

transit area that is used for travelling by public transport, but also is a place to live, shop, recreate 

and socialise. TOD is defined as a high-density, mixed-use development (residential, retail and office) 

that is pedestrian-friendly, has a high quality public space and is around or near a public transport 

stop. The characteristics are related to density, diversity and design, the three dimensions of the 

built environment, and are summarised in the table below. 

 

Characteristics of Transit Oriented Development

Density

High-density areas

Diversity

Diverse land-use mix (residential, retail and office)

Mix of housing types

Design

Functions within walking distance to transit stops

Pedestrian-friendly streets

Well connected street networks

High quality public space and open space 

Public spaces as focus of building orientation and neighbourhood activity  
 

Which methods can be used to measure user preferences? 

There are two main methods to collect choice data, namely revealed preference and stated 

preference (including stated choice). Revealed preference data are based on actual choices, whereas 

stated preference data are based on hypothetical choices. With the use of stated preference data, 

the disadvantages that are related to revealed preference data are dealt with, as there is variability 

in the attributes, there is no or a low correlation between the attributes, preferences considering 

new alternatives can be analysed and there are multiple observations possible per individual. 

Although the choices in a stated preference experiment are hypothetical, which results in the fact 

that it is not sure whether people would actually make the same choices in reality, a stated choice 

experiment is used in this report to collect data, as stated preference data are useful for analysing 

new alternatives, while revealed preference data do not incorporate this possibility. 
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What are users’ preferences with regard to TOD characteristics and which characteristics are most 

important with regard to changes in transport mode use? 

A stated choice experiment is used, in which the attributes that are based on the literature study 

represent characteristics of TOD. The attribute levels represent a certain level of these 

characteristics and one of the three levels of each attribute is the ideal TOD situation, according to 

the literature. This ideal TOD situation is when the density of the built environment is high, there is a 

mix of functions, the distance to the retail functions and to the nearest public transport stop is small, 

there are multiple transport modes available at the stop, the frequency and the quality of the public 

transport are high, the quality of the public space is high and the built environment is pedestrian-

friendly. The two attributes that did not result from the literature, namely the availability of shared 

cars and bicycles and the presence of bicycle lanes, are assumed to be ideal when there are shared 

cars and bicycles available in the neighbourhood and when the built environment is bicycle-friendly. 

The survey including the stated choice experiment is (in May 2017) distributed by Maastricht 

Bereikbaar. In the stated choice experiment, it is analysed whether the respondents would make use 

of more sustainable transport modes instead of the car to travel from their home to their work when 

certain TOD characteristics will be applied in the neighbourhood in which the respondent lives. The 

levels of the characteristics (which are the attributes) differ in each presented situation and three 

different situations are presented to each respondent. 

 

With regard to using more sustainable transport modes instead of the car to travel from home to 

work, the following combination of levels of the TOD characteristics are preferred by users (in the 

neighbourhood in which they live): 

The train or both the train and the bus are available as public transport mode(s) and the public 

transport has a moderate or a high quality and is available every 10 minutes. Furthermore, the 

public transport stop is located at maximum 400 metres distance and also has a moderate or high 

quality. The neighbourhood is a city centre in which retail functions are located within 200 or 600 

metres and the bicycle lanes are on the street but separated from the driving lane or apart from 

the street. The public space having a low, a moderate or a high quality and the availability of no 

shared cars and bicycles; only private cars, both shared cars and bicycles and private cars or only 

shared cars and bicycles; no private car, do barely make a difference. 

 

The three characteristics that are most important to decrease car use and increase the use of more 

sustainable transport modes, are the type of the neighbourhood, the distance to the nearest public 

transport stop in the neighbourhood and the frequency of the public transport from the nearest 

public transport stop in the neighbourhood. The best results with regard to a decrease in car use can 

be achieved in neighbourhoods with a high density (as the attribute ‘the type of the neighbourhood’ 

was included to represent the (population or housing) density of the neighbourhood, by which the 

city centre represents a neighbourhood with a high density), in which the distance to the nearest 

public transport stop is maximum 400 metres and the frequency of the public transport from that 

stop is every 10 minutes. 

When looking at the more sustainable transport modes separately, the characteristics the available 

transport modes from the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood and the frequency of 

the public transport from the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood are most 

important for the alternative train. For the alternative bus, the available transport modes from the 

nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood and the distance to the nearest public transport 

stop in the neighbourhood are most important. Regarding the alternatives bicycle and walking, the 

type of the neighbourhood and the distance to retail functions in the neighbourhood are the most 

determining factors. 
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What are users’ preferences with regard to TOD characteristics in relation to transport mode 

choices and can the application of these preferences result in a decrease in the share of car use and 

an increase in the share of more sustainable transport modes, including walking, cycling and the 

use of public transport? 

It can be concluded that it is possible that the application of the users’ preferences can result in a 

decrease in car use and an increase in the use of more sustainable transport modes. When the levels 

of the TOD characteristics that are preferred by the users are implemented, the probability of the 

car being chosen (to travel from home to work) varies between 13 and 19 percent, by which the 

probability of a more sustainable transport mode being chosen varies between 87 and 81 percent. 

Therefore, as the car is currently used for almost half of the daily trips (46 percent) and the home-to-

work trip (and thereby the work-to-home trip) is considered as the most important daily trip, the 

implementation of the preferred levels of the TOD characteristics can result in a decrease in car use. 

However, to achieve these results, the focus must be on the right neighbourhoods. It is 

recommended to focus on high-density train station areas with a frequency of the public transport 

of every 10 minutes and located at maximum 400 metres from the dwellings in the neighbourhood. 

The focus must then be on the quality of the public transport and the public transport stop, the 

distance to retail functions in the neighbourhood and the presence of bicycle lanes in the 

neighbourhood. According to users’ preferences, the public transport and the public transport stop 

must be clean, provide information with regard to schedules, perform on-schedule and have 

sufficient seats available. Retail functions must be located within a distance of 600 metres and 

bicycle lanes must be present apart from the street or on the street but separated from the driving 

lane. In this way, users’ preferences with regard to TOD characteristics can achieve a decrease in the 

car use and an increase in the use of more sustainable transport modes. The results of this study can 

be generalised for cities that have a working population that is comparable to the working 

population of Maastricht, as the panel that is used in this study mostly consists of working people.  

 

Users’ preferences with regard to TOD characteristics in relation to neighbourhood choices 

In the stated choice experiment, it is also analysed whether the respondents would like to live in the 

presented neighbourhood. This neighbourhood was thus different in each situation, as the levels of 

the attributes (the characteristics of the neighbourhood) were different in each presented situation. 

Two groups of respondents with specific personal characteristics and different preferences 

concerning neighbourhood choices can be distinguished, by which policies with regard to the 

attractiveness of neighbourhoods can be composed for two different groups of people. 

The first group of respondents consists of relatively more younger people (30 to 44 years) and 

(married) couples with resident children and makes relatively more use of the car, brings their 

children away on relatively more days a week and does the groceries on relatively fewer days a week 

during the trip from their home to their work and travels on relatively fewer days a week during the 

workday for work-related appointments. This group of respondents prefers neighbourhoods that are 

suburban neighbourhoods, in which retail functions are located at 600 metres distance, the public 

space has a high quality and a private car is available. The second group of respondents consists of 

relatively more older people (60 years and older) and (married) couples without resident children 

and makes relatively more use of the other transport modes, brings their children away on relatively 

fewer days a week (which can be explained based on the difference between the two clusters 

regarding the composition of household) and does the groceries on relatively more days a week 

during the trip from their home to their work and travels relatively on more days a week during the 

workday for work-related appointments. This group of respondents prefers neighbourhoods in 

which the public transport and the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood have a high 

quality and the bicycle lanes are on the street but separated from the driving lane. 
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1. Introduction  
In this chapter, an introduction to the subject is given. Furthermore, the problem statement, the 

research objective and the research question and the relevance of the study are described. This 

chapter ends with the explanation of the method that will be used. 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Municipalities aim at organising cities with regard to spatial developments and Transit Oriented 

Development (TOD) can help to achieve this goal. TOD has been gaining popularity as a sustainable 

urban growth paradigm recently, although it is not a new concept. It is related to the concepts Smart 

Growth and New Urbanism as these three urban design philosophies share the same objectives, 

namely to decrease the amount of motorised trips, to increase the share of non-motorised trips and 

to decrease the distance that needs to be travelled and increase the level of vehicle occupancy 

(Cervero and Kockelman, 1997; Papa and Bertolini, 2015). Calthorpe developed the TOD concept in 

the 1980s and he did not only see it as a means to make traffic more sustainable by providing 

alternative travel modes and thereby reducing the environmental impact, but also to make 

communities sustainable by addressing social issues and providing mixed-income neighbourhoods, 

as explained by Carlton (2009). 

In the literature, there are many different definitions of TOD although the bottom-line is the same. 

In this study, TOD is defined as a high-density, mixed-use development (residential, retail and office) 

that is pedestrian-friendly, has a high-quality public space and is around or near a public transport 

stop (Austin et al., 2010; Carlton, 2009; Chatman and DiPetrillo, 2010; Hale and Charles, 2006).  

The concept of TOD is widely applied in recent years, because of the fact that many benefits are 

assigned to TOD. It has been proven that it decreases car use and thereby decreases congestion, gas 

emissions and money spent on travelling while encouraging the use of more sustainable travel 

modes, including walking, cycling and the use of public transport (Arrington and Cervero, 2008; 

Austin et al., 2010; Cervero and Arrington, 2008; Kamruzzaman et al., 2014; Noland and DiPetrillo, 

2015; Shatu and Kamruzzaman, 2014). Furthermore, it is seen as a means to limit urban sprawl, to 

allow for economic growth, to create attractive places and to increase quality of life, health and well-

being (Belzer and Autler, 2002; Papa and Bertolini, 2015; Shatu and Kamruzzaman, 2014). 

 

TOD concerns the integration of urban development and transport. In the Netherlands, other 

concepts in the past had the same objective with regard to affecting the travel behaviour by means 

of spatial planning (Hubers et al., 2015). Hubers et al. (2015) mention the concentrated 

decentralisation policy of the 1970s, the compact city policy of the 1980s and the A-B-C location 

policy of the 1990s. Tan et al. (2013) even state that the fundamental idea of the urbanisation of the 

mid nineteenth century was to create new urban developments along new or existing public 

transport routes. Therefore, the result is that urban developments are concentrated around the 

main railway stations of the Netherlands, creating opportunities for the application of TOD (Tan et 

al., 2013). 

According to Bertolini et al. (2012), in Europe, the redevelopment of transit stations and the 

surrounding areas of these stations is getting more and more important because of “the expansion 

and upgrading of rail infrastructure, the reduced demand for industrial space in central urban 

locations, the privatisation of railways, efforts to increase the attractiveness of cities, the quest for 

sustainable development and […] the spatial dynamics of contemporary society” (p. 31). When 

looking at the Netherlands in particular, it is clear that plans are being made with regard to 

upgrading and vitalising railway stations and the direct surroundings of these stations. Kuijpers et al. 

(2010) report that railway stations in urban areas are attractive locations for (re)development 
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because of the fact that these stations are not only places but also nodes. Therefore, mobility and 

urban development need to be integrated in which the connection between different transport 

modes and the quality of the living environment are important aspects (Kuijpers et al., 2010). The 

Dutch policy ‘Knooppuntontwikkeling’ which is supported by the former Ministry of Housing, Spatial 

Planning and the Environment, the former Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water 

Management, the Dutch Railways and ProRail, is basically the Dutch form of TOD because of the fact 

that the focus is on mixed-use urban developments (residential, office and recreational functions) 

with a variety of amenities, that are concentrated around public transport nodes (train, tram, 

subway and high-frequency bus) in order to increase the sustainability, the quality of the living 

environment, the accessibility and the economy of the urban areas (The Netherlands Institute for 

Transport Policy Analysis (KiM), 2012; Kuijpers et al., 2010). From this, it can be concluded that TOD 

as a matter of fact is being implemented in the Netherlands. 

 

1.2 Problem statement 

As mentioned in the introduction, TOD tends to decrease car use and to increase the share of more 

sustainable transport modes, including walking, cycling and the use of public transport. In a country 

as the Netherlands, this is important as Pojani and Stead (2014) report that the share of public 

transport use in the Netherlands is smaller than in other European countries and that the use of the 

car is still increasing. When looking at the data of Eurostat (2016), this can only be partly 

substantiated. Table 1 shows the comparison of the use of different transport modes in the 

Netherlands to countries that are situated close to the Netherlands, as indicated on the map in 

figure 1. The transport modes that are included by Eurostat (2016) are cars, buses and coaches and 

trains with regard to inland passenger transport in the year 2014.  

 

Country Car Train Bus Total

Austria 77.6 12.1 10.3 100.0

Belgium 76.8 7.7 15.5 100.0

Croatia 85.1 3.0 11.9 100.0

Czech Republic 73.1 8.4 18.5 100.0

Denmark 80.0 10.1 9.9 100.0

Estonia 81.6 1.9 16.5 100.0

Finland 85.2 5.0 9.8 100.0

France 85.1 9.3 5.6 100.0

Germany 85.7 8.5 5.9 100.1

Ireland 79.8 2.9 17.3 100.0

Italy 80.8 6.3 12.9 100.0

Latvia 80.9 4.1 14.9 99.9

Lithuania 88.2 1.0 10.8 100.0

Luxembourg 83.6 4.3 12.2 100.1

Norway 89.8 4.9 5.4 100.1

Poland 79.9 5.8 14.3 100.0

Portugal 89.8 4.2 6.1 100.1

Spain 83.2 6.5 10.3 100.0

Sweden 84.7 8.9 6.4 100.0

Switzerland 77.7 17.3 5.1 100.1

The Netherlands 87.0 9.7 3.3 100.0

United Kingdom 86.1 8.5 5.4 100.0

European Union 83.4 7.6 9.1 100.1   
 Table 1 - Share of different transport modes in several 

countries of the European Union in 2014 (based on 

Eurostat, 2016) 

 

Figure 1 - Map with the countries that are included in the 

analysis (green and blue rectangles) (based on Google Maps, 

2017a) 
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It appears that the Netherlands indeed has a high share of car use, as only the countries Lithuania, 

Norway and Portugal have a higher percentage. Furthermore, the car use in the Netherlands is 3.6 

percent higher than in the European Union on average. With regard to the use of the train, it can be 

seen that the share in the Netherlands is high, as only Austria, Denmark and Switzerland have a 

higher score. The share of bus use is extremely low in the Netherlands, with a difference of 5.8 

percent with the average of the European Union. From this, it can thus be concluded that the share 

of car use is indeed relatively high and the share of bus use is low in comparison to other countries 

close to the Netherlands. However, the share of train use is high, which can be explained by the facts 

that the Netherlands is a country with a high railway and railway station density and that residents 

live on average 4.5 kilometres from the adjacent railway station, which is a short distance (Givoni 

and Rietveld, 2007; Tan et al., 2013). 

 

However, both Pojani and Stead (2014) and Eurostat (2016) only report about the use of the car and 

the public transport and do not include walking and cycling in their analysis. In the Netherlands, the 

bicycle is often used as transport mode, more than in other European countries, which can explain 

the lower share of public transport use in the case of Pojani and Stead (2014) and the low share of 

bus use in the case of Eurostat (2016). In the OViN 2015 report, in which the daily mobility of a 

representative sample of the Dutch population in the Netherlands in a year is analysed, also more 

sustainable transport modes are included (table 2) and it appears that the bicycle is used as 

transport mode in 28 percent of the daily trips (figure 2). As can be seen in figure 2, the car is used 

for almost half of the trips, whereas the public transport is only used in 5 percent of the trips. When 

looking at the total kilometres travelled per year (figure 3), it can be seen that 72 percent are 

travelled by car and only 11 percent by public transport. Even fewer is travelled by cycling or 

walking, though this is logical regarding the fact that the travel distances are also shorter when these 

transport modes are used.  

 
Table 2 - Transport modes included in the OViN 2015 analysis (based on Statistics Netherlands, 2016b) 

Transport mode Includes

Car Both driver and passenger

Public transport Train, bus, tram, subway

Bicycle Both driver and passenger

Walk Walk

Other Moped, touringcar, delivery van, 

truck, camper, taxi, motorcycle, 

agricultural vehicle, boat, airplane, 

skates, vehicle for disabled persons, 

other  
  

  
 Figure 2 - Trips per person per day in the Netherlands 

(2015) (based on Statistics Netherlands, 2016c) 

Figure 3 - Total kilometres travelled per year in the Netherlands 

(2015) (based on Statistics Netherlands, 2016c) 
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Givoni and Rietveld (2007) and Tan et al. (2013) underline the importance of the bicycle in the 

Netherlands, particularly when travelling from and to the railway station. This can be explained by 

the fact that the bicycle enlarges the area of coverage of a transport node, which makes railway 

stations accessible for a large part of the Dutch population (Tan et al., 2013). In figure 4, it can be 

seen that cycling is indeed the most used travel mode to reach the railway station and also walking 

and public transport are often used (left graph). These three transport modes are also most often 

used when travelling from the railway station to the destination (right graph). This is in line with the 

statement of Givoni and Rietveld (2007) that when people use the train as transport mode, they also 

use other more sustainable transport modes than the car. Therefore, in order to stimulate the use of 

public transport, the focus must not be on these people, but on new passengers that are currently 

using the car.  

 

 
Figure 4 - The share of the different transport modes to (left) and from (right) the railway station with regard to the number 

of trips (based on The Netherlands Institute for Transport Policy Analysis (KiM), 2016) 

 

From the foregoing analysis, it can thus be concluded that although the share of walking and 

specifically the share of cycling is substantial in the Netherlands, the share of car use is high in 

comparison to the share of public transport use. This high share of car use results in problems with 

regard to congestion and parking. This is not only the case in inner cities, but also in neighbourhoods 

that are located on the edge of the city (PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency, 2008). 

The number of cars is increasing, which results in the fact that the demand for parking spaces is also 

increasing (Hagman, 2006; PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency, 2008). However, 

there is a limit with regard to the expansion of parking facilities in the public space and the quality of 

the environment decreases as a result of the increased parking and congestion problems (Hagman, 

2006; PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency, 2008). Thus, the use of the car needs to 

be decreased and more sustainable travel modes need to be stimulated, including walking, cycling 

and the use of public transport. What must be underlined here, is that the focus must not be on 

stimulating people that currently walk or cycle to use public transport, as walking and cycling are still 

more sustainable travel modes than public transport. Therefore, walking and cycling need to be 

stimulated and encouraged as well. The focus must be on stimulating people who currently use the 

car as main transport mode to use more sustainable transport modes. 
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1.3 Research objective and research question 

Based on the good network and accessibility of public transport, TOD can be a promising spatial 

planning tool in the Netherlands in order to increase the amount of people that use public transport, 

walking and cycling instead of the car. Therefore, the research objective of this report is as follows: 

 

To gain insight in users’ preferences with regard to Transit Oriented Development characteristics in 

relation to transport mode choices. 

 

The research question is: 

 

What are users’ preferences with regard to Transit Oriented Development characteristics in 

relation to transport mode choices and can the application of these preferences result in a 

decrease in the share of car use and an increase in the share of more sustainable transport modes, 

including walking, cycling and the use of public transport? 

 

The sub-questions are: 

o What is Transit Oriented Development and what are the characteristics of Transit Oriented 

Development? 

o Which methods can be used to measure user preferences? 

o What are users’ preferences with regard to Transit Oriented Development characteristics 

and which characteristics are most important with regard to changes in transport mode use? 

 

1.4 Relevance 

Academic relevance 

There is a lot of academic literature concerning the concept TOD that describes the definition of 

TOD, the associated benefits and performance indicators to measure the success of TOD. In addition, 

there are many case studies that analyse the results of the implementation of TOD in a certain 

context. However, these case studies are based on theoretical foundations and there are currently 

no studies that examine users’ preferences concerning TOD. Therefore, this study contributes to the 

academic literature by taking the opinion of users into account and by analysing whether the users’ 

preferences can result in a decrease in the share of car use and an increase in the share of more 

sustainable transport modes (walking, cycling and the use of public transport). 

 

Societal relevance 

With regard to the society, it is important that more sustainable transport modes are getting used 

and that car use is decreased. To achieve this goal, it is important that users’ preferences are taken 

into account, as these users are in the end the people that have to change their transport mode. It is 

therefore important to analyse which characteristics of TOD are preferred by the users and whether 

the application of these characteristics can result in the alteration to more sustainable transport 

modes.  

 

1.5 Method 

In this report, a stated choice experiment is used. This stated choice experiment (which is a type of 

stated preference experiments) is used to propose hypothetical situations of a neighbourhood with 

a certain level of TOD characteristics. Because of the fact that hypothetical situations can be created, 

a stated choice experiment is a useful method as new alternatives or situations, in this case the 

possible application of TOD characteristics, can be analysed based on peoples’ preferences (Hensher 

et al., 2015). The process of developing stated choice experiments can be seen in figure 5.  
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Stage 2

←

Stage 3

←

Stage 4 ←

Stage 5

Stage 6

Stage 7

Stage 8

Stage 1 Problem refinement ←

↓

Stimuli refinement

Alternative identification

Attribute identification

Attribute level identification

↓

Experimental design consideration

Type of design

Model specification

Reducing experiment size

↓

Generate experimental design

↓

Allocate attributes to design columns

Main effects vs interactions

↓

Generate choice sets

↓

Randomise choice sets

↓

Construct survey instrument  
Figure 5 - Process of developing stated choice experiments (based on Hensher et al., 2015) 

 

In the stated choice experiment, different choice situations are presented to the respondents. In 

each choice situation, the respondents that use the car to travel from home to work are asked 

whether they would use more sustainable transport modes (including walking, cycling and using 

public transport) instead of the car and the respondents that already use more sustainable transport 

modes to travel from home to work, are asked whether they would keep using these transport 

modes and whether they would intensify the use of these modes. Each choice situation consists of a 

specific profile including different attribute levels that represent a certain level of the application of 

TOD characteristics. With this stated choice experiment, it can thus be analysed whether the 

respondents would make use of more sustainable transport modes instead of the car when certain 

TOD characteristics will be applied in the neighbourhood in which the respondent lives and what the 

users’ preferences are with regard to the application of TOD characteristics. The conclusion of this 

report consists of a recommendation to the municipality of Maastricht concerning the application of 

TOD characteristics in order to give direction to decrease car use in Maastricht and to increase the 

share of more sustainable transport modes, including walking, cycling and the use of public 

transport. 

 

In this chapter, TOD is introduced and the problem is described. In chapter two, a literature 

overview concerning TOD and transport mode choice is presented. The third chapter describes the 

method that is used and the attributes and corresponding attribute levels that are included in the 

experiment. In addition, the survey including the stated choice experiment and the panel that is 

used are pointed out. In chapter four, the descriptive results of the survey are presented. The results 

considering the transport mode choices are discussed in chapter 5 and in chapter six the results 

regarding the neighbourhood choices are presented. The last chapter of this report consists of the 

conclusions and the discussion. 
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2. Literature study 
In this chapter, an overview of the existing academic literature is presented. As mentioned in the 

introduction, TOD integrates urban development and transport and is used in the Netherlands as an 

instrument to affect the travel behaviour by means of spatial planning (as mentioned in chapter 1.1). 

Therefore, TOD, as a spatial planning concept, is defined and explained in the context of nodes and 

places. Furthermore, the characteristics, success factors and performance indicators of TOD are 

described. In addition, the benefits, risks, negative consequences and typologies of TOD are pointed 

out. Then, a real world TOD example is described. Thereafter, transport mode choice is explained 

because of the fact that transport is, besides land-use planning, the other component of TOD. First, 

the Dutch transport system is described. Furthermore, the process of transport mode choice is 

outlined and factors influencing transport mode choices are explained. This chapter ends with a 

conclusion based on the literature study. 

 

2.1 Transit Oriented Development 

2.1.1 The concept 

TOD has been gaining popularity as a sustainable urban growth paradigm recently, although it is not 

a new concept. It is related to the concepts Smart Growth and New Urbanism as these three urban 

design philosophies share the same objectives, namely to decrease the amount of motorised trips, 

to increase the share of non-motorised trips and to decrease the distance that needs to be travelled 

and increase the level of vehicle occupancy (Cervero and Kockelman, 1997; Papa and Bertolini, 

2015). Calthorpe developed the TOD concept in the 1980s and he did not only see it as a means to 

make traffic more sustainable by providing alternative travel modes and thereby reducing the 

environmental impact, but also to make communities sustainable by addressing social issues and 

providing mixed-income neighbourhoods, as explained by Carlton (2009). 

In the literature, there are many different definitions of TOD although the bottom-line is the same. 

In this study, TOD is defined as a high-density, mixed-use development (residential, retail and office) 

that is pedestrian-friendly, has a high-quality public space and is around or near a public transport 

stop (Austin et al., 2010; Carlton, 2009; Chatman and DiPetrillo, 2010; Hale and Charles, 2006).  

 

2.1.2 Nodes and places 

Because of the fact that TOD is both about transport (a transit station) and urban development (a 

neighbourhood), it is about both nodes and places (Belzer and Autler, 2002). In addition, the station 

area is not only a node regarding transport, but also regarding non-transport aspects such as 

lifestyle, business and consumption (Curtis et al., 2009). Transit and the surrounding uses therefore 

have to be integrated (Belzer and Autler, 2002). Bertolini (1999) developed the node-place model 

(figure 6) which is a tool to analyse the opportunities to 

improve a station area and therefore increases the 

probability of a successful implementation of TOD. The 

node-index represents the accessibility of the node and 

intensity and diversity of transport (train, bus, tram, 

underground, car and bicycle) are therefore important 

(Bertolini, 1999). The place-index is about the intensity 

and diversity of the activities in the area (the walkable 

area within 700 metres) (Bertolini, 1999). Therefore, the 

y-axis, ‘node’, represents the potential for physical 

human interaction (more accessibility results in the 

presence of more people) and the x-axis, ‘place’, the Figure 6 - The node-place model (Bertolini, 1999) 
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degree of the realisation of that interaction (more, diverse activities result in more actual 

interaction) (Bertolini, 1999). 

The situation in which the node and the place are in balance, so when the degree of urban activities 

is in correspondence with the degree of transport facilities, is represented by the diagonal line in the 

model (areas under stress have maximum intensity and diversity of both transport and urban 

activities, whereas this is at the minimum in dependent areas) (Bertolini, 1999). When there is an 

unbalance, the node or the place is unsustained (Bertolini, 1999). In an unsustained node, the urban 

activities are underdeveloped, whereas in an unsustained place the transport facilities are 

underdeveloped (Bertolini, 1999). In TODs, urban development and public transport are integrated, 

indicating that it is essential that the node and the place are in balance, creating a transit area that, 

according to Kamruzzaman et al. (2014), is used for travelling by public transport, but also is a place 

to live, shop, recreate and socialise.  

 

2.1.3 Characteristics 

According to Calthorpe, the following components are the key principles of TOD, not only 

incorporating planning and sustainability aspects, but also aesthetic and pedestrian-related aspects: 

o “Organise growth on a regional level to be compact and transit-supportive; 

o Place commercial, housing, jobs parks, and civic uses within walking distance of transit stops; 

o Create pedestrian-friendly street networks that directly connect local destinations; 

o Provide a mix of housing types, densities, and costs; 

o Preserve sensitive habitat, riparian zones, and high-quality open space; 

o Make public spaces the focus of building orientation and neighbourhood activity” (Carlton, 

2009, p. 20). 

From these principles, it can be seen that the basic characteristic is that urban developments are 

located around or near public transport stops (half a mile or 800 metres according to Olaru et al. 

(2011)) in order to stimulate the use of public transport. In addition, by creating high-density areas 

that have a diverse land-use mix and pedestrian-friendly, well connected street networks, people 

can do their daily trips by walking or cycling instead of using the car, increasing the share of 

sustainable transport modes (Austin et al., 2010; Olaru et al., 2011). Furthermore, the idea is that 

not only people with a high income can live in these neighbourhoods, but that these 

neighbourhoods are accessible for all income classes (Austin et al., 2010). 

 

Cervero and Kockelman (1997) explain in their study the three dimensions of the built environment, 

the ‘three Ds’ density, diversity and design, which are seen as characteristics of TODs. Increased 

density can increase the use of non-motorised travel modes by the fact that average distances 

between origin and destination are shorter (Cervero and Kockelman, 1997). Furthermore, the level 

of transit ridership can be higher in areas with a high density, which means that high-quality, cost-

effective public transport can be implemented (Hubers et al., 2015). Increasing the diversity of 

neighbourhoods means that more functions are on walk or bicycle distance instead of outside the 

neighbourhood and when retail shops are located on routes from residential neighbourhoods to 

transit stops, the use of public transport can be stimulated by the fact that the home-to-work trip 

and the shopping trip can be combined (Cervero and Kockelman, 1997). Improving the design in 

neighbourhoods results in the fact that the built environment is more attractive for pedestrians, 

cyclists and transit riders, as more amenities are available, and that the accessibility of destinations 

by foot is improved, for example by locating shop entrances near curb sites (Cervero and Kockelman, 

1997). Cervero and Kockelman (1997) state that a combination of the ‘three Ds’ is necessary in order 

to yield successful results, which means that “higher densities, diverse land uses, and pedestrian-

friendly designs […] must co-exist to a certain degree” (p. 217). Arrington and Cervero (2008) 
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conclude that these TOD characteristics indeed have a significantly positive effect on the local trips 

(secondary trips) when looking at the percentage of trips made by walking and cycling. However, the 

impact on the travel behaviour for longer distances, primary trips (e.g. to work), is only marginal 

(Arrington and Cervero, 2008). 

 

2.1.4 Success factors 

In the literature, there are many principles formulated that should result in successful TOD 

implementations. Based on the principles of Hale and Charles (2006), Jacobson and Forsyth (2008) 

and Reconnecting America’s Center for Transit-Oriented Development (2008), a new set of success 

factors is composed, see table 3. 

 
Table 3 - Success factors of TOD (based on Hale and Charles, 2006; Jacobson and Forsyth, 2008; Reconnecting America’s 

Center for Transit-Oriented Development, 2008) 

Success factors

Process of implementation

Appreciate that planning and developing great places takes time

Engage the community and experts as collaborators 

Invest in maintaining spaces

Implement the plan and evaluate its success

Built environment

Create a high quality, safe, secure and architecturally interesting transit station

Create a mixed-use development with street-front retail

Create opportunities for affordable and accessible living

Transport modes

Make high frequency, high capacity and high quality public transit available

Maximise neighbourhood and station connectivity

Integrate transit and transit facilities into the urban pattern

Do not forget (but do not overemphasise) car movement and parking

Public space

Provide public spaces that accommodate a variety of uses and users

Design sidewalks and crosswalks for appropriate pedestrian use

Allow for variety and complexity

Design at a human scale  
 

The success factors are divided into four categories, namely successively the process of the 

implementation, the built environment, the transport modes and the public space. It can be seen 

that these factors are closely linked to the characteristics of TOD, which is logical regarding the fact 

that TOD is successful when the characteristics of TOD are implemented. 

 

2.1.5 Performance indicators 

After implementing TOD principles in a neighbourhood, a good evaluation of the implementation is 

necessary in order to measure the success. For that purpose, Belzer and Autler (2002) developed six 

performance indicators. They argue that TOD is more than the physical form resulting from the 

‘three Ds’ and that it also incorporates performance. Their first indicator is location- efficiency, which 

is determined by the proximity, frequency and quality of the public transport, the mix of different 

functions, the accessibility of amenities, the density of the population and the pedestrian-

friendliness of the environment (Belzer and Autler, 2002). Value recapture is the second indicator, 

which is about the fact that people can invest the money that is saved by the reduced transport and 

parking costs in assets that improve the built environment (Belzer and Autler, 2002). TOD aims at 

increasing the quality of living environments and to make places work for people and therefore, 
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liveability is the third indicator to measure the success (Belzer and Autler, 2002). The fourth 

indicator is finance. This is about the fact that the return for both the public and the private 

investors should be taken into account, as the public sector invests in the transit station and the 

surrounding public spaces and the private sector invests in the residential, office and retail 

developments (Belzer and Autler, 2002). Choice enhancement is the fifth indicator, which results 

from the goal of TOD to offer more options by increasing the diversity in the area (Belzer and Autler, 

2002). The last indicator is efficient regional land-use patterns by which urban sprawl is decreased 

and cities are healthier and more liveable (Belzer and Autler, 2002). In table 4, the outcomes of 

these six indicators are shown.  

 
Table 4 - Outcomes of performance indicators (based on Belzer and Autler, 2002) 

Outcomes performance indicators

Location-efficiency outcomes

Increased mobility choices (walking, bicycling, transit)

Increased transit ridership

Good transit connections to the rest of the city and region

Reduced auto use and reduced auto ownership

Reduced transportation costs to individuals and households

Sufficient retail development (quantity, quality and diversity) 

Ability to live, work and shop within the same neighbourhood

Value recapture outcomes

Increased homeownership rates or more adequate housing

Reduced individual and community spending on transportation and therefore greater 

discretionary individual and community spending

Liveability outcomes

Improved air quality and gasoline consumption

Increased mobility choices (pedestrian friendliness, access to public transport)

Decreased congestion/commute burden

Improved access to retail, services, recreational and cultural opportunities

Improved access to public spaces, including parks and plazas

Better health and public safety (pollution-related illnesses, traffic accidents)

Better economic health (income, employment)

Financial outcomes

Local governments: higher tax revenues from increased retail sales and property values

Transit agencies: increased fare box revenues and potential ground lease

Developers: higher return on investment

Employers: shorter and more predictable commute times, easier employee access

A balance between financial return and other goals of TOD

Choice enhancement outcomes

A diversity of housing types that reflects the regional mix of incomes and family structures

A greater range of affordable housing options

A diversity of retail types

A balance of transportation choices

Efficient regional land-use patterns outcomes

Less loss of farmland and open space

More suitable regional and sub regional balance between jobs and housing

Shorter commutes

Less traffic and air pollution

Station areas that can serve as destinations as well as origins  
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Renne and Wells (2005) do not incorporate the indicators developed by Belzer and Autler (2002), 

but interviewed professionals from state departments of transport, metropolitan planning 

organisations, county and local governments and transit agencies, resulting in a list of 56 indicators 

to assess the progress or success of TOD. Thereafter, they asked professionals working at state, 

county and municipal governments in a survey to identify the most useful indicators, which are 

shown in table 5 (Renne and Wells, 2005). It can be seen that these indicators clearly reflect the TOD 

principles, as it is about the walking environment, the public transport system, densities and mixed 

uses. However, there are also indicators that mention the increase in property value, the number of 

parking spaces and the amount of private investments. It is assumed that the parking spaces are 

considered to be relevant because of the fact that TOD aims at reducing car use and the number of 

parking spaces available can impact the amount of cars owned by the residents of the 

neighbourhood and the number of trips made by car by these residents. The increase in property 

value and the amount of private investments are indicators in the economic category and although 

these are not reflected in the TOD principles, these are useful to take into account as they say 

something about the initiators of the development and about the economic result of the 

implementation. 

 
Table 5 - Indicators to measure the progress or success of TOD implementation (based on Renne and Wells, 2005) 

Indicators

Built environment

Qualitative rating of streetscape

Number of improved intersections/street crossings for pedestrian safety

Number/square feet of mixed-use structures

Population/housing density

Employment density

Travel behaviour

Pedestrian activity counts

Number of transit boardings

Number of bus, ferry, shuttle, or jitney services connecting to transit station

Number of parking spaces for residents

Number of shared parking spaces

Social diversity

Public perception

Economy

Number of convenience/service retail establishments

Estimated increase in property value

Estimated amount of private investment

Estimated amount of private investment by type of land-use  
 

It can be concluded that there is much overlap between the indicators of Belzer and Autler (2002) 

and Renne and Wells (2005), which is logical because of the fact that when the characteristics of 

TOD are well implemented, TOD is successfully implemented, resulting in similarities between the 

characteristics of TOD, the benefits of TOD and the performance indicators of TOD. The factors 

frequency and quality of the public transport (location-efficiency), the accessibility of amenities 

(location-efficiency) and the decrease of urban sprawl and increase of liveability and health of cities 

(efficient regional land-use patterns) are mentioned by Belzer and Autler (2002), but are not 

considered as most useful in the study of Renne and Wells (2005). On the other hand, Renne and 

Wells (2005) include the employment density, the number of parking spaces, the number of shared 

parking spaces and the public perception, which are not incorporated in the indicators developed by 

Belzer and Autler (2002). Furthermore, it can be criticised that both studies include pedestrian-

related aspects but do not incorporate bicycle-related aspects. 
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2.1.6 Benefits, risks and negative consequences 

Many benefits are assigned to the concept of TOD. In various studies, it has been proven that it 

decreases car use and thereby decreases congestion, gas emissions and money spent on travelling 

while encouraging the use of more sustainable travel modes, including walking, cycling and the use 

of public transport (Arrington and Cervero, 2008; Austin et al., 2010; Cervero and Arrington, 2008; 

Kamruzzaman et al., 2014; Noland and DiPetrillo, 2015; Shatu and Kamruzzaman, 2014). 

Furthermore, it is seen as a means to limit urban sprawl, to allow for economic growth, to create 

attractive places and to increase quality of life, health and well-being (Belzer and Autler, 2002; Papa 

and Bertolini, 2015; Shatu and Kamruzzaman, 2014). 

Besides these benefits, there are also risks related to the implementation of TOD which can 

eventually result in negative consequences. Often a lot of different actors participate, with various 

skills and risk profiles and public and private companies have to cooperate and head in the same 

direction (Carlton, 2009; Hale and Charles, 2006). Furthermore, because of the fact that TOD is 

relatively new, it can be hard to even find people that have the necessary skills and resources for this 

kind of projects and, financially, returns and profits on TODs are not yet proven (Carlton, 2009; Hale 

and Charles, 2006). In addition, because of the fact that TOD aims at creating mixed-income 

communities, returns can be different for different investors, which eventually can result in no 

affordable housing in the TOD area, as the return on this type of housing is lower than on housing 

for higher income classes. Carlton (2009) therefore concludes that “relative to other real estate 

investments, TODs are more complex, take more time, are considered riskier, and are ultimately 

more expensive” (p. 23). 

In addition to the risks concerning the implementation of TOD, there are also negative 

consequences. According to Lin and Gau (2006), an increase in activity intensity due to an increase in 

the density of a transit station area can result in an increase of congestion and chaos and thereby in 

a lower quality of the living environment. Furthermore, they establish that the implementation of 

TOD can cause perceived unfairness in society because of the differences with regard to transit 

infrastructure and development density between the station area and other areas in the city (Lin and 

Gau, 2006). 

 

2.1.7 Typologies 

In a few studies, a TOD typology is developed 

in an effort to group several different forms of 

TOD. Here, two different typologies that both 

have different starting points are shortly 

explained. 

The first TOD typology is developed by De Vos 

et al. (2014) and is based on the development 

stage, differentiating between three types of 

TOD (see figure 7). The first type is new TODs, 

in which high-density, mixed-use urban 

developments are created around new transit 

stations (De Vos et al., 2014). The second type, 

high-density TODs, is almost the same as the 

first type, except for the fact that the (high-

density, mixed-use) urban developments are 

already existing (De Vos et al., 2014). The third 

type is different from the first two. In these Figure 7 - Three types of TOD (based on De Vos et al., 2014) 
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low-density TODs, both the diversity and the density of the urban developments are increased and 

the public transport system is improved (De Vos et al., 2014). 

The second TOD typology is developed by Kamruzzaman et al. (2014), in which four clusters of TODs 

are developed, namely residential TODs, potential TODs, activity centre type of TODs and non-TODs. 

The built environment indicators on which these four types are based, are net employment density, 

net residential density, land-use diversity, intersection density, cul-de-sac density and public 

transport accessibility (Kamruzzaman et al., 2014). 

It can thus be said, that the typologies of both De Vos et al. (2014) and Kamruzzaman et al. (2014) 

are based on the characteristics of TOD. 

 

With particular regard to the Netherlands, also a sort of typology can be distinguished. Pojani and 

Stead (2014) conducted interviews with more than 40 policy officers from the municipal, regional 

and provincial levels of government, the national Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment, the 

Dutch Railways, the Environmental Assessment Agency, several knowledge exchange platforms and 

selected independent experts, from which it appeared that the perfect model of TOD in the 

Netherlands would be the following: “a visually appealing, midrise, medium density, mixed-use, 

intricate, landscaped, and inter-connected neighbourhood, centred on a multi-modal station 

[where] the station itself is easily reachable on foot or by bike but screened from view from the 

residences” (p. 365). Therefore, TOD locations must be both multifunctional and multimodal. Living, 

working, shopping and recreating facilities must be concentrated around railway stations and 

different transport modes including walking, cycling, public transport and the car must be 

integrated.  

 

2.1.8 A real world TOD example 

The Chicago Region in the United States had to cope with a huge traffic problem, partly due to a 

population boom, and if the rail services would not be used, 33 new highway lanes had to be built in 

order to handle all traffic (Holle, 2008). Therefore, TOD is implemented across the Region and the 

Station Square at Prairie Crossing (see figures 8 and 9) is an example of a so-called mini rail hub, 

which might develop into a regional transit centre (Holle, 2008). 

 

   
Figure 8 - The Station Square at Prairie Crossing (Google Maps, 2017d) Figure 9 - Prairie Crossing (Google Maps, 2017c) 

With in the yellow circle the Station Square and 

in the red square the two train stations 
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There are two train stations that are located at three minutes walking from each other and these 

stations are the base of the master planned community Prairie Crossing, see figure 9 (Holle, 2008; 

KIRLEY+, n.d.). At the Station Square, there is a “36-unit condominium and retail complex and about 

200 single-family homes that are part of a 359-home subdivision” (Holle, 2008, p. 38). From a survey, 

it appeared that 46 from the 210 households that live in the neighbourhood and responded to the 

survey use the train every day and additionally, 27 households use the train at least once a week 

(Holle, 2008). The President and CEO of Chicago Metropolis 2020, which is also the Chairman and 

CEO of Prairie Holding Corporation that developed the Station Square, states that TOD is thus a 

feasible tool to make people use public transport instead of the car (Holle, 2008). 

 

The yellow area in figure 10 is still under development and is located in between the two train 

stations. The goal is to create a mixed-use (commercial and residential) TOD community in which 

public transport and walking are crucial (KIRLEY+, n.d.). Figure 11 shows the master plan of the area 

under development and the connection with the already existing community can be seen. Figures 12 

and 13 show views from the Station Square at Prairie Crossing in the direction of the new 

development. 

 

     
 

 

 
Figure 12 - View from a building on the Station Square in the direction of the area under development (KIRLEY+, n.d.) 

Figure 11 - Master plan of Prairie 

Crossing (KIRLEY+, n.d.) 

Figure 10 - Project location at Prairie 

Crossing (KIRLEY+, n.d.) 
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Figure 13 - View from the Station Square in the direction of the area under development (KIRLEY+, n.d.) 

 

It can be concluded that the characteristics of TOD, as mentioned in chapter 2.1.3, are well applied 

in Prairie Crossing. Both residential and commercial functions are present and these are located 

within walking distance to a transit stop, in this case two train stations. There is a condominium and 

there are single-family dwellings, by which there is a mix of different housing types. When looking at 

the streets in the neighbourhood (see figure 14), it can be seen that there are sidewalks that are 

separated from the street with grass and trees, which makes the streets pedestrian-friendly. 

Furthermore, there are even trails in the green environment surrounding the water that is located in 

the middle of the neighbourhood and these trails connect diverse parts of the neighbourhood. The 

street networks are not directly connected, but because of the trails, the neighbourhood is well 

connected for pedestrians and cyclists. Because of the urban design of the neighbourhood with 

single-family dwellings, there is a lot of open space, which has a high quality due to the street 

furniture, the small playgrounds, the trees and the water (see figure 15). The public spaces of the 

neighbourhood, including the Station Square, are the focus of the orientation of the buildings and of 

the neighbourhood activity. Basically, the only characteristic of TOD that is not applied, is the high 

density, as the single-family dwellings are separated from each other by gardens and there is a lot of 

open space in the neighbourhood. 

 

 
Figure 14 - Pedestrian-friendly streets in the neighbourhood of Prairie Crossing (Google Maps, 2017c) 
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Figure 15 - Open space, small playgrounds, trees and water in the neighbourhood of Prairie Crossing (Google Maps, 2017c) 

 

2.2 Transport mode choice 

2.2.1 The transport system in the Netherlands 

In the Netherlands, there are national highways (‘rijkswegen’), provincial roads (‘provinciale wegen’), 

local roads (‘lokale wegen’) and waterboard roads (‘waterschapswegen’), which together form an 

extensive road network (Government of the Netherlands, n.d.c). This good network with well 

maintained roads may contribute to the high share of car use.  

With regard to public transport, there are a couple of transport modes available in the Netherlands. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the Netherlands is a country with a high railway and railway 

station density, which results in the fact that the train is an important transport mode. The Dutch 

government wants to stimulate the use of the train by prescribing measures to transit agencies with 

regard to the synchronisation of timetables and the construction of more park and ride locations and 

bicycle parking facilities (Government of the Netherlands, n.d.a). Furthermore, there is an extensive 

bus network throughout the country that connects smaller towns to cities. In addition, there are 

tram and metro systems, although these systems are only available in respectively Amsterdam, 

Rotterdam, Utrecht and The Hague, and Amsterdam and Rotterdam. The use of public transport is 

stimulated among young people by the student travel product, by which students can travel for free 

during the week or the weekend and otherwise with a discount (Government of the Netherlands, 

n.d.b). 

In the Netherlands, pedestrians and cyclists are highly taken into account in the urban designs. 

Pavements and bicycle lanes are standard in Dutch cities and towns and there are many bicycle 

parking facilities. Furthermore, there are a lot of facilities concerning walking and cycling and safety 

and comfort are important aspects that are taken into account. 

 

2.2.2 The process of transport mode choice 

Schneider (2013) proposed the theory of routine mode choice decisions, which can be seen in figure 

16, in order to describe people’s process of choosing transport modes for routine purposes. The 

theory is based on existing literature and is supported by the responses to a qualitative interview 

that is conducted in the San Francisco Bay Area (Schneider, 2013).  
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Figure 16 - Theory of routine mode choice decisions (based on Schneider, 2013) 

 

There are five steps, namely awareness and availability, basic safety and security, convenience and 

cost, enjoyment and habit, which determine whether people walk, use the bicycle, public transport 

or the car (Schneider, 2013). The first step establishes which modes are options and the second, 

third and fourth step evaluate situational trade-offs between these available modes (Schneider, 

2013). Socioeconomic factors affect these four steps and result in different views among people 

(Schneider, 2013). The last step strengthens choices of the past (Schneider, 2013). 

 

2.2.3 Factors influencing transport mode choices 

There are many studies that identify and analyse factors influencing transport mode choices. 

Kamruzzaman et al. (2013) mention that these factors can be categorised as follows: socio-

demographics, psycho-sociological, trip characteristics and locational/accessibility characteristics. 

From figure 16, it can be seen that Schneider (2013) more or less incorporates these categories of 

factors in step 2, 3 and 4 and in the socioeconomic factors that influence the first four steps of the 

process. However, in this report, the classification of Kamruzzaman et al. (2013) is used. 

 

Socio-demographic factors 

Car availability and ownership are important factors in selecting a specific transport mode. When 

people do not have a driving licence or when there are more workers in a household than there are 

cars available, the car is only limited accessible, resulting in the fact that people have to use public 

transport or active transport including walking and cycling (Chakrabarti, 2017; Kamruzzaman et al., 

2013). Similarly, Buehler (2011) and Chakrabarti (2017) prove that the share of car use is lower when 

the number of cars per household is smaller.  

Kamruzzaman et al. (2013) establish, based on data resulting from a survey conducted in Brisbane, 

that public transport and active transport modes including walking and cycling are mostly used by 

young people, single people, small households and people that have a high level of education. 

Similarly, Chakrabarti (2017) found that the people who choose to use public transport are relatively 

younger in comparison to car users. In addition, in comparison to car users, public transport users 

have lower household incomes, according to the findings of Chakrabarti (2017). On the contrary, 

Ding et al. (2016) prove based on data resulting from a survey conducted in Washington 

metropolitan area that people with high household incomes tend to choose more often for public 
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transport and active transport. In contrast to Kamruzzaman et al. (2013), Ding et al. (2016) also 

establish that public transport and active transport are more likely chosen by people from large 

households. 

 

Psycho-sociological factors 

Heinen (2016) concludes that transport mode choices are related to identities (transport identities, 

social-role identities, self-identities and place identities) and that these identities prevent people to 

change their transport mode. In line with this, Johansson et al. (2006) establish that attitudes and 

personality traits influence transport mode choice. They prove that preferences with regard to 

modal time, cost, flexibility and comfort are very important in selecting a specific transport mode 

(Johansson et al., 2006). In addition, “environmental preferences increase the likelihood of choosing 

an environmentally friendly mode, train, over a less environmentally friendly mode, bus. 

Environmental preferences do, however, not matter in the choice between car and bus” (Johansson 

et al., 2006, p. 517). Likewise, Shen et al. (2008) conclude from survey data from Saito West Centre 

and Onohara Area in Northern Osaka of Japan that individual environmental consciousness 

influences transport mode choices, indicating that people aim at choosing a transport mode that is 

more environmentally friendly than another transport mode. 

Based on data resulting from a survey conducted in Greater Rotterdam in the Netherlands, Böcker et 

al. (2016) prove that weather influences transport mode choices and that people that walk or cycle 

are the most weather sensitive. 

 

Factors related to trip characteristics  

Fuel costs, parking costs and tolls negatively affect the choice for using the car, whereas fares and 

crowding negatively affect the choice for using the bus or the train (Zheng et al., 2016). 

Furthermore, Lind et al. (2015) mention that costs and availability are important factors in choosing 

a transport mode. In addition, Hubers et al. (2015) state that people choose the train as transport 

mode when the distance to the transit stop is small, the transit frequency is high and the parking 

costs are high. Chakrabarti (2017) proves that the quality of public transport is very important and 

that speed, reliability and frequency are determining factors. Rubens et al. (2011) found that cars 

have the most positive image when comparing the car with other transport modes. They also 

establish that people’s reasons for choosing the car as transport mode are freedom, independence 

and pleasure (Rubens et al., 2011). This is supported by Chakrabarti (2017), who mentions that 

competition between public transport and the car is challenging, as the car offers more flexibility 

and freedom. Nevertheless, people refer to economical or environmental reasons when they choose 

to use public transport (Rubens et al., 2011). 

 

Factors related to locational/accessibility characteristics  

Based on data resulting from surveys conducted in Germany and the USA, Buehler (2011) proves 

that the share of car use is lower in areas where the population density and the diversity of land-

uses are high and individuals live close to public transport. Ding et al. (2016) also establish that 

people choose to walk or use the bicycle or public transport more when the population density is 

high. In addition, a high employment density and a small block size result in people choosing walking 

or cycling as transport mode (Ding et al., 2016). Furthermore, people choose the car when the 

distance they have to travel from home to the CBD is large (Ding et al., 2016). On the contrary, 

Kamruzzaman et al. (2013) found that when people have to travel longer to work with regard to 

time, the inclination to choose for public transport increases.  
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2.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a literature overview concerning the concept TOD and transport mode choice was 

presented. From this analysis, the first sub-question can be answered. This question was formulated 

as follows: What is Transit Oriented Development and what are the characteristics of Transit 

Oriented Development? 

TOD is a spatial planning concept in which urban development and transport are integrated. Because 

of this integration, the node and place components of the area need to be in balance, creating a 

transit area that, according to Kamruzzaman et al. (2014), is used for travelling by public transport, 

but also is a place to live, shop, recreate and socialise. TOD is defined as a high-density, mixed-use 

development (residential, retail and office) that is pedestrian-friendly, has a high-quality public space 

and is around or near a public transport stop (Austin et al., 2010; Carlton, 2009; Chatman and 

DiPetrillo, 2010; Hale and Charles, 2006). The characteristics are related to the categories density, 

diversity and design and are summarised in table 6. 

 
Table 6 - Characteristics of TOD (based on Carlton, 2009; Cervero and Kockelman, 1997) 

Characteristics of Transit Oriented Development

Density

High-density areas

Diversity

Diverse land-use mix (residential, retail and office)

Mix of housing types

Design

Functions within walking distance to transit stops

Pedestrian-friendly streets

Well connected street networks

High quality public space and open space 

Public spaces as focus of building orientation and neighbourhood activity  
 

From the literature overview concerning the concept TOD, it can be concluded that TOD can be 

described by a lot of characteristics. Furthermore, there are many studies that develop performance 

indicators and success factors, which results in a large number of performance indicators and 

success factors. In addition, most studies focus on the benefits of TOD, although there are also risks 

and negative consequences related to TOD. With regard to the implementation of TOD, there are 

only a few studies that include a case study in which it is described what changes are made in a 

certain built environment in order to change the area to a TOD area. 

 

With regard to the transport component of TOD, it appeared that, according to the theory of 

Schneider (2013), there are five steps included in people’s process of choosing transport modes for 

routine purposes. These steps are awareness and availability, basic safety and security, convenience 

and cost, enjoyment and habit, and these steps determine whether people walk, use the bicycle, 

public transport or the car (Schneider, 2013). Furthermore, there are four categories of factors that 

influence transport mode choice, namely socio-demographic factors, psycho-sociological factors, 

factors related to trip characteristics and factors related to locational/accessibility characteristics 

(Kamruzzaman et al., 2013). Both the process of choosing transport modes and the factors 

influencing transport mode choices should be taken into account when implementing TOD with the 

goal to stimulate people to use more sustainable transport modes (walking, cycling and using public 

transport) instead of the car. 
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3. Method and experiment 
In this chapter, the method and the survey that are used to measure users’ preferences with regard 

to TOD characteristics in relation to transport mode choices are explained. First, methods that can 

be used to measure user preferences are described. In addition, the steps in developing a stated 

choice experiment are pointed out. Thereafter, the attributes and the corresponding attribute levels 

are chosen and the survey including the stated choice experiment is explained. Furthermore, the 

panel that is used to collect the data is described. This chapter ends with a conclusion. 

 

3.1 Methods to measure user preferences 

Choosing between alternatives is part of the choice behaviour of individuals and whether a specific 

alternative is being chosen, is dependent on the individual’s preference (Hensher et al., 2015). 

Alternatives consist of different attributes, which in turn have different levels. Each individual has a 

specific preference with regard to these attributes’ levels and for each respondent, these 

preferences are combined and included in an overall utility for each alternative (Hensher et al., 

2015). There are two main methods to collect choice data, from which this utility can be calculated, 

namely revealed preference and stated preference (including stated choice) (Hensher et al., 2015). 

Revealed preference data are based on real world, actual choices, whereas stated preference data 

are based on hypothetical choices (Hensher et al., 2015). Although the advantage of revealed 

preference data is that the choices are real and concrete, there are also several disadvantages, 

namely the fact that the attributes contain limited variability, there may be correlation between the 

attributes and there are no possibilities with regard to the analysis of preferences considering new 

alternatives (Hensher et al., 2015). On the contrary, with the use of stated preference data, it is dealt 

with these disadvantages, as there is variability in the attributes, there is no or a low correlation 

between the attributes, preferences considering new alternatives can be analysed and there are 

multiple observations possible per individual (Hensher et al., 2015). However, the disadvantage of 

using stated preference data is that the choices are hypothetical, which results in the fact that it is 

not sure whether people would actually make the same choices in reality (Córdoba, 2014). 

Because of the fact that stated preference data are thus useful for analysing new alternatives or 

situations, whereas revealed preference data do not incorporate this possibility, a stated choice 

experiment is used in this study to collect data in order to analyse people’s preferences with regard 

to the hypothetical application of TOD. 

 

3.2 A stated choice experiment 

As already mentioned in chapter 1.5, the process of developing a stated choice experiment includes 

eight stages (figure 17). The first stage consists of the problem statement. In the first chapter of this 

report, the problem was defined and further specified in terms of the research questions. In the 

second stage of developing a stated choice experiment, the relevant attributes and the attribute 

levels belonging to each attribute need to be identified. The experiment is designed in the third 

stage and generated in the fourth stage. In the fifth stage, the attributes are allocated to the 

columns in the design and stage six and seven consist of generating and randomising the choice 

situations. In the last stage, stage eight, the survey instrument is constructed. 

Stage two till stage eight of developing a stated choice experiment will be discussed in the following 

sections. 

After the survey instrument is constructed, the survey is distributed and the data collection takes 

place. Thereafter, models need to be estimated.  
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Stage 2

←

Stage 3

←

Stage 4 ←

Stage 5

Stage 6

Stage 7

Stage 8

Stage 1 Problem refinement ←

↓

Stimuli refinement

Alternative identification

Attribute identification

Attribute level identification

↓

Experimental design consideration

Type of design

Model specification

Reducing experiment size

↓

Generate experimental design

↓

Allocate attributes to design columns

Main effects vs interactions

↓

Generate choice sets

↓

Randomise choice sets

↓

Construct survey instrument  
Figure 17 - Process of developing stated choice experiments (based on Hensher et al., 2015) 

 

3.3 Attributes and attribute levels 

The base of the attributes is formed by the characteristics of TOD, which resulted from the literature 

study. These characteristics are: a high density, a diverse land-use mix, a mix of housing types, 

functions within walking distance to transit stops, pedestrian-friendly streets, well connected street 

networks, high-quality public and open space and public spaces as focus of building orientation and 

neighbourhood activity. 

Because of the fact that TOD concerns the integration of urban development and transport, the 

implementation of TOD takes a long time, which indicates that TOD is a long-term strategy. 

However, in this report the focus is on the short term as the analysis focusses on daily transport 

mode choices in relation to TOD characteristics in hypothetical situations presented by a stated 

choice experiment. This results in the fact that only TOD characteristics that influence people’s daily 

transport mode choices are included in the experiment. This means that characteristics such as mix 

of housing types are not included, because although it indicates whether the neighbourhood is not 

only accessible for people with high incomes, but also for people with moderate and low incomes, it 

does not influence the daily transport mode choice of people (that are currently living in that 

neighbourhood) such as travelling from their home to their work, as people do not base their 

transport mode choice on the level of income of their neighbours. However, it must be noted that 

people might have preferences regarding transport mode choice that are based on personal 

characteristics including income. 

 

The characteristics are complemented with the performance indicators of TOD and the success 

factors of TOD, which also emerged from the literature study. This resulted in eleven attributes, 

which can be seen in table 7. In appendix 1, the base of the attributes can be seen. 

The attributes are divided into three categories, namely type of neighbourhood and amenities, 

public transport and public space. 
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Table 7 - The attributes and the corresponding attribute levels in the stated choice experiment 

Attribute levels

City centre

Urban neighbourhood

Suburban neighbourhood

Residential

Residential and retail

Residential, retail and offices

200 metres

400 metres

600 metres

No shared cars and bicycles, only private cars

Both shared cars and bicycles and private cars

Only shared cars and bicycles, no private cars

400 metres

600 metres

800 metres

The bus

The train

The bus and the train

Every 10 minutes

Every 20 minutes

Every 30 minutes

Low

Moderate

High

Low

Moderate

High

No crossing measures

Crossing measure: zebra

Crossing measure: signalised

On street

On street but separated from driving lane

Apart from the street

The quality of the public space in the 

neighbourhood

4

3

The type of the neighbourhood

The presence of bicycle lanes in the 

neighbourhood

The distance to retail functions in the 

neighbourhood

The presence of land uses in the 

neighbourhood

Attributes

11

10

1

The available transport modes from the 

nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood

The frequency of the public transport from 

the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood

2

9

8

7

6

5

Public space

The presence of crossing measures on 

street intersections in the neighbourhood

The quality of the public transport and the 

nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood

The distance to the nearest public transport 

stop in the neighbourhood

The availability of shared cars and bicycles 

in the neighbourhood

Type of neighbourhood and amenities

Public transport

 
 

The attribute ‘the type of the neighbourhood’ represents the TOD aspect of a high population or 

housing density in the neighbourhood. However, with regard to respondents it is assumed that the 

term type of neighbourhood is clearer than the term density. The attribute ‘the presence of land 

uses in the neighbourhood’ reflects the diverse mix of land-uses and the attribute ‘the distance to 

retail functions in the neighbourhood’ incorporates the TOD aspect about functions being located 

within walking distance. The attribute ‘the availability of shared cars and bicycles in the 

neighbourhood’ is not directly related to TOD, although it is about sharing vehicles in a 

neighbourhood with the goal to increase the use of the bicycle and to decrease car use or at least to 

reduce the number of cars. This is most likely the reason that Maastricht Bereikbaar suggested to 

include this attribute. 
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The attributes ‘the distance to the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood’, ‘the 

available transport modes from the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood’, ‘the 

frequency of the public transport from the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood’ and 

‘the quality of the public transport and the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood’ 

include the TOD aspect of high-quality, high-frequency public transport that is available within 

walking distance and provides a number of different public transport modes. The quality of the 

public transport and the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood includes the cleanliness, 

the information provision with regard to schedules, the on-schedule performance and the 

availability of seats.  

The attribute ‘the quality of the public space in the neighbourhood’ represents the TOD aspect of a 

high-quality public space. This quality includes the presence of green and the presence of street 

furniture including benches and waste bins in the public space. This attribute, together with the 

attribute ‘the presence of crossing measures on street intersections in the neighbourhood’ 

represent the pedestrian-friendliness of the built environment. The attribute ‘the presence of bicycle 

lanes in the neighbourhood’ represents the bicycle-friendliness of the built environment. This 

attribute does not result from the literature, but is included because of the fact that the bicycle is an 

important transport mode in the Netherlands, as mentioned in chapter 1.2, and therefore not only 

the pedestrian-friendliness of the built environment, but also the bicycle-friendliness of the built 

environment is considered to be important. 

 

The attribute levels, corresponding to the attributes, are also shown in table 7. All attributes have 

three corresponding attribute levels. According to Hensher et al. (2015), three attribute levels 

“suffice to provide knowledge of a good approximation of the true underlying utility function” (p. 

200). The attributes represent characteristics of TOD and the attribute levels represent a certain 

level of these characteristics. One of the three levels of each attribute is the ideal TOD situation, 

according to the literature. With regard to the first category, the type of neighbourhood and 

amenities, the ideal situation according to the literature, is when the density of the built 

environment is high, there is a mix of land uses and the distance to the retail functions is small. The 

attribute the availability of shared cars and bicycles, which did not result from the literature, is 

assumed to be ideal when there are shared cars and bicycles available in the neighbourhood. When 

looking at the second category, the public transport, the ideal situation according to the literature, is 

when the distance to the nearest public transport stop is small, there are multiple transport modes 

available at the stop and the frequency and the quality of the public transport are high. With regard 

to the third category, the public space, the ideal situation according to the literature, is when the 

quality of the public space is high and the built environment is pedestrian-friendly. The attribute that 

did not result from the literature, the presence of bicycle lanes, is assumed to be ideal when the 

built environment (the traffic zone) is bicycle-friendly.  

However, as mentioned, these are the ideal levels according to the literature and the goal of the 

stated choice experiment is to discover what the ideal and therefore preferred levels of these TOD 

characteristics are according to the users. These preferred levels according to the users are then the 

levels that result in an increase in the use of more sustainable transport modes and a decrease of car 

use, based on the hypothetical situations and hypothetical choices. 

 

3.4 The survey including the stated choice experiment 

The goal of the survey including the stated choice experiment is to collect data in order to analyse 

users’ preferences with regard to the application of TOD characteristics, that will decrease car use 

and increase the use of more sustainable transport modes, including walking, cycling and public 

transport. 
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The survey consists of three parts. The first part is about the context of the experiment, the second 

part is the stated choice experiment and the third part includes questions with regard to personal 

characteristics. The survey including the stated choice experiment can be found in appendix 2. 

 

Context 

The route from home to work is the basic assumption in the experiment, because it is assumed that 

almost all respondents can imagine this situation. Therefore, respondents are asked where they live, 

both with regard to postal code and place of residence. Thereafter, they are asked whether they 

have a job or not. The people who respond ‘yes’ to this question are then asked a few questions that 

are related to their work. They are asked to name the place where they work, to indicate how often 

they use certain transport modes (the car, the train, the bus, the bicycle and walking) to travel from 

their home to their work and on how many days a week, on average, they travel from their home to 

their work. Then, two questions follow that relate to the daily schedule of the respondent. The 

activities of individuals can be regarded as a path in the time-space model that is developed by 

Hägerstrand, not only on a life base, but also on a daily base (Hägerstrand, 1970). The path describes 

the position of the individual with regard to both space and time and there are three constraints 

that influence this path (Hägerstrand, 1970). Capability constraints are physical constraints of the 

individual with regard to biological construction, coupling constraints are limits that emerge from 

time schedules and authority constraints are limits with regard to control and power (Hägerstrand, 

1970). On a daily base, people can have a complex schedule, so coupling constraints will play a role. 

It is possible that when people travel from their home to their work, they have to do other activities 

on their route as well. It is assumed that shopping (with regard to doing the groceries) and bringing 

(or picking up) the children to (or from) school, day care or a babysitter are activities that are 

important to take into account when looking at combined trips. Hägerstrand (1970) states that a 

“car-owner, because of his random access to transport, has a much greater freedom to combine 

distant bundles than the person who has to walk or travel by public transportation” (p. 15). By this, 

he indicates that the choice for a certain transport mode can be determined by the fact whether a 

person has more activities that take place at different places or not. Therefore, the respondents are 

asked on how many days a week, on average, they have to make a stop during their trip from home 

to work, with regard to the activities of doing the groceries and bringing the children away. In 

addition, also the fact whether individuals need to travel during the workday with regard to 

appointments, can determine which transport mode individuals take when travelling from their 

home to their work. Therefore, the respondents are asked on how many days a week, on average, 

they have to travel during the workday with regard to work-related appointments that do not take 

place on their standard work location. 

 

Stated choice experiment 

After the work-related questions, an introduction to the stated choice experiment follows. The 

respondents are asked to imagine that they travel the route from their home to their work, so the 

real living and working location of the respondents will be used, to make the context as clear as 

possible for each respondent.  

The people who answered ‘no’ to the question whether they have a job or not, at the beginning of 

the survey, are asked whether they sometimes use the car as travel mode or not. Then, they 

immediately go to this introduction and therefore do not have to answer the work-related 

questions. However, as they do not have a work location, they are asked to imagine that they do 

have a job and that they travel to the work location a few times a week. For these people, it is not 

specified where this work location would be. 
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From here, the survey for both the people who have a job and the people who actually do not have 

a job, continues in the same way. The respondents are asked to imagine that they do not have to 

stop during the trip from their home to their work to do other activities and that they do not have to 

travel with regard to work-related appointments during the workday. 

 

Then, the explanation of the stated choice experiment follows. The eleven attributes and 

corresponding attribute levels are shown in a table (see figure 18). The attributes are presented as 

characteristics and the respondents are asked to imagine that these characteristics describe the 

neighbourhood in which they are living and they are told that their living location thus does not 

change. They are made clear that the characteristics are divided into three categories, namely type 

of neighbourhood and amenities, public transport and public space and that these characteristics 

have three levels, namely level one, level two and level three. Because of the fact that it is assumed 

that some characteristics and levels may not be clear to each respondent, a further explanation 

follows when the respondent clicks on the words that are underlined and written in blue. By this, the 

characteristics and corresponding levels are made as clear as possible in order to be understood in 

the same way by each respondent. 

 

 
Figure 18 - Table with neighbourhood characteristics and corresponding levels 

 

The characteristic ‘the quality of the public transport and the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood’ is explained as follows: the cleanliness, the availability of seats, the information 

provision with regard to schedules and the on-schedule performance. The characteristic ‘the quality 

of the public space in the neighbourhood’ is described as the presence of green and street furniture 

such as benches and waste bins. The characteristic ‘the availability of shared cars and bicycles in the 

neighbourhood’ is explained by pictures, as some people might not know what shared cars and 

shared bicycles are. The pictures that are used can be seen in figures 19 and 20. Furthermore, when 

the respondents click on the words ‘no private car’, an explanation follows that it is not allowed to 

have a private car in some neighbourhoods, in order to make clear that this is a possibility. 

 

  
Figure 19 - Shared cars (CareCar, n.d.)    Figure 20 - Shared bicycles (Maastricht 

Bereikbaar, 2017a) 
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In addition, the three levels of the characteristics ‘the type of the neighbourhood’, ‘the quality of the 

public space in the neighbourhood’, ‘the presence of crossing measures on street intersections in 

the neighbourhood’ and ‘the presence of bicycle lanes in the neighbourhood’ are further explained 

by pictures. These pictures can be seen in table 8. 

 
Table 8 - Pictures corresponding to certain attribute levels in the stated choice experiment 

City centre Urban neighbourhood Suburban neighbourhood

  (1Limburg, 2016)   (Sociaal Veilige Stedenbouw, 2014)   (Google Maps, 2017b)

Low quality Moderate quality High quality

No crossing measures Crossing measure: zebra Crossing measure: signalised

On street On street; separated from lane Apart from the street

The presence of bicycle lanes in the neighbourhood

The presence of crossing measures on street intersections in the neighbourhood

The quality of the public space in the neighbourhood

The type of the neighbourhood
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The respondents are made clear that three situations will follow in which they have to indicate 

which transport mode they would use. It is stated that the levels of the characteristics differ in each 

situation.  

The attribute levels differ randomly in each choice situation and by blocking the design, three choice 

situations are presented to each respondent. In this way, it is assumed that the respondents have a 

good overview of the experiment and that the choice task is not too complicated. In addition to 

blocking the design in order to decrease the number of choice situations, a fractional factorial design 

is used (Hensher et al., 2015). By using this design, only a fraction of all the possible combinations of 

the attribute levels is used (Hensher et al., 2015). 

 

First, an example question is proposed, in order to make the respondents familiar with the choice 

task. After this question, the respondents are made clear that three alike situations follow.  

There are two different questions for respectively car users and non-car users. The car users are the 

respondents that answered ‘yes’ to the question whether they sometimes use the car as travel 

mode (for the respondents that do not have a job) and the respondents that answered ‘rarely’, 

‘sometimes’, ‘often’ or ‘always’ to the question how often they use the car as transport mode (for 

the respondents that do have a job). The non-car users are the respondents that respectively 

answered ‘no’ (for the respondents that do not have a job) and ‘never’ (for the respondents that do 

have a job).  

The car users are asked (both in the example question and in each presented situation) whether 

they would use another transport mode instead of the car to travel from their home to their work, 

and if so, which transport mode(s) this would be (the train, the bus, the bicycle, walking). 

Furthermore, they are asked whether they would like to live in the presented neighbourhood. The 

non-car users are asked (both in the example question and in each presented situation) whether 

they would keep using another transport mode instead of the car to travel from their home to their 

work, and if so, which transport mode(s) this would be (the train, the bus, the bicycle, walking) and 

whether they would use this (/these) transport mode(s) more then they currently do. Furthermore, 

they are also asked whether they would like to live in the presented neighbourhood. 

 

Personal characteristics 

Two questions which are proposed by Maastricht Bereikbaar are asked before the questions about 

the personal characteristics follow. The respondents are asked which amenities they would like to 

have available in the public space in order to use other transport modes than the car. They are asked 

to rate the amenities bicycle parking facilities, parking spaces, shared bicycles, shared cars, bus stop, 

bicycle lane and pavement, based on the importance of these amenities according to the opinion of 

each respondent. Furthermore, it is asked which amenities in the public space the respondents 

would sacrifice for the foregoing amenities. They can choose multiple answers from the following 

amenities: green, water, benches, waste bins, lighting and parking spaces.  

In order to draw conclusions with regard to subgroups, the respondents are asked a few questions 

with regard to personal characteristics. They are asked to indicate their gender, their year of birth 

and their level of education. Furthermore, there are questions about the composition of their 

household and whether they have a driving licence or not. These two questions can explain certain 

transport mode choices.  

The survey ends with the question whether the respondents have any remarks. When the 

respondents submit the survey, they are directed to the website of Maastricht Bereikbaar. 
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3.5 The panel 

The survey including the stated choice experiment is distributed by Maastricht Bereikbaar, which is 

an organisation that aims at a permanent accessible city of Maastricht and surrounding areas 

(Maastricht Bereikbaar, n.d.). Because of the fact that the distribution takes place by a Dutch 

organisation, the survey is in Dutch. The survey is distributed in May 2017, among the panel of 

Maastricht Bereikbaar that consists of 3,516 people. The respondents of the panel will form a 

random sample and the geographical location does not matter because of the fact that it is about 

users’ preferences with regard to TOD characteristics in general. However, the organisation is 

located in Maastricht, which is in the south of the Netherlands and has about 122,800 inhabitants 

(January 2017) and most respondents of the panel will therefore live in the surrounding of 

Maastricht (Statistics Netherlands, 2017c). The panel statistics with regard to gender, living country, 

age and composition of household are presented in figures 21, 22, 23 and 24.   

 

              
 

 

      
 

 

 

It can be seen that the distribution with regard to the number of males and females is about equal 

(figure 21). Furthermore, most people live in the Netherlands (figure 22) and are in the age category 

of 45 to 59, followed by the category of 30 to 44 (figure 23). It can also be seen that most people 

form a household with a partner and resident children, followed by a household with a partner 

without resident children (figure 24). In addition, it is known that 3,322 from the 3,516 people have 

a paid job.  

 

3.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the method and the survey including the stated choice experiment that is used to 

measure users’ preferences with regard to TOD characteristics in relation to transport mode choices 

are explained. From this analysis, the second sub-question can be answered. This question was 

formulated as follows: Which methods can be used to measure user preferences? 

There are two main methods to collect choice data, namely revealed preference and stated 

preference (including stated choice) (Hensher et al., 2015). Although the choices in a stated 

Figure 21 - Panel statistics: gender (based on 

Maastricht Bereikbaar, 2017b) 

Figure 23 - Panel statistics: age (based on 

Maastricht Bereikbaar, 2017b) 

Figure 22 - Panel statistics: living country (based 

on Maastricht Bereikbaar, 2017b) 

Figure 24 - Panel statistics: composition of household 

(based on Maastricht Bereikbaar, 2017b) 
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preference experiment are hypothetical, which results in the fact that it is not sure whether people 

would actually make the same choices in reality (Córdoba, 2014), a stated choice experiment is used 

in this study to collect data, as stated preference data are useful for analysing new alternatives or 

situations, whereas revealed preference data do not incorporate this possibility. 

 

The goal of the survey including the stated choice experiment is to collect data in order to analyse 

users’ preferences with regard to the application of TOD characteristics. The survey is distributed by 

Maastricht Bereikbaar and consists of three parts. The first part is about the context of the 

experiment, the second part is the stated choice experiment and the third part includes questions 

with regard to personal characteristics.  

In the stated choice experiment, the attributes are presented as characteristics and the respondents 

are asked to imagine that these characteristics describe the neighbourhood in which they are living. 

The levels of the characteristics differ in each presented situation and three different situations are 

presented to each respondent. It was hard to make the situation, the characteristics and the levels 

of the characteristics as clear as possible and to find the right balance between giving enough 

explanation to the respondents in order to be able to understand the questions in the desired way 

and giving too much information which can make it too complicated for the respondents. 

A distinction is made between two groups of respondents, namely car users and non-car users. The 

car users are, in each situation, asked whether they would use another transport mode instead of 

the car to travel from their home to their work, and if so, which transport mode(s) this would be (the 

train, the bus, the bicycle, walking). Furthermore, they are asked whether they would like to live in 

the presented neighbourhood. The non-car users are, in each situation, asked whether they would 

keep using another transport mode instead of the car to travel from their home to their work, and if 

so, which transport mode(s) this would be (the train, the bus, the bicycle, walking) and whether they 

would use this (/these) transport mode(s) more then they currently do. Furthermore, they are also 

asked whether they would like to live in the presented neighbourhood. 
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4. Results: descriptive statistics 
In this chapter, the descriptive results of the survey that was conducted to measure users’ 

preferences with regard to TOD characteristics in relation to transport mode choices are presented. 

First, the sample is described. Thereafter, the experiences of the respondents are pointed out. This 

chapter ends with a conclusion. 

 

4.1 Description of the sample 

In total, 1,649 people completely finished the survey, by which the response rate of the panel is 47 

percent. From figures 25, 26 and 27, it can be seen that the statistics with regard to gender, age and 

composition of household are in line with the statistics of the panel in general (figures 21, 23 and 

24). Therefore, no conclusions can be drawn with regard to the non-response. 

The distribution of males and females is almost equal and most people are in the age category of 45 

to 59, followed by the category of 30 to 44. Most respondents live in a household with a partner and 

resident children, followed by a household with a partner without resident children. 

   
 

 

 
 

 

When comparing the statistics of the sample (figures 25, 26 and 27) with the statistics of the 

population of the Netherlands (figures 28, 29 and 30), the country in which most respondents live, it 

can be concluded that sample is representative with regard to gender. However, when looking at 

age and composition of household, there are differences between the sample and the population of 

the Netherlands.  

 

        
 

Figure 29 - Statistics the Netherlands: age 

(based on Statistics Netherlands, 2017b) 
Figure 28 - Statistics the Netherlands: gender 

(based on Statistics Netherlands, 2017a) 

Figure 25 - Statistics sample: gender Figure 26 - Statistics sample: age 

Figure 27 - Statistics sample: composition of household 
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The population of the Netherlands is more diverse considering age (see figure 29), which is logical as 

the panel of Maastricht Bereikbaar mostly consists of working people, by which the ages beneath 30 

and above 65 are underrepresented in both the panel and the sample. From figure 30, the 

composition of household, it can be seen that the group of single people is much larger in the 

Netherlands than in both the panel and the sample and that the (married) couples with and without 

resident children are overrepresented in both the panel and the sample in comparison to the 

Netherlands. Thus, it can be concluded that the results of this study cannot be generalised for the 

Netherlands in general, although these results can be generalised for cities that have a working 

population that is comparable to the working population of Maastricht. 

 

All frequency tables can be found in appendix 3. It can be seen that 92 percent of the respondents 

have a job. Furthermore, 97 percent of the respondents have a driving licence and most people (72 

percent) have a high level of education (in Dutch: HBO/WO). Maastricht is the place in which most 

respondents live (647 respondents; 39 percent), followed by Eijsden (74 respondents; 4 percent) and 

Sittard (60 respondents; 4 percent). From the respondents that have a job, most respondents work 

in Maastricht (1,245 respondents; 76 percent), followed by Heerlen (97 respondents; 6 percent) and 

Sittard (42 respondents; 3 percent). 

 

4.2 Experiences 

4.2.1 Respondents that have a job 

The work-related questions are only asked to the people that have a job, so to 1,516 respondents. 

These questions included: the place where they work, how often they use certain transport modes 

(the car, the train, the bus, the bicycle and walking) to travel from their home to their work and on 

how many days a week, on average, they travel from their home to their work. Furthermore, the 

respondents were asked on how many days a week, on average, they have to make a stop during 

their trip from home to work, with regard to the activities of doing the groceries and bringing the 

children away and on how many days a week, on average, they have to travel during the workday 

with regard to work-related appointments that do not take place on their standard work location. 

 

The frequency of the use of the different transport modes 

When looking at the sample statistics about how often certain transport modes (the car, the train, 

the bus, the bicycle and walking) are used to travel from home to work, it can be seen that the car 

and the bicycle are the most frequently used transport modes, as these are always used by 

respectively 31 percent and 27 percent of the respondents (that have a job) and 

rarely/sometimes/often by respectively 49 percent and 41 percent of the respondents (that have a 

job) (figures 31 and 34). The train, the bus and walking are never used by respectively 69, 71 and 72 

percent of the respondents (that have a job) and these transport modes are always used by 

Figure 30 - Statistics the Netherlands: composition of household 

(based on Statistics Netherlands, 2016a) 
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respectively 6, 2 and 5 percent of the respondents (that have a job), which is only a very small group 

(figures 32, 33 and 35). 

 

  
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

The three transport modes that are used most often, are the car, the train and the bicycle. 

Therefore, these transport modes are combined into one variable in which the frequency of the use 

of the car is multiplied by 100 and summed by the frequency of the use of the train multipied by 10 

and summed by the frequency of the use of the bicycle ((use of the car*100)+(use of the 

train*10)+(use of the bicycle)). With this variable, conclusions can be drawn with regard to 

combinations of the use of the three most often used transport modes.  

From figure 36, it can be seen that there are seven combinations that stand out, namely 115, 214, 

215, 314, 413, 511 and 521. For the question about how often the respondents use certain transport 

modes to travel from their home to their work, the respondents could choose the answers ‘never’, 

‘rarely’, ‘sometimes’, ‘often’ and ‘always’, in which ‘never’ was coded as one and ‘always’ as five, see 

table 9. In table 10, the seven most frequent combinations are shown. The combination always use 

the car and never the train and the bicycle (combination 511) has the highest frqeuency, followed by 

never use the car and the train and always the bicycle (combination 115) and rarely use the car, 

never the train and always the bicycle (combination 215). It is no surprise that these combinations 

have the highest frequencies as the car and the bicycle are used a lot more often than the train, as 

appeared from figures 31, 32 and 34. Furthermore, the combinations in table 10 make sense, as it is 

logical that when one of the three travel modes is always used, the other two transport modes are 

not always used. 

Figure 31 - Statistics sample: the use of the car to 

travel from home to work 

Figure 32 - Statistics sample: the use of the train to 

travel from home to work 

Figure 33 - Statistics sample: the use of the bus to 

travel from home to work 

Figure 34 - Statistics sample: the use of the bicycle to 

travel from home to work 

Figure 35 - Statistics sample: walking to travel from 

home to work 
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Figure 36 - Combined variable including: the use of the car, the train and the bicycle 

 

 

 

Code Car Train Bicycle

115 never never always

Code Category 214 rarely never often

1 never 215 rarely never always

2 rarely 314 sometimes never often

3 sometimes 413 often never sometimes

4 often 511 always never never

5 always 521 always rarely never
 

        

The frequency of travelling from home to work 

Almost half of the respondents (that have a job) travel, on average, on five days a week from their 

home to their work (figure 37). Furthermore, 34 percent of the respondents (that have a job) travel, 

on average, on four days a week, 13 percent on three days and the remainder 4 percent travel on 

more or fewer days a week (figure 37). 

 

 
 Figure 37 - Statistics sample: number of days a week travelling 

from home to work 

Table 9 - Code and 

answer categories 

Table 10 - Most frequent combinations of the use the car, the train 

and the bicycle 
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Bringing the children away, doing the groceries and having work-related appointments 

With regard to making stops during the trip from home to work, it can be concluded that more than 

half of the respondents (that have a job) never make a stop to bring the children away or to do the 

groceries (figures 38 and 39). Only 16 percent of the respondents (that have a job) stop one or more 

days a week in order to bring the children away, whereas 47 percent of the respondents (that have a 

job) do this to do to groceries. It can thus be said, that almost half of the respondents (that have a 

job) combine the home-to-work trip with their shopping trip. 

58 percent of the respondents (that have a job) do not travel during the workday with regard to 

work-related appointments that do not take place on their standard work location (figure 40). 33 

percent of the respondents (that have a job) travel on one or two days a week for work-related 

appointments and 9 percent on three, four or five days a week. 

The fact that almost half of the respondents (that have a job) combine their home-to-work trip with 

their shopping trip and that 42 percent of the respondents (that have a job) need to travel during 

the workday for work-related appointments that do not take place on their standard work location, 

can influence the transport mode choice of these respondents. This will be analysed in the following 

sub-section (‘The impacts of bringing the children away, doing the groceries, having work-related 

appointments and the composition of household, on the use of different transport modes’). 

 

   
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

In order to see which combinations of on how many days a week the respondents bring the children 

away, do the groceries and have work-related appointments are most frequent, a new variable is 

composed in which the frequency of bringing the children away is multiplied by 100 and summed by 

the frequency of doing the groceries multipied by 10 and summed by the frequency of having work-

related appointments ((bringing the children away*100)+(doing the groceries*10)+(having work-

related appointments)).  

From figure 41, it can be seen that there are seven combinations that stand out and therefore are 

most frequent, namely 111, 112, 113, 121, 122, 131, 141. For the questions about on how many 

days a week, on average, the respondents have to bring the children away, do the groceries and 

have work-related appointments that do not take place on the standard work location, the 

Figure 38 - Statistics sample: number of days a 

week, stop for bringing the children away 

Figure 39 - Statistics sample: number of days a 

week, stop for doing the groceries 

Figure 40 - Statistics sample: number of days a 

week, travel for work-related appointments 
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respondents could choose the answers ‘zero days’, ‘one day’, ‘two days’, ‘three days’, ‘four days’, 

‘five days’, ‘six days’ and ‘seven days’ in which ‘zero days’ was coded as one and ‘seven days’ as 

eight, see table 11. In table 12, the seven most frequent combinations are shown. The combination 

bringing the children away, doing the groceries and having work-related appointments on zero days 

(combination 111) a week during the trip from home to work has the highest frqeuency. This 

combination is followed by the combinations bringing the children away and doing the groceries on 

zero days and having work-related appointments on one day (combination 112) and bringing the 

children away and having work-related appointments on zero days and doing the groceries on one 

day (combination 121). 

 

 
Figure 41 - Combined variable including: the number of days of bringing the children away, doing the groceries and having 

work-related appointments 

 

 

 

Code Category

1 zero days Code Children Groceries Appointments

2 one day 111 zero days zero days zero days

3 two days 112 zero days zero days one day

4 three days 113 zero days zero days two days

5 four days 121 zero days one day zero days

6 five days 122 zero days one day one day

7 six days 131 zero days two days zero days

8 seven days 141 zero days three days zero days  
 

The impacts of bringing the children away, doing the groceries, having work-related appointments 

and the composition of household, on the use of different transport modes 

Figures 42, 43, 44 and 45 show the impacts of bringing the children away, doing the groceries, 

having work-related appointments and the composition of household, on the use of different 

transport modes. The different transport modes are the car, the train, the bus, the bicycle and 

walking. The respondents that ‘often’ and ‘always’ use these transport modes are summed and in 

the graph, the percentage of the respondents represents the relative use of each transport mode in 

relation to the others. For example, for ‘not bringing the children away’, the total line is 100 percent, 

Table 11 - Code and 

answer categories 

Table 12 - Most frequent combinations of bringing the children 

away, doing the groceries and having work-related appointments 
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which are all respondents that ‘often’ and ‘always’ use the car, the train, the bus, the bicycle and 

walking (by which the respondents that answered ‘never’, ‘rarely’ and ‘sometimes’ are not included). 

From these respondents, 35 percent ‘often’ and ‘always’ use the car, 9 percent the train, etcetera. 

By using percentages instead of absolute numbers, the impact of bringing the children away, doing 

the groceries, having work-related appointments and the composition of household can be seen. 

 

 
Figure 42 - The impact of making a stop during the trip from home to work to bring the children away or not on the use of 

different transport modes 

 

From figure 42, it can be seen that the car is used more often to travel from home to work by the 

respondents that have to make a stop during the trip from home to work to bring the children away 

than by the respondents that do not have to make this stop. Furthermore, the respondents that 

bring the children away on their home-to-work trip, less often use the bicycle to travel from home to 

work, relative to the respondents that do not bring the children away on their home-to-work trip. 

 

 
Figure 43 - The impact of making a stop during the trip from home to work to do the groceries or not on the use of different 

transport modes 
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Figure 43 shows that only the use of the transport modes car and train are influenced by whether 

the respondents make a stop during the trip from home to work to do the groceries or not. The 

respondents that do the groceries on their home-to-work trip more often use the car and less often 

use the train to travel from home to work, relative to the respondents that do not do the groceries 

on their home-to-work trip. 

 

 
Figure 44 - The impact of having work-related appointments during the workday that do not take place on the standard 

work location or not on the use of different transport modes 

 

From figure 44, it can be concluded that having work-related appointments during the workday that 

do not take place on the standard work location does not influence the use of the different transport 

modes, as there are barely no differences in transport mode choice between the respondents that 

have work-related appointments and the respondents that do not have work-related appointments. 

 

 
Figure 45 - The impact of the composition of household on the use of different transport modes 
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In figure 45, the composition of household is divided into two groups. One group includes the 

respondents that are single with resident children and the respondents that are single without 

resident children and the other group includes the respondents that are a (married) couple with 

resident children and the respondents that are a (married) couple without resident children. The 

respondents that answered ‘other’ with regard to the composition of household are thus not 

included. By this, a distinction can be made between households that consist of one adult and 

households that consist of two adults. From figure 45, it can be seen that the couples use the train 

and the bicycle slightly more often and the bus and walking slightly less often in comparison to the 

singles, although it can be concluded that the composition of household barely influences the use of 

the different transport modes. 

 

It can thus be concluded, that the composition of household and having work-related appointments 

during the workday that do not take place on the standard work location do barely or not influence 

the use of the different transport modes. However, bringing the children away and doing the 

groceries on the trip from home to work do influence the choice for the different transport modes to 

travel from home to work. With regard to bringing the children away on the home-to-work trip, the 

car is used more often and the bicycle is used less often (to travel from home to work) by the 

respondents that bring the children away than by the respondents that do not bring the children 

away. The respondents that do the groceries on their home-to-work trip more often use the car and 

less often use the train to travel from home to work, relative to the respondents that do not do the 

groceries on their home-to-work trip. 

 

4.2.2 Respondents that do not have a job 

The respondents that do not have a job, did not have to answer the work-related questions. From 

the respondents that not have a job (133 respondents), 84 percent sometimes use the car as travel 

mode. 

 

4.2.3 All respondents 

All respondents, both the respondents that have a job and the respondents that do not have a job, 

were asked which amenities they would like to have available in the public space in order to use 

other transport modes than the car and which amenities in the public space they would sacrifice for 

these amenities. It appeared that the amenities with regard to cycling (bicycle lane and bicycle 

parking facilities) and walking (pavement) are considered to be most important in order to 

encourage people to use other transport modes than the car. Furthermore, it was found that least 

respondents want to sacrifice the amenities lighting and green, while most respondents are willing 

to sacrifice the amenities parking spaces and water. See also appendix 4. 

 

4.3 Conclusion 

In total, 1,649 people completely finished the survey, by which the response rate of the panel is 47 

percent. The distribution of males and females is almost equal and most people are in the age 

category of 45 to 59, followed by the category of 30 to 44. Most respondents live in a household 

with a partner and resident children, followed by a household with a partner without resident 

children. Furthermore, 92 percent of the respondents have a job, 97 percent of the respondents 

have a driving licence and most people (72 percent) have a high level of education (in Dutch: 

HBO/WO). Maastricht is the place in which most respondents live (39 percent) and work (76 

percent). 
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The work-related questions were only asked to the people that have a job, so to 1,516 respondents.  

The car and the bicycle are the most frequently used transport modes to travel from home to work 

and almost half of the respondents (that have a job) travel, on average, on five days a week from 

their home to their work. Furthermore, only 16 percent of the respondents (that have a job) stop 

one or more days a week in order to bring the children away, whereas 47 percent of the 

respondents (that have a job) do this to do to groceries. In addition, 42 percent of the respondents 

(that have a job) travel during the workday with regard to work-related appointments that do not 

take place on their standard work location. From further analysis, it appeared that the composition 

of household and having work-related appointments during the workday that do not take place on 

the standard work location do barely or not influence the use of the different transport modes. 

However, bringing the children away and doing the groceries on the trip from home to work do 

influence the choice for the different transport modes to travel from home to work. With regard to 

bringing the children away on the home-to-work trip, the car is used more often and the bicycle is 

used less often (to travel from home to work) by the respondents that bring the children away than 

by the respondents that do not bring the children away. The respondents that do the groceries on 

their home-to-work trip more often use the car and less often use the train to travel from home to 

work, relative to the respondents that do not do the groceries on their home-to-work trip. 

 

The respondents that do not have a job, did not have to answer the work-related questions. From 

the respondents that not have a job (133 respondents), 84 percent sometimes use the car as travel 

mode. 
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5. Results: transport mode choices 
In this chapter, the results considering the transport mode choices are discussed. First, the standard 

multinomial logit model is estimated. Thereafter, the multinomial logit model including personal 

characteristics and the mixed logit model are estimated. Furthermore, the latent class model is 

discussed. This chapter ends with a conclusion. 

In the experiment, a distinction has been made between the car users and the non-car users. The car 

users are the respondents that answered ‘yes’ to the question whether they sometimes use the car 

as travel mode (for the respondents that do not have a job) and the respondents that answered 

‘rarely’, ‘sometimes’, ‘often’ or ‘always’ to the question how often they use the car as transport 

mode (for the respondents that do have a job). The non-car users are the respondents that 

respectively answered ‘no’ (for the respondents that do not have a job) and ‘never’ (for the 

respondents that do have a job). In this report, only the results regarding the group car users are 

discussed. This is because the focus of this report is on stimulating people who currently use the car 

as main transport mode to use more sustainable transport modes and not on people who are 

already using more sustainable transport modes (see chapter 1.2). Furthermore, the group car-users 

is a much larger group than the non-car users, as 1,321 respondents are labelled as car users and 

only 328 respondents are labelled as non-car users. It is recommended to analyse the data of the 

non-car users in further research. 

 

5.1 The standard multinomial logit (MNL) model 

Three choice situations are presented to each respondent. In each situation, the respondents were 

asked to indicate whether they would use another transport mode instead of the car to travel from 

their home to their work, and if so, which transport mode(s) this would be (the train, the bus, the 

bicycle, walking). Therefore, the choice situations include five alternatives: the car, the train, the 

bus, the bicycle and walking. This is because when the respondents answer ‘no’ to the first question, 

they choose for the car and when the respondents answer ‘yes’ to the first question, they could 

choose the train, the bus, the bicycle and/or walking. Furthermore, each choice situation has eleven 

attributes, namely the attributes that are presented in table 7 (chapter 3.3). 

In the stated choice experiment, the respondents thus made choices among five alternatives. 

Discrete choice models are used to calculate the utilities that are assigned to each of the different 

alternatives, which thus represent preferences (Hensher et al., 2015). Thereafter, these utilities can 

be used to calculate the probability of each of the alternatives being chosen (Hensher et al., 2015). 

 

5.1.1 Interpretation of the output of the standard MNL model: model performance 

In appendix 5, background information about the data file and the estimation of the model can be 

found. In appendix 6, the output of the estimation of the MNL model can be seen. It can be seen 

that the number of observations is 3,963, which is the total number of choice situations that is used 

in the analysis (1,321 respondents that are labelled as car users * three choice situations). 

The log likelihood (LL) of the MNL model has a value of -7,669. The log likelihood of the base model 

has a value of -8,525, namely the total number of choices multiplied with the natural logarithm of 

0.2 (as the base model does not consist of any parameters and therefore an equal proportion is 

assigned to each alternative (thus a probability of 0.2); 5,297 * ln(0.2)= -8,525). It can be seen that 

the LL of the estimated MNL model is closer to zero than the LL of the base model. Thus, the 

estimated MNL model improves the LL function of the base model, indicating that the attributes that 

are added improve the model fit significantly (Hensher et al., 2015). 
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The formula of the likelihood-ratio test, which is used to “compare the LL function of an estimated 

model against the LL of its related base model”, is the following (Hensher et al., 2015, p. 451): 

-2 (LL base model – LL estimated model) ~ χ2
(number of new parameters estimated in the estimated model) 

Applying this formula results in the following: -2((-8,525) – (-7,669)) ~ χ2. Therefore, the minus two 

log-likelihood (-2LL) statistic equals 1,712. This -2LL needs to be compared to the critical chi-square 

value in which the difference between the number of parameters that are estimated for the base 

model and the estimated model is equal to the degrees of freedom (Hensher et al., 2015). As 

mentioned, the base model does not consist of any parameters and the estimated MNL model has 

92 parameters, by which the difference in the number of parameters between these two models is 

92. From the chi-square distribution table, it can be seen that the chi-square test value for 92 

degrees of freedom at a ninety-five percent confidence level (p = 0.05) is 115.39. It can thus be 

concluded that the -2LL value is larger than the critical chi-square value, which means that the 

specified MNL model is significantly better than the base model (Hensher et al., 2015). 

 

The pseudo-R2, the McFadden's Rho-Squared, for a choice model is calculated to measure the overall 

fit of the model that can be compared to the overall fit (the R2) of a linear regression model (Hensher 

et al., 2015). The value of McFadden's Rho-Squared is calculated by: 1 – (LL estimated model / LL base model), 

which gives the following result: 1 – (-7,669/-8,525) = 0.10. According to Louviere et al. (2000), 

values of McFadden’s Rho-squared “between 0.2 and 0.4 are considered to be indicative of 

extremely good model fits” (p. 45) and these values can be compared to R2 values of 0.7 to 0.9 of 

linear regression models. This means that the estimated model does not have an extremely good 

model fit, but that it has a moderate model fit. 

 

5.1.2 Interpretation of the output of the standard MNL model: parameter estimates 

Base utility 

In appendix 6, the parameter estimates for each attribute level in the MNL model can be seen. The 

first four parameters are the alternative specific constants for respectively the train, the bus, the 

bicycle and walking. These alternative specific constants represent the utility of the alternatives 

compared to the base alternative ‘car’. The utility of the car is zero, as this is the base alternative. 

The utility of the train is -0.85, the utility of the bus -0.99, the utility of the bicycle 0.23 and the utility 

of walking -1.07. These utilities are the base utilities for the alternatives, independent of the 

attributes and the corresponding attribute levels (that differ in the choice situations). The negative 

signs of the utilities of the train, the bus and walking indicate that the respondents do not tend to 

choose these alternatives instead of the car, whereas the positive sign of the utility of the bicycle 

means that the respondents tend to choose this alternative instead of the car. The utility of walking 

is the lowest, which means that this alternative is least likely to be chosen, followed by the bus and 

the train. 

 

Significance 

In this report, the parameters that are statistically significant at a 90 percent, 95 percent and 99 

percent confidence level (alpha is respectively 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01) are taken into account. 

Therefore, all parameters that are not statistically significant have a value that equals zero. 

Furthermore, the third parameter of each attribute is calculated by multiplying the value of the first 

parameter with -1 plus multiplying the value of the second parameter with -1 (as the coding of the 

attribute levels is 1 0, 0 1, -1 -1 for respectively the first, second and third level of each attribute). In 

table 13, the variables and the attribute’s levels corresponding to each variable label can be seen. 
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Table 13 - The variables and the attribute’s levels corresponding to each variable label 

Attribute level

1 A No crossing measures 1 0

2 B Crossing measure: zebra 0 1

3 Crossing measure: signalised -1 -1

1 A Low 1 0

2 B Moderate 0 1

3 High -1 -1

1 A 200 metres 1 0

2 B 400 metres 0 1

3 600 metres -1 -1

1 A City centre 1 0

2 B Urban neighbourhood 0 1

3 Suburban neighbourhood -1 -1

1 A 400 metres 1 0

2 B 600 metres 0 1

3 800 metres -1 -1

1 A On street 1 0

2 B On street but separated from driving lane 0 1

3 Apart from the street -1 -1

1 A Every 10 minutes 1 0

2 B Every 20 minutes 0 1

3 Every 30 minutes -1 -1

1 A The bus 1 0

2 B The train 0 1

3 The bus and the train -1 -1

1 A No shared cars and bicycles, only private cars 1 0

2 B Both shared cars and bicycles and private cars 0 1

3 Only shared cars and bicycles, no private cars -1 -1

1 A Low 1 0

2 B Moderate 0 1

3 High -1 -1

1 A Residential 1 0

2 B Residential and retail 0 1

3 Residential, retail and offices -1 -1

CodingVariable Label

6

7

8

4

5

The type of the neighbourhood

The presence of crossing 

measures on street intersections 

in the neighbourhood

The presence of bicycle lanes in 

the neighbourhood

1

2

3

10

11

The frequency of the PT from the 

nearest PT stop in the 

neighbourhood

The quality of the PT and the 

nearest PT stop in the 

neighbourhood

The quality of the public space in 

the neighbourhood

9

The presence of land uses in the 

neighbourhood

The distance to retail functions in 

the neighbourhood

The availability of shared cars 

and bicycles in the 

neighbourhood

The distance to the nearest PT 

stop in the neighbourhood

The available transport modes 

from the nearest PT stop in the 

neighbourhood

 
 

Part worth utilities per alternative 

In figure 46, the part worth utilities of the significant attribute levels for the alternative train are 

presented. From this figure, it can be seen that: 

o A low quality of the public transport and the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood negatively contributes to the utility of the train, whereas a high quality 

contributes positively. 

o A suburban type of neighbourhood negatively contributes to the utility of the train, whereas 

a city centre contributes positively.  

o A distance of 800 metres to the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood 

negatively contributes to the utility of the train, whereas a distance of 400 metres 

contributes positively. 

o The presence of a bicycle lane on the street negatively contributes to the utility of the train, 

whereas the presence of a bicycle lane apart from the street contributes positively. 
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o A frequency of the public transport from the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood of every 30 minutes negatively contributes to the utility of the train, 

whereas a frequency of every 10 minutes contributes positively. 

o The bus as available transport mode from the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood negatively contributes to the utility of the train, whereas the availability of 

the train and the availability of both the bus and the train contribute positively. 

o A high quality of the public space in the neighbourhood negatively contributes to the utility 

of the train, whereas a moderate quality contributes positively. 

 

 
Figure 46 - Part worth utilities for alternative: the train 

 

It is logical that the train has a higher utility when the public transport and the public transport stop 

have a high quality, the neighbourhood is a city centre, the distance to the public transport stop is 

400 metres, the frequency of the public transport is every 10 minutes and the train is available from 

the nearest public transport stop. Furthermore, it makes sense that the presence of a separate 

bicycle lane positively contributes to the utility of the train, as the bicycle is the most used (pre-) 

transport mode in the Netherlands to travel to the train station (see chapter 1.2). The reason for the 

unexpected finding that a high quality of the public space in the neighbourhood negatively 

contributes to the utility of the train, might be that people are more likely to use the bicycle or to 

walk when the public space has a high quality. This might be because they want to enjoy the 

environment. However, as will be mentioned later, from figures 48 and 49, it appears that the 

attribute ‘the quality of the public space in the neighbourhood’ does not have a statistically 

significant impact on the utility of both cycling and walking. 

Furthermore, figure 46 shows that (respectively) the available transport modes from the nearest 

public transport stop in the neighbourhood, the frequency of the public transport, the distance to 

nearest public transport stop and the type of neighbourhood are the most determining factors 

based on range. 
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In figure 47, the part worth utilities of the significant attribute levels for the alternative bus are 

presented. From this figure, it can be seen that: 

o A low quality of the public transport and the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood negatively contributes to the utility of the bus, whereas a high quality 

contributes positively. 

o A suburban type of neighbourhood negatively contributes to the utility of the bus, whereas a 

city centre contributes positively.  

o A distance of 800 metres to the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood 

negatively contributes to the utility of the bus, whereas a distance of 400 metres 

contributes positively. 

o A frequency of the public transport from the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood of every 30 minutes negatively contributes to the utility of the bus, whereas 

a frequency of every 10 minutes contributes positively. 

o The train as available transport mode from the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood negatively contributes to the utility of the bus, whereas the availability of 

the bus and the availability of both the bus and the train contribute positively. 

 

 
Figure 47 - Part worth utilities for alternative: the bus 
 

Therefore, the bus has a higher utility when the public transport and the public transport stop have a 

high quality, the neighbourhood is a city centre, the distance to the public transport stop is 400 

metres, the frequency of the public transport is every 10 minutes and the bus is available from the 

nearest public transport stop, which is logical. 

From figure 47, it can also be seen that (respectively) the available transport modes from the 

nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood, the distance to nearest public transport stop 

and the frequency of the public transport are the most determining factors based on range. 
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In figure 48, the part worth utilities of the significant attribute levels for the alternative bicycle are 

presented. From this figure, it can be seen that: 

o Distances of 400 and 600 metres to retail functions in the neighbourhood negatively 

contribute to the utility of the bicycle, whereas a distance of 200 metres contributes 

positively. 

o A suburban type of neighbourhood negatively contributes to the utility of the bicycle, 

whereas a city centre contributes positively.  

o A distance of 800 metres to the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood 

negatively contributes to the utility of the bicycle, whereas a distance of 400 metres 

contributes positively. 

o The presence of a bicycle lane on the street negatively contributes to the utility of the 

bicycle, whereas the presence of a bicycle lane apart from the street contributes positively. 

o A frequency of the public transport from the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood of every 30 minutes negatively contributes to the utility of the bicycle, 

whereas a frequency of every 10 minutes contributes positively. 

o The bus as available transport mode from the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood negatively contributes to the utility of the bicycle, whereas the availability 

of the train and the availability of both the bus and the train contribute positively. 

 

 
Figure 48 - Part worth utilities for alternative: the bicycle 

 

It makes sense that the bicycle has a higher utility when the distance to retail functions is 200 

metres, the distance to the public transport stop is 400 metres, the bicycle lane is apart from the 

street, the frequency of the public transport is every 10 minutes and the train or both the bus and 

the train are available transport modes. The reason for the unexpected finding that a city centre 

positively contributes to the utility of the bicycle, whereas a suburban neighbourhood negatively 
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contributes, might be that people expect that distances are shorter in a city centre than in a 

suburban neighbourhood and that amenities are available at a smaller distance. However, one 

would expect that the quality of the public space in the neighbourhood has a statistically significant 

impact on the utility of the bicycle.  

Furthermore, figure 48 shows that (respectively) the type of neighbourhood, the distance to retail 

functions and the frequency of the public transport are the most determining factors based on 

range. However, it is remarkable that the parameters have smaller values for the bicycle than for the 

other alternatives, indicating that the levels of the attributes have less influence on the utility of the 

bicycle than on the utilities of the other alternatives. 

 

In figure 49, the part worth utilities of the significant attribute levels for the alternative walking are 

presented. From this figure, it can be seen that: 

o Distances of 400 and 600 metres to retail functions in the neighbourhood negatively 

contribute to the utility of walking, whereas a distance of 200 metres contributes positively. 

o An urban and a suburban type of neighbourhood negatively contribute to the utility of 

walking, whereas a city centre contributes positively.  

o A distance of 800 metres to the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood 

negatively contributes to the utility of walking, whereas a distance of 400 metres 

contributes positively. 

o The availability of both shared cars and bicycles and private cars negatively contributes to 

the utility of walking, whereas the availability of only shared cars and bicycles and no 

private cars contributes positively. 

 

 
Figure 49 - Part worth utilities for alternative: walking 
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Therefore, walking has a higher utility when the distance to retail functions is 200 metres and the 

distance to the public transport stop is 400 metres, which is logical. Furthermore, the 

neighbourhood being a city centre positively contributes to the utility of walking, for which the same 

explanation might hold as for the bicycle: that people expect that distances are shorter in a city 

centre than in a suburban neighbourhood and that amenities are available at a smaller distance. It is 

striking that the availability of only shared cars and bicycles and no private cars positively 

contributes to the utility of walking. Therefore, further study is necessary in order to find the cause 

of this influence. However, which was also the case for the bicycle, one would expect that the quality 

of the public space in the neighbourhood has a statistically significant impact on the utility of 

walking.  

From figure 49, it can also be seen that (respectively) the type of neighbourhood and the distance to 

retail functions are the most determining factors based on range. 

 

5.1.3 Utilities and probabilities of the alternatives 

As mentioned before, discrete choice models are used to calculate the utilities that are assigned to 

each of the different alternatives, which thus represent preferences. Thereafter, these utilities can 

be used to calculate the probability of each of the alternatives being chosen (Hensher et al., 2015). 

The overall utility of each alternative can be calculated with the following formula: , in 

which Ui the utility of alternative i is, Vi the structural utility and εi the random utility. The mean of 

the random utility is zero and the structural utility is calculated by: , which is the sum 

of each parameter (of each attribute level) multiplied with the score of alternative i on that 

attribute. The parameter estimates that are not statistically significant are equal to zero and the 

utility of the car equals zero since this alternative is the base alternative. 

The probability that an alternative i will be selected over the other alternatives is calculated by the 

following formula: , in which 

alternative i is the car, the train, the bus, the bicycle or walking. 

As the goal of this report is to analyse which characteristics of TOD can be used to decrease car use 

and to increase the use of more sustainable transport modes including the train, the bus, the bicycle 

and walking, it is analysed which characteristics result in a low probability of the car being chosen 

and a high probability of the other alternatives being chosen. 

 

Because of the fact that both attribute one and attribute eleven (the presence of crossing measures 

on street intersections in the neighbourhood and the presence of land uses in the neighbourhood) 

do not have significant parameters for all alternatives, these attributes do not influence the choice 

for a certain alternative. Therefore, these attributes are left out in the calculations. 

 

The lowest possible probability of the car 

The lowest possible probability of the car is 13 percent. The probabilities of the other alternatives in 

this situation can be seen in table 14. In the case that the car has the lowest possible probability, the 

bicycle has the highest probability (namely 35 percent), followed by the train (30 percent). The 

alternatives walking and the bus have an even lower probability than the car (car: 13.3 percent, 

walking: 12.6 percent and bus: 9.5 percent). In table 15, the levels of the attributes can be seen that 

correspond to the situation in which the car has the lowest possible probability. 
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Car 0.13

Train 0.30

Bus 0.10

Bicycle 0.35

Walking 0.13

Probability

    

Attribute

2 3 High quality PT and PT stop

3 1 200 metres to retail functions

4 1 City centre type of neighbourhood

5 1 400 metres to PT stop

6 3 Bicycle lane apart from the street

7 1 PT every 10 minutes

8 2 The train available

9 3 Only shared cars and bicycles, no private cars

10 2 Moderate quality of public space

Level

 
 

The levels of the attributes that are presented in table 15, are thus the levels of the TOD 

characteristics by which it is most likely that respondents choose the bicycle, followed by 

respectively the train, the car, walking and the bus. It is logical that it is attractive to choose for other 

alternatives instead of the car when the public transport has a high quality and a high frequency and 

is available on a short distance. Furthermore, it makes sense that when retail functions are located 

nearby, the neighbourhood is a city centre, the bicycle lanes are apart from the street and there are 

only shared cars and bicycles and no private cars, other transport modes are more likely to be 

chosen than the car. However, it is expected that having both the train and the bus available would 

result in a lower probability of the car being chosen than when only the train is available. The same 

applies to the quality of the public space, as it is expected that a high quality would result in a lower 

probability of the car being chosen than when the public space has a moderate quality.  

 

The three characteristics that have the largest impact on this probability, are the type of the 

neighbourhood, the distance to the public transport stop and the frequency of the public transport. 

Adjusting the levels of these three attributes results in the largest increase in the probability of the 

car. When these three attributes have the third level instead of the first level (table 15) (so changing 

the levels to: suburban type of neighbourhood, 800 metres to public transport stop and public 

transport every 30 minutes), the probability of the car increases to 31 percent, by which the increase 

is 18 percent points (0.31-0.13). 

 

Comparable situation 

To enlarge the most ideal situation (in which the car has the lowest possible probability) with regard 

to the levels of the attributes, a comparable situation is analysed. In table 17, the levels of the 

attributes can be seen that correspond to the situation in which the car still has a low probability, 

but the attributes have different levels than in the most ideal situation. However, attributes four, 

five and seven are not different from the situation in which the car has the lowest possible 

probability as changing the levels of these attributes results in a large increase in the probability of 

the car (as mentioned before). In this situation, the probability that the car is being chosen is 19 

percent and the probabilities of the bus and the bicycle are higher than the probability of the car, 

namely respectively 21 percent and 34 percent (see table 16). In this situation, the quality of the 

public transport and the public transport stop is moderate instead of high and the retail functions 

are at 600 metres instead of 200 metres. In addition, the bicycle lane is on the street but separated 

from the driving lane instead of apart from the street, the bus and the train are available instead of 

only the train and there are either no shared cars and bicycles, only private cars or both shared cars 

Table 14 - Probabilities 

of alternatives when the 

car has the lowest 

possible probability 

Table 15 - Levels of the attributes in the situation that the car has the lowest 

possible probability 
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and bicycles and private cars instead of only shared cars and bicycles, no private car. Furthermore, 

the public space has a low or a high quality instead of a moderate quality. 

 

 

   

Car 0.19

Train 0.17

Bus 0.21

Bicycle 0.34

Walking 0.10

Probability

 

Attribute

2 2 Moderate quality PT and PT stop

3 3 600 metres to retail functions

4 1 City centre type of neighbourhood

5 1 400 metres to PT stop

6 2 Bicycle lane on the street but separate from driving lane

7 1 PT every 10 minutes

8 3 The bus and the train available

9 1/2 No/Both shared cars and bicycles only/and private cars

10 1/3 Low/High quality of public space

Level

 
 

The highest possible probability of the car 

The highest possible probability of the car is 50 percent (see table 18), which is quite large, but is in 

accordance with the current (real) use of the car since from chapter 1.2 appeared that the car is 

used in 46 percent of the daily trips. From table 19, it can be seen that public transport is not 

attractive in this case, as it has a low quality and a low frequency, only the bus is available and the 

distance to the nearest public transport stop is large. Furthermore, the bicycle and walking are not 

attractive as the bicycle lane is on the street and the neighbourhood is a suburban neighbourhood. 

In addition, the availability of both shared cars and bicycles and private cars can indeed contribute to 

the fact that the car is likely to be chosen. However, the findings with regard to the characteristics 

about the distance to retail functions and the quality of the public space are striking. This is because 

it is expected that the car is more likely to be chosen when the distance to retail functions is the 

largest (600 metres instead of 400 metres) and when the public space has the lowest quality (low 

quality instead of high quality). It is remarkable that the probability of the bicycle in this situation is 

decreased with only 4 percent points (0.349-0.311) relative to the situation in which the car has the 

lowest possible probability, whereas the probability of the train is decreased with 26 percent points 

(0.297-0.034). Both the bus and walking already had a (very) low probability in the situation in which 

the car has the lowest possible probability, which is still the case in this situation. The small decrease 

of the probability of the bicycle can be explained by the fact that the parameter values for the 

bicycle are small in comparison to the parameter values of the other alternatives, by which the levels 

of the attributes influence the utility to a lesser extent than by the other alternatives. 

 

 

 

Car 0.50

Train 0.03

Bus 0.08

Bicycle 0.31

Walking 0.07

Probability

    

Attribute

2 1 Low quality PT and PT stop

3 2 400 metres to retail functions

4 3 Suburban type of neighbourhood

5 3 800 metres to PT stop

6 1 Bicycle lane on the street

7 3 PT every 30 minutes

8 1 The bus available

9 2 Both shared cars and bicycles and private cars

10 3 High quality of public space

Level

 

Table 18 - Probabilities 

of alternatives when the 

car has the highest 

possible probability 

Table 19 - Levels of the attributes in the situation that the car has the highest 

possible probability 

Table 16 - Probabilities 

of alternatives when the 

car still has a low 

probability 

Table 17 - Levels of the attributes in the situation that the car still has a low probability 
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The highest possible probability of the other alternatives 

In table 20, the highest possible probabilities of the other four alternatives are shown. It can be seen 

that the highest possible probability of the bicycle is much higher than the highest possible 

probability of the other three transport modes. In addition, it appears that the train and the bus only 

differ on three characteristics with regard to the levels that result in the highest possible probability. 

These characteristics are the presence of bicycle lanes (attribute 6), the available transport modes 

(attribute 8) and the quality of the public space (attribute 10). The alternatives bicycle and walking 

differ on many more characteristics with regard to the levels that result in the highest possible 

probability, although both alternatives belong to the category slow modes. However, there are no 

striking findings with regard to the levels of the attributes that result in the highest possible 

probability for these four transport modes. Notwithstanding, from table 20, it can be concluded that 

the bicycle and the train are probably likely to be used in combination with each other and the bus 

and walking. This is because the probability of the train increases when the bicycle lane is apart from 

the street, whereas this is not the case for the alternatives the bus and walking (these have the 

highest possible probability when the bicycle lane is on the street). Furthermore, the probability of 

the bicycle increases when the train is available as transport mode, whereas the probability of 

walking increases when the bus is available as transport mode. 

 

 

 

Alternatives Train Bus Bicycle Walking

Highest possible 

probability
0.35 0.27 0.46 0.24

Attribute

2
High qual i ty PT and 

PT s top

High qual i ty PT and 

PT s top

Low qual i ty PT and 

PT s top

Low qual i ty PT and 

PT s top

3
400 metres  to 

reta i l  functions

400 metres  to 

reta i l  functions

200 metres  to 

reta i l  functions

200 metres  to 

reta i l  functions

4
City centre type of 

neighbourhood

City centre type of 

neighbourhood

Urban type of 

neighbourhood

City centre type of 

neighbourhood

5
400 metres  to PT 

s top

400 metres  to PT 

s top

800 metres  to PT 

s top

400 metres  to PT 

s top

6
Bicycle lane apart 

from the s treet

Bicycle lane on the 

s treet

Bicycle lane apart 

from the s treet

Bicycle lane on the 

s treet

7
PT every 10 

minutes

PT every 10 

minutes

PT every 10 

minutes

PT every 30 

minutes

8 The tra in avai lable The bus  avai lable The tra in avai lable The bus  avai lable

9
Both shared cars  

and bicycles  and 

private cars

Both shared cars  

and bicycles  and 

private cars

Both shared cars  

and bicycles  and 

private cars

Only shared cars  

and bicycles , no 

private cars

10
Moderate qual i ty 

of publ ic space

High qual i ty of 

publ ic space

High qual i ty of 

publ ic space

High qual i ty of 

publ ic space

Levels

 
 

5.1.4 Conclusion 

From the analysis considering the probabilities of the alternatives, it appears that the following 

situation is the most ideal situation in order to decrease car use as much as possible and to increase 

the use of more sustainable transport modes as much as possible: 

The train is available as public transport mode and it has a high quality and is available every 

10 minutes. Furthermore, the train station is located at maximum 400 metres distance and 

also has a high quality. The neighbourhood is a city centre in which retail functions are located 

within 200 metres and the public space has a moderate quality. In addition, the bicycle lanes 

are apart from the street and there are only shared cars and bicycles and no private cars. 

Table 20 - The highest possible probabilities of the train, the bus, the bicycle and walking and the 

corresponding attribute levels 
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In this situation, the probability that the car is being chosen is 13 percent, whereas the probability of 

bicycle is 35 percent and the probability of the train is 30 percent (the probability of walking is 13 

percent and the probability of the bus is 10 percent). Therefore, the probability that another 

transport mode than the car is being chosen, is 87 percent, which is quite high. 

 

However, there is also a situation in which the levels of the attributes are different from the 

situation in which the car has the lowest possible probability, but in which the probability of the car 

is still low, namely 19 percent. The probability that the train is chosen is 17 percent, the probability 

of the bus is 21 percent, the probability of the bicycle is 34 percent and the probability of walking is 

10 percent. Therefore, the most ideal situation can be enlarged and the probability of the car being 

chosen varies between 13 percent and 19 percent: 

The train or both the train and the bus are available as public transport mode(s) and the public 

transport has a moderate or a high quality and is available every 10 minutes. Furthermore, the 

public transport stop is located at maximum 400 metres distance and also has a moderate or high 

quality. The neighbourhood is a city centre in which retail functions are located within 200 or 600 

metres and the bicycle lanes are on the street but separated from the driving lane or apart from 

the street. The public space having a low, a moderate or a high quality and the availability of no 

shared cars and bicycles; only private cars, both shared cars and bicycles and private cars or only 

shared cars and bicycles; no private car, do barely make a difference. 

 

The bicycle is the alternative that is most likely to be chosen, which means that the levels of the 

attributes that influence the probability of the bicycle are important to take into account. To achieve 

the highest possible probability of the bicycle, the following adjustments to the before mentioned 

situation have to be made:  

The public transport stop and the public transport have a low (instead of a moderate or a high) 

quality and the train station is located at 800 (instead of 400) metres distance. The 

neighbourhood is an urban neighbourhood (instead of a city centre) in which the public space 

has a high quality (instead of that the quality of the public space does not matter). In addition, 

there are both shared cars and bicycles and private cars (instead of that the presence of shared 

cars and bicycles does not really matter).  

In this situation, the probability of the bicycle increases to 46 percent. However, the probability of 

the car also increases, namely to 26 percent. The probability that other transport modes instead of 

the car are being chosen, is therefore 74 percent, which is a chance of three to four.  

It must be noted that, when looking at the utility of the bicycle, it can be seen that the quality of the 

public transport and the public transport stop, the availability of shared cars and bicycles and the 

quality of the public space do not have significant parameters. However, the probability of each 

alternative is dependent of the utilities of the other alternatives, by which these characteristics still 

influence the probability of the bicycle being chosen. Furthermore, the probability of the bicycle 

increases when the distance to the public transport is 800 metres and when type of neighbourhood 

is an urban neighbourhood, whereas the utility of the bicycle decreases in this situation.  

 

It can be good to stimulate the use of the bicycle by taking the levels of the attributes that increase 

the probability of the bicycle into account. This is because on the one hand the bicycle is the 

alternative that has the highest probability of being chosen and on the other hand because the 

bicycle is currently used in 28 percent of the daily trips (see chapter 1.2), which can thus still be 

increased. In addition, it appeared that it is likely that the bicycle and the train are used in 

combination with each other, so when the use of the bicycle is being stimulated, people might also 

be more likely to use the train. From the literature review, it also already appeared that the bicycle is 
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the most used transport mode to travel to and from the railway station (Givoni and Rietveld; 2007, 

Tan et al., 2013; The Netherlands Institute for Transport Policy Analysis (KiM), 2016). However, it 

must be noted that the parameter values for the alternative bicycle are small in comparison to the 

parameter values of the other alternatives, which indicates that the utility of the bicycle, is to a 

lesser extent influenced by the levels of the attributes, than the utility of the other alternatives. 

 

A trade-off needs to be made between the levels of the attributes that result in the lowest 

probability of the car being chosen and the levels of the attributes that result in the highest 

probability of the bicycle being chosen. To a large extent, this is dependent on the current 

characteristics of a neighbourhood, as some attribute levels are easier to implement in a certain 

neighbourhood than others. What also should be considered, is that the levels of the attributes have 

less influence on the utility of the bicycle than on the utility of the other alternatives. 

 

5.2 The multinomial logit (MNL) model including personal characteristics 

In appendix 7, four MNL models in which groups are distinguished based on personal characteristics 

are discussed, in order to find a model that has a better fit than the standard MNL model. The 

personal characteristics that are used, are gender, age, composition of household and level of 

education. From that analysis, it can be concluded that the two estimated models in which groups 

are distinguished based on the personal characteristics gender and composition of household, do 

not perform better than the standard MNL model. On the contrary, the two estimated models in 

which distinctions between respectively younger and older respondents and low educated and high 

educated respondents have been made, are slightly better than the standard MNL model although 

both models also only have a moderate model fit. 

However, since there are differences in the constants for the groups based on gender, age and level 

of education, so for males and females, younger and older respondents and low educated and high 

educated respondents, a new model is composed in which the effects for these groups are taken 

into account. Therefore, twelve new variables are constructed, namely three for the train, three for 

the bus, three for the bicycle and three for walking. These three parameters per alternative can be 

considered as corrections to the constants for respectively gender, age and level of education (in 

combination with that alternative). 

Contrast variables are constructed in order to differentiate between the groups of the three 

personal characteristics. Males are coded as 1 and females as -1, younger respondents are coded as 

1 and older respondents as -1 and low educated respondents are coded as 1 and high educated 

respondents as -1. Therefore, the values of the parameters for respectively gender, age and level of 

education for each alternative must be added to the ‘normal’ constant of each alternative in order to 

find the values for respectively males, younger respondents and low educated respondents and the 

same values must be subtracted from the ‘normal’ constant of each alternative in order to find the 

values for respectively females, older respondents and high educated respondents. 

It appears that the parameters for gender in combination with the bus, the bicycle and walking are 

not significant, which means that there is no difference between males and females with regard to 

the base utility of the bus, the bicycle and walking. Thus, these three parameters are left out of the 

model, by which the number of newly added parameters is nine.  

 

5.2.1 Interpretation of the output of the MNL model including personal characteristics: model 

performance 

In appendix 12, the output of the estimation of the MNL model including personal characteristics can 

be seen. The LL value is -7,581, which is closer to zero than the LL value of the standard MNL model, 

which was -7,669. The minus two log-likelihood value is 176 (-2((-7,669) – (-7,581))) and needs to be 
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compared to the critical chi-square value (at a 95 percent confidence level; p = 0.05) with 9 degrees 

of freedom (101 parameters of the MNL model including personal characteristics minus 92 

parameters of the standard MNL model), which is 16.92. Thus, the MNL model including personal 

characteristics is significantly better than the standard MNL model as the -2LL value is much larger 

than the critical chi-square value. The base model has a LL value of -8,525, so the value of 

McFadden's Rho-Squared is 0.11 (1 – (-7,581/-8,525)). It can thus be concluded that the MNL model 

including personal characteristics has a moderate model fit, just like the standard MNL model. 

 

5.2.2 Interpretation of the output of the MNL model including personal characteristics: parameter 

estimates 

Base utility 

In the MNL model including personal characteristics, the utility of the car is zero, just like in the 

standard MNL model, as this is the base alternative. The utility of the train is -1.11, the utility of the 

bus is -1.06, the utility of the bicycle is 0.21 and the utility of walking is -1.10. These utilities are the 

base utilities for the alternatives, independent of the attributes and the corresponding attribute 

levels (that differ in the choice situations). The train, the bus and walking have negative values, 

indicating that respondents do not tend to choose for these alternatives instead of the car. Only the 

bicycle has a positive value, which means that only this alternative is more likely to be chosen than 

the car.  

When comparing these base utilities with the base utilities of the standard MNL model, it appears 

that all utilities have lower values in the MNL model including personal characteristics, as the base 

utilities in the standard MNL model were the following; the train -0.85, the bus -0.99, the bicycle 

0.23 and walking -1.07.  

 

Base utility for each alternative based on personal characteristics 

In figure 50, the utility of each alternative based on the personal characteristics can be seen. Positive 

values for the parameters with corrections to the constants indicate a positive contribution to the 

utility of the alternatives for males, younger respondents and low educated respondents and a 

negative contribution to the utility of the alternatives for females, older respondents and high 

educated respondents. On the contrary, negative values for the parameters with corrections to the 

constants indicate a negative contribution to the utility of the alternatives for males, younger 

respondents and low educated respondents and a positive contribution to the utility of the 

alternatives for females, older respondents and high educated respondents. 

 

When looking at the train, it can be seen that the parameters for gender and age are positive, 

whereas the parameter for level of education is negative. With regard to gender, this means that the 

utility of the train is slightly higher (less negative) for males than for females. When looking at age, it 

appears that the utility of the train is higher (less negative) for younger than for older respondents. 

Considering the level of education, a large difference can be seen between the utility of the train for 

the low educated respondents and the high educated respondents. The utility of the train is much 

higher (less negative) for high educated respondents than for the low educated respondents. Thus, 

the utility of the train is less negative for males, younger respondents and high educated 

respondents than for females, older respondents and low educated respondents. The utilities of the 

bus and walking are also less negative for younger respondents and high educated respondents than 

for older respondents and low educated respondents. The utility of the bicycle is more positive for 

younger respondents and high educated respondents than for older respondents and low educated 

respondents. 
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It can thus be concluded that younger respondents and high educated respondents have higher 

utilities for the four alternatives than older respondents and low educated respondents. This means 

that older respondents and low educated respondents are more likely to choose the car than 

younger respondents and high educated respondents. Furthermore, it can be said that age is most 

determinant for the alternative walking, as the parameter of walking and age has a larger value than 

the parameters of train and age, bus and age and bicycle and age. In addition, the level of education 

is most determinant for the alternative train. 

From the literature review, it appeared that public transport and active transport modes (walking 

and cycling) are mostly used by younger people and people that have a high level of education. Thus, 

the findings of this study are in line with the literature, as these two groups of people have higher 

utilities for the mentioned alternatives. 

 

 
Figure 50 - Utility of alternatives based on personal characteristics resulting from the MNL model 

 

Parameter estimates 

When comparing the parameter estimates of the MNL model including personal characteristics with 

the parameter estimates of the standard MNL model, no differences can be seen with regard to the 

(positive or negative) sign of the parameter estimates and the differences in the values are small. 

However, what must be noted, is that the attribute level urban neighbourhood for the alternative 

walking does not have a significant parameter in the MNL model including personal characteristics, 

whereas this attribute level did have a significant parameter in the standard MNL model, although 

this was (only) at a 90 percent confidence level. This means that the neighbourhood being an urban 

neighbourhood does not influence the utility of the alternative walking (in the MNL model including 

personal characteristics). 
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5.2.3 Conclusion 

From the analysis of the model performance, it appeared that the MNL model including personal 

characteristics performs better than the standard MNL model as the -2LL value is much larger than 

the critical chi-square value. Furthermore, the MNL model including personal characteristics has a 

moderate model fit, just like the standard MNL model. 

From the analysis of the parameter estimates, it can be concluded that younger respondents and 

high educated respondents have higher utilities for the four alternatives than older respondents and 

low educated respondents. This means that older respondents and low educated respondents are 

more likely to choose the car than younger respondents and high educated respondents. 

Furthermore, age is most determinant for the alternative walking and the level of education is most 

determinant for the alternative train. 

Gender was only significant for the train (the utility of the train is higher for males than for females), 

by which there is no difference between males and females with regard to the utility of the bus, the 

bicycle and walking. 

There were no large differences between the constants considering the groups based on 

composition of household (see appendix 7 and appendix 10), so composition of household was not 

included in this model. It can be concluded that the composition of household is not relevant as 

there are no differences between households without children and households with children 

concerning the utility of the different alternatives. 

 

5.3 The mixed logit (ML) model 

In order to find out whether there is correlation between the alternatives, the standard deviation is 

estimated for two constants. These constants are constants for respectively public transport and 

slow modes, including respectively the alternatives train and bus and the alternatives bicycle and 

walking. Therefore, the ML model is estimated. 

Besides the constants for public transport and the slow modes, the twelve parameters that are 

corrections to the constants of each alternative separately (train, bus, bicycle, walking) for 

respectively gender, age and level of education (in combination with that alternative) are also 

included in the ML model. 

 

5.3.1 Interpretation of the output of the ML model: model performance 

The output of the ML model can be seen in appendix 13. The ML model has a LL value of -6,650, 

which is closer to zero than the LL value of the standard MNL model, which was -7,669. The critical 

chi-square value to which the minus two log-likelihood value needs to be compared, is 23.69. This 

critical chi-square value (at a 95 percent confidence level; p = 0.05) has 14 degrees of freedom (106 

parameters of ML model minus 92 parameters of the standard MNL model). The minus two log-

likelihood value is 2,038 (-2((-7,669) – (-6,650), which means that the ML model performs better 

than the standard MNL model as the -2LL value is much larger than the critical chi-square value. The 

value of McFadden's Rho-Squared is 0.22 (1 – (-6,650/-8,525)), as the LL value of the base model was 

-8,525. Thus, the ML model has an extremely good model fit, as values between 0.2 and 0.4 indicate 

an extremely good model fit. Therefore, the ML model greatly improved the value of McFadden's 

Rho-Squared relative to both the standard MNL model and the MNL model including personal 

characteristics. 
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5.3.2 Interpretation of the output of the ML model: parameter estimates 

Base utility 

In the ML model, the base utility of the car is still zero. The utility of the train is -2.19, the utility of 

the bus is -2.13 and the utility of walking is -1.29. These utilities are the base utilities for the 

alternatives, independent of the attributes and the corresponding attribute levels (that differ in the 

choice situations). The utility of the bicycle is not significant, by which this base utility equals zero. 

Like in the standard MNL model and in the MNL model including personal characteristics, the train, 

the bus and walking have negative values, which means that respondents do not tend to choose the 

train, the bus and walking instead of the car. The base utilities resulting from the ML model have 

values that are more negative than the base utilities resulting from both the standard MNL model 

and the MNL model including personal characteristics. 

 

Base utility for each alternative based on personal characteristics  

In figure 51, the utility of each alternative based on personal characteristics resulting from the ML 

model can be seen.  

 

 
Figure 51 - Utility of alternatives based on personal characteristics resulting from the ML model 

 

Like with the utility of the alternatives resulting from the MNL model including personal 

characteristics, positive values for the parameters with corrections to the constants indicate a 

positive contribution to the utility of the alternatives for males, younger respondents and low 

educated respondents and a negative contribution to the utility of the alternatives for females, older 

respondents and high educated respondents. On the contrary, negative values for the parameters 

with corrections to the constants indicate a negative contribution to the utility of the alternatives for 
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males, younger respondents and low educated respondents and a positive contribution to the utility 

of the alternatives for females, older respondents and high educated respondents. 

 

When comparing the utilities of the alternatives resulting from the ML model, figure 51, with the 

utilities of the alternatives resulting from the MNL model including personal characteristics, figure 

50, it can be seen that the parameters have the same (positive or negative) direction. Therefore, 

although the values of the parameters differ, the same conclusion can be drawn, namely that 

younger respondents and high educated respondents have higher utilities for the four alternatives 

than older respondents and low educated respondents. Age is, again, most determinant for the 

alternative walking, although it also appears that it largely influences the utility of the bicycle. The 

level of education is most determinant for the alternative train, like in the MNL model including 

personal characteristics. Concerning gender, it appears from the ML model that the parameter for 

bus is negative and the parameters for the train, the bicycle and walking are positive. This means 

that females have a higher utility for the bus, whereas males have a higher utility for the train, the 

bicycle and walking. 

 

Parameter estimates 

The first part of the output of the ML model consists of the estimation of a MNL model. These 

parameter estimates of the MNL model are used as start values for the parameters in the ML model 

and are exactly the same parameter estimates that resulted from the MNL model including personal 

characteristics (before the parameters for gender in combination with the bus, the train and walking 

were removed from the model). 

The second part of the output of the ML model consists of the estimation of the ML model. When 

comparing the parameter estimates of the ML model with the parameter estimates of the MNL 

model (the start values), it appears that there are large differences. In the ML model, much more 

parameter estimates are significant than in the MNL model. Furthermore, the parameter estimates 

have different values and some parameter estimates even have a different (positive of negative) 

sign. 

 

Standard deviation random parameters 

The number of draws to estimate the random parameters was set to 500 Halton draws. When 

looking at the parameter estimates of the standard deviation of the constants for public transport 

and slow modes, it can be seen that these are significant (at a 99 percent confidence level; p = 0.01). 

This indicates that the standard deviation of the random parameters statistically differs from zero. 

Thus, there is “heterogeneity in the parameter estimates over the sampled population around the 

mean parameter estimate” (Hensher et al., 2015, p. 615). The standard deviation of the constant for 

public transport has a value of 2.86 and the standard deviation of the constant for slow modes has a 

value of 4.16. It can be concluded that there is correlation between the alternatives train and bus 

and between the alternatives bicycle and walking, which indicates that the train and the bus 

compete more with each other and that the bicycle and walking compete more with each other than 

with other alternatives. Furthermore, the bicycle and walking compete more with each other than 

the train and the bus. 

 

5.3.3 Conclusion 

From the analysis of the model performance, it can be concluded that the ML model performs better 

than the standard MNL model, as the -2LL value is much larger than the critical chi-square value. The 

ML model greatly improved the value of McFadden's Rho-Squared relative to the both the standard 
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MNL model and the MNL model including personal characteristics and the model fit is extremely 

good. 

From the analysis of the parameter estimates, the same conclusion can be drawn with regard to age 

and the level of education as from the MNL model including personal characteristics. Younger 

respondents and high educated respondents have higher utilities for the four alternatives than older 

respondents and low educated respondents. Again, age is most determinant for the alternative 

walking and the level of education is most determinant for the alternative train. However, from the 

ML model it can be concluded that females have a higher utility for the bus, whereas males have a 

higher utility for the train, the bicycle and walking.  

The parameter estimates are different from the parameters of standard MNL model and the MNL 

model including personal characteristics. The parameter estimates of the standard deviation of the 

constants for public transport and slow modes are significant, by which it can be concluded that the 

train and the bus compete more with each other and that the bicycle and walking compete more 

with each other than with other alternatives. 

 

5.4 The latent class model 

The latent class model is used to group respondents that have the same choice behaviour. These 

groups of respondents are clusters and each cluster has its own parameter estimates. It is tried to 

estimate a latent class model for respectively two, three and four clusters, but the model could not 

be fitted. This means that the choice behaviour of the respondents is too divers in order to form 

groups or that there are not enough observations per respondent. 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

From the analysis of the standard MNL model, it can be concluded that there is a situation in which 

different levels of the attributes are possible and in which the car has a low probability of being 

chosen (varying between 13 and 19 percent). This situation is the following: 

The train or both the train and the bus are available as public transport mode(s) and the public 

transport has a moderate or a high quality and is available every 10 minutes. Furthermore, the 

public transport stop is located at maximum 400 metres distance and also has a moderate or high 

quality. The neighbourhood is a city centre in which retail functions are located within 200 or 600 

metres and the bicycle lanes are on the street but separated from the driving lane or apart from 

the street. The public space having a low, a moderate or a high quality and the availability of no 

shared cars and bicycles; only private cars, both shared cars and bicycles and private cars or only 

shared cars and bicycles; no private car, do barely make a difference. 

The three characteristics that have the largest impact on the probability of the car, are the type of 

the neighbourhood, the distance to the public transport stop and the frequency of the public 

transport. It must be noted that the attribute ‘the type of the neighbourhood’ was included to 

represent the (population or housing) density of the neighbourhood, by which the city centre 

represents a neighbourhood with a high density. Therefore, in order to decrease car use, the 

neighbourhood must have a high density, the distance to the public transport stop must be small 

and the frequency of the public transport must be high. The bicycle is the alternative that is most 

likely to be chosen, but in order to achieve the highest possible probability of the bicycle (46 

percent) the attributes must have different levels than in the aforementioned situation and in that 

case, the probability of the car being chosen increases as well (to 26 percent). Therefore, it is stated 

that a trade-off needs to be made between the levels of the attributes that result in the lowest 

probability of the car being chosen and the levels of the attributes that result in the highest 

probability of the bicycle being chosen. Because of the fact that the utility of the bicycle is to a lesser 

extent influenced by the levels of the attributes, than the utility of the other alternatives, it is 
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recommended to focus on the attribute levels that result in a low probability of the car being 

chosen, so on the aforementioned situation. 

Regarding the model performances of the different estimated models, it can be concluded that the 

ML model performs better than both the standard MNL model and the MNL model including 

personal characteristics. Concerning the parameter estimates, it appeared that younger respondents 

and high educated respondents have higher utilities for the train, the bus, the bicycle and walking 

than older respondents and low educated respondents. Older respondents and low educated 

respondents are thus more likely to choose the car than younger respondents and high educated 

respondents. Age is most determinant for the alternative walking and the level of education is most 

determinant for the alternative train. From the MNL model including personal characteristics, it can 

be seen that the utility of the train is higher for males than for females and that there is no 

difference between males and females with regard to the utility of the bus, the bicycle and walking. 

Furthermore, from the ML model, it can be concluded that females have a higher utility for the bus, 

whereas males have a higher utility for the train, the bicycle and walking. From the MNL model 

including personal characteristics, it appeared that there are no differences between households 

without children and households with children concerning the utility of the different alternatives. 

 

The train and the bus appear to compete more with each other and the bicycle and walking appear 

to compete more with each other than with other alternatives, as the parameter estimates of the 

standard deviation of the constants for public transport and slow modes are significant. 

 

The latent class model could not be estimated, indicating that the choice behaviour of the 

respondents is too divers in order to form groups or that there are not enough observations per 

respondent. 
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6. Results: neighbourhood choices 
In this chapter, the results regarding the neighbourhood choices are discussed. These 

neighbourhood choices are the results of the question that was asked in the stated choice 

experiment whether the respondents would like to live in the presented neighbourhood. This 

neighbourhood was thus different in each situation, as the levels of the attributes (the 

characteristics of the neighbourhood) were different in each presented situation. First, the standard 

multinomial logit model is estimated. Thereafter, the multinomial logit model including personal 

characteristics and the latent class model are estimated. Furthermore, the clusters of the latent class 

model are described based on personal characteristics. This chapter ends with a conclusion. 

As explained in chapter 5, only the results regarding the group car users are discussed.  

 

6.1 The standard multinomial logit (MNL) model 

The multinomial logit model is estimated in order to discover which levels of the attributes result in 

the fact that the respondents want to live in the presented neighbourhoods. Furthermore, it can be 

explored which attributes are most determinant. 

 

6.1.1 Interpretation of the output of the standard MNL model: model performance 

In appendix 14, the output of the standard MNL model can be seen. The LL value of the standard 

MNL model is -2,554 and the LL value of base model is -2,747. This LL value of the base model is 

calculated by multiplying the total number of choices with the natural logarithm of 0.5 (as the base 

model does not consist of any parameters and therefore an equal proportion is assigned to each 

alternative (thus a probability of 0.5 as respondents could answer yes or no); 3,963 * ln(0.5)= -

2,747). Thus, the standard MNL model has a LL value that is closer to zero than the LL value of the 

base model. The minus two log-likelihood value is 386 (-2((-2,747) – (-2,554) and the critical chi-

square value (at a 95 percent confidence level; p = 0.05) to which the minus two log-likelihood value 

needs to be compared has 23 degrees of freedom as the base model does not consist of any 

parameters and the standard MNL model has 23 parameters. This critical chi-square value is 35.17, 

by which it can be concluded that the standard MNL model performs better than the base model as 

the -2LL value is larger than the critical chi-square value. The value of McFadden's Rho-Squared is 

0.07 (1 – (-2,554/-2,747)), which means that the standard MNL model has a moderate model fit. 

 

6.1.2 Interpretation of the output of the standard MNL model: parameter estimates 

Base utility 

The utility of not wanting to live in the neighbourhood is zero, as this is the base alternative. The 

base utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is represented by a constant, which is created in 

order to find out whether the respondents have a preference for wanting to live in the presented 

neighbourhoods or not (which is not based on the levels of the attributes). This constant is not 

significant, which means that the respondents do not have a preference and that they base their 

answer on the question whether they would like to live in the presented neighbourhoods on the 

levels of the attributes (in each presented situation). 

 

Part worth utilities 

In figure 52, the part worth utilities of the significant attribute levels are presented. The attributes 

‘the quality of the public transport and the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood’, ‘the 

distance to the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood’, ‘the frequency of the public 

transport from the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood’, ‘the available transport 
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modes from the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood’ and ‘the presence of land uses 

in the neighbourhood’ have no significant parameter estimates. From figure 52, it can be seen that: 

o The presence of signalised crossing measures on street intersections in the neighbourhood 

negatively contributes to the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood, whereas zebras 

as crossing measures contribute positively. 

o A distance of 600 metres to retail functions in the neighbourhood negatively contributes to 

the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood, whereas a distance of 400 metres 

contributes positively. 

o A city centre and an urban type of neighbourhood negatively contribute to the utility of 

wanting to live in the neighbourhood, whereas a suburban type of neighbourhood 

contributes positively.  

o The presence of a bicycle lane on the street and the presence of a bicycle lane apart from 

the street negatively contribute to the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood, 

whereas the presence of a bicycle lane on the street but separated from the driving lane 

contributes positively. 

o The availability of only shared cars and bicycles and no private cars negatively contributes to 

the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood, whereas the availability of no shared 

cars and bicycles and only private cars and both shared cars and bicycles and private cars 

contribute positively. 

o A low quality of the public space in the neighbourhood negatively contributes to the utility 

of wanting to live in the neighbourhood, whereas a high quality contributes positively. 

 

 
Figure 52 - Part worth utilities for wanting to live in the neighbourhood 

 

It makes sense that the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is higher when the 

neighbourhood is a suburban type of neighbourhood, the public space has a high quality and private 
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cars are available in the neighbourhood (no shared cars and bicycles and only private cars or both 

shared cars and bicycles and private cars). The reason for the finding that zebras result in a higher 

utility than signalised crossing measures, might be that people expect the neighbourhood to be less 

safe with regard to traffic when the intersections in the neighbourhood need signalised crossing 

measures. It is logical that the presence of a bicycle lane on the street results in a lower utility, but it 

is remarkable that the presence of a bicycle lane apart from the street also results in a lower utility, 

whereas a bicycle lane on the street but separated from the driving lane results in a higher utility. 

Furthermore, the reason for the unexpected finding that a distance of 400 metres to retail functions 

in the neighbourhood results in a positive utility (while the attribute level of 200 metres distance 

does not have a significant parameter), might be that people do not want to live too close to shops 

because of potential nuisance. 

Furthermore, figure 52 shows that (respectively) the type of the neighbourhood and the availability 

of shared cars and bicycles in the neighbourhood are the most determining factors based on range. 

 

6.1.3 Utilities and probabilities  

The utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is equal to the structural utility, which is the sum 

of each parameter (of each attribute) multiplied with the score on that attribute, as the mean of the 

random utility is zero. The parameter estimates that are not statistically significant are equal to zero 

and the utility of not wanting to live in the neighbourhood equals zero since this alternative is the 

base alternative. The probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is calculated by: 

It is analysed which characteristics result in a low probability of not wanting to live in the 

neighbourhood (‘no’) being chosen and a high probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood 

(‘yes’) being chosen. 

Attributes two, five, seven, eight and eleven do not have significant parameters, so these attributes 

do not influence the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood and the probability of wanting to 

live in the neighbourhood. Therefore, these attributes are left out. 

 

The highest possible probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood  
The highest possible probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is 81 percent, by which the 

probability of not wanting to live in the neighbourhood is 19 percent (see table 21). The levels of the 

attributes that that correspond to the situation in which the probability of wanting to live in the 

neighbourhood is as high as possible, can be seen in table 22. 

 

 

 

Yes 0.81

No 0.19

Probability

 

Attribute

1 2 Crossing measure: zebra

3 2 400 metres to retail functions

4 3 Suburban neighbourhood

6 2 Bicycle lane on street but separated

9 1 No shared cars and bicycles, only private cars

10 3 High quality of public space

Level

 
 

It is logical that the levels of attributes in this situation are exactly the levels of the attributes that 

positively contribute to the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood, as presented in figure 52. 

It is also logical that the type of the neighbourhood and the availability of shared cars and bicycles in 

Table 21 - Probabilities 

when wanting to live in 

the neighbourhood has 

the highest possible 

probability 

Table 22 - Levels of the attributes in the situation that wanting to live in the 

neighbourhood has the highest possible probability 
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the neighbourhood are the attributes that have the largest impact on the probability of wanting to 

live in the neighbourhood, as these are the most determining factors based on range. 

 

The lowest possible probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood  
The lowest possible probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood results from the levels of the 
attributes that negatively influence the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood, as presented 
in figure 52. In this situation, the probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is 20 percent, 
by which the probability of not wanting to live in the neighbourhood is 80 percent. 
 
6.1.4 Conclusion 

With regard to the analysis of the output of the standard MNL model concerning the model 

performance, it appeared that the standard MNL model performs better than the base model as the 

-2LL value is larger than the critical chi-square value. Furthermore, the standard MNL model has a 

moderate model fit. 

With regard to the parameter estimates of the standard MNL model, it can be concluded that the 

utility of wanting to live in the presented neighbourhoods is zero, independent of the levels of the 

attributes. In addition, the attributes ‘the quality of the public transport and the nearest public 

transport stop in the neighbourhood’, ‘the distance to the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood’, ‘the frequency of the public transport from the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood’, ‘the available transport modes from the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood’ and ‘the presence of land uses in the neighbourhood’ have no significant parameter 

estimates, so these attributes do not influence the choice about wanting to live in the 

neighbourhood or not. Furthermore, it is found that the type of the neighbourhood and the 

availability of shared cars and bicycles are the most determining factors and respondents prefer 

suburban neighbourhoods and the availability of a private car (no shared cars and bicycles and only 

private cars and both shared cars and bicycles and private cars). Zebras, a distance of 400 metres to 

retail functions, a bicycle lane on the street but separated from the driving lane and a high quality of 

the public space result in a higher utility and probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood, 

whereas signalised crossing measures, a distance of 600 metres to retail functions, a bicycle lane on 

the street and a bicycle lane apart from the street and a low quality of the public space result in a 

lower utility and probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood. Therefore, in order to make 

neighbourhoods more attractive, the levels of the attributes that result in a higher utility and 

probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood should be implemented. 

 

6.2 The multinomial logit (MNL) model including personal characteristics 

A multinomial logit model including the personal characteristics gender (males and females), age 

(younger and older respondents) and level of education (low educated and high educated 

respondents) is estimated in order to take the effects for these groups into account. Three new 

variables are constructed which can be considered as corrections to the constants for respectively 

gender, age and level of education. Like in the MNL model including personal characteristics for the 

transport mode choices, contrast variables are constructed in order to differentiate between the 

groups of the three personal characteristics. Males are coded as 1 and females as -1, younger 

respondents are coded as 1 and older respondents as -1 and low educated respondents are coded as 

1 and high educated respondents as -1. As was the case in the MNL model including personal 

characteristics for the transport mode choices, the values of the parameters for respectively gender, 

age and level of education for each alternative must be added to the ‘normal’ constant in order to 

find the values for respectively males, younger respondents and low educated respondents and the 
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same values must be subtracted from the ‘normal’ constant in order to find the values for 

respectively females, older respondents and high educated respondents.  

The parameter for gender is not significant, which means that there is no difference between males 

and females with regard to the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood. Thus, this parameter 

is excluded from the model, by which two parameters are new in comparison to the parameters in 

the standard MNL model. 

 

6.2.1 Interpretation of the output of the MNL model including personal characteristics: model 

performance 

In appendix 15, the output of the estimation of the MNL model including personal characteristics can 

be seen. The LL value is -2,548 and the LL value of the standard MNL model was -2,554, so the LL 

value of the MNL model including personal characteristics is a little closer to zero than the LL value 

of the standard MNL model. The minus two log-likelihood value is 12 (-2((-2,554) – (-2,548))) and 

needs to be compared to the critical chi-square value (at a 95 percent confidence level; p = 0.05) 

with 2 degrees of freedom (25 parameters of the MNL model including personal characteristics 

minus 23 parameters of the standard MNL model), which is 5.99. Because the -2LL value is larger 

than the critical chi-square value, it can be concluded that the MNL model including personal 

characteristics performs better than the standard MNL model. The value of McFadden's Rho-

Squared is 0.07 (1 – (-2,548/-2,747)), as the base model has a LL value of is -2,747. This value of 

McFadden's Rho-Squared is slightly better than the value of McFadden's Rho-Squared of the 

standard MNL model, although it can be concluded that the MNL model including personal 

characteristics has a moderate model fit, like the standard MNL model. 

 

6.2.2 Interpretation of the output of the MNL model including personal characteristics: parameter 

estimates 

Base utility 

The utility of not wanting to live in the neighbourhood is, like in the standard MNL model, zero. The 

constant that represents the base utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is still not 

significant, which means that the respondents do not have a preference with regard to wanting to 

live in the presented neighbourhoods, independent of the levels of the attributes. 

 

Base utility based on personal characteristics 

Because of the fact that the constant representing the base utility of wanting to live in the 

neighbourhood is not significant and thus equals zero, the parameters with corrections to the 

constants can be interpreted on its own. See figure 53. 

The parameter for age has a value of 0.11 and the parameter for education has a value of -0.08. As 

the parameter for age is positive, the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is higher for 

younger respondents than for older respondents and because the ‘normal’ constant is zero, it can 

even be said that younger respondents have a positive utility (namely 0.11) and older respondents 

have a negative utility (namely -0.11). The parameter for education is negative, so the utility of 

wanting to live in the neighbourhood is higher for high educated respondents than for low educated 

respondents. High educated respondents have a positive utility (namely 0.08) and low educated 

respondents have a negative utility (namely -0.08). 

Younger respondents and high educated respondents thus have a positive utility of wanting to live in 

the neighbourhood, whereas older respondents and low educated respondents have a negative 

utility. Furthermore, it can be concluded that age is more determinant than level of education with 

regard to wanting to live in the neighbourhood. 
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Parameter estimates 

There are no differences with regard to the (positive or negative) sign of the parameter estimates 

between the MNL model including personal characteristics and the standard MNL model. 

Furthermore, there are no differences concerning the significance of the parameter estimates and 

the differences in the values are small when comparing the MNL model including personal 

characteristics with the standard MNL model. 

 

6.2.3 Conclusion  

With regard to the model performance of the MNL model including personal characteristics, it can 

be concluded that the MNL model including personal characteristics performs better than the 

standard MNL model. Although the value of McFadden's Rho-Squared is slightly better than the 

value of McFadden's Rho-Squared of the standard MNL model, the MNL model including personal 

characteristics has a moderate model fit, like the standard MNL model. 

Concerning the parameter estimates of the MNL model including personal characteristics, it appears, 

like already discovered from the standard MNL model, that the respondents do not have a 

preference for wanting to live in the presented neighbourhoods, independent of the levels of the 

attributes. In addition, there is no difference between males and females with regard to the utility of 

wanting to live in the neighbourhood. However, younger respondents and high educated 

respondents have a positive utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood, whereas older 

respondents and low educated respondents have a negative utility. Furthermore, age appeared to 

be more determinant than level of education. 

Figure 53 - Utility of wanting to live in the 

neighbourhood based on personal characteristics 
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6.3 The latent class model 

In order to group respondents that have the same choice behaviour, a latent class model is 

estimated. The model is estimated for two, three and four clusters. However, the latent class models 

with three and four clusters are not good, by which only the latent class model with two clusters is 

discussed. Each cluster of respondents has its own parameter estimates, by which there are thus 

two sets of parameter estimates. The corrections to the constants including the personal 

characteristics gender, age and level of education are not taken into account, as taking these into 

account does not result in a good model. 

 

6.3.1 Interpretation of the output of the latent class model: model performance 

The output of the latent class model can be seen in appendix 16. The latent class model has a LL 

value of -2,311 and this LL value is closer to zero than the LL value of the standard MNL model as this 

model had a LL value of -2,554. The minus two log-likelihood value is 486 (-2((-2,554) – (-2,311) and 

the critical chi-square value (at a 95 percent confidence level; p = 0.05) to which the minus two log-

likelihood value needs to be compared is 36.42. This critical chi-square has 24 degrees of freedom 

(47 parameters of the latent class model minus 23 parameters of the standard MNL model). Thus, 

the latent class model performs better than the standard MNL model, as the -2LL value is larger than 

the critical chi-square value. The base model has a LL value of -2,747, by which the value of 

McFadden's Rho-Squared is 0.16 (1 – (-2,311/-2,747)). Therefore, it can be concluded that the value 

of McFadden's Rho-Squared is greatly improved relative to the value of McFadden's Rho-Squared of 

the standard MNL model and the MNL model including personal characteristics and that the latent 

class model has a good model fit. 

 

6.3.2 Interpretation of the output of the latent class model: parameter estimates 

Base utility  

The utility of not wanting to live in the neighbourhood is zero, as this is the base alternative. The 

constant that represents the base utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is not significant for 

the second cluster of respondents, which means that the respondents in this cluster do not have a 

preference with regard to wanting to live in the presented neighbourhoods. However, for the first 

cluster of respondents, the constant that represents the base utility of wanting to live in the 

neighbourhood is significant, indicating that these respondents do have a preference. The value of 

this constant is -1.13, which means that these respondents do not tend to choose for wanting to live 

in the neighbourhood instead of not wanting to live in the neighbourhood (base alternative). This 

base utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is independent of the levels of the attributes. 

 

Part worth utilities 

There are differences between the parameter estimates of the latent class model and the standard 

MNL model, which is logical as the parameters are now estimated for each cluster separately. When 

comparing the parameter estimates of the first cluster with the parameter estimates of the second 

cluster, it appears that in each cluster, different attributes have significant parameter estimates. In 

the first cluster, the attributes ‘the distance to retail functions in the neighbourhood’, ‘the type of 

the neighbourhood’, ‘the availability of shared cars and bicycles in the neighbourhood’ and ‘the 

quality of the public space in the neighbourhood’ have significant parameters, which means that the 

other attributes do not influence the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood. In the second 

cluster, only the two attributes ‘the quality of the public transport and the nearest public transport 

stop in the neighbourhood’ and ‘the presence of bicycle lanes in the neighbourhood’ influence the 

utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood. 
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In figure 54, the part worth utilities of the significant attribute levels for cluster 1 are shown. It can 

be seen that: 

o A distance of 200 metres to retail functions in the neighbourhood negatively contributes to 

the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood, whereas a distance of 600 metres 

contributes positively. 

o A city centre and an urban type of neighbourhood negatively contribute to the utility of 

wanting to live in the neighbourhood, whereas a suburban type of neighbourhood 

contributes positively.  

o The availability of only shared cars and bicycles and no private cars negatively contributes to 

the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood, whereas the availability of no shared 

cars and bicycles and only private cars and both shared cars and bicycles and private cars 

contribute positively. 

o A low quality of the public space in the neighbourhood negatively contributes to the utility 

of wanting to live in the neighbourhood, whereas a high quality contributes positively. 

 

From figure 55, in which the part worth utilities of the significant attribute levels for cluster 2 are 

presented, it can be seen that: 

o A low quality of the public transport and the public transport stop in the neighbourhood 

negatively contributes to the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood, whereas a high 

quality contributes positively. 

o The presence of a bicycle lane on the street and the presence of a bicycle lane apart from 

the street negatively contribute to the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood, 

whereas the presence of a bicycle lane on the street but separated from the driving lane 

contributes positively. 

 

    
 

 

    

The difference with the standard MNL model is that attribute one (‘the presence of crossing 

measures on street intersections in the neighbourhood’) was significant in the standard MNL model 

Figure 54 - Part worth utilities for wanting to live in the neighbourhood 

(cluster 1) 

Figure 55 - Part worth utilities for wanting 

to live in the neighbourhood (cluster 2) 
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and is not significant in the latent class model, whereas attribute two (‘the quality of the public 

transport and the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood’) is significant in the latent 

class model, but was not significant in the standard MNL model. Furthermore, in the standard MNL 

model a distance of 600 metres to retail functions in the neighbourhood negatively contributed to 

the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood and a distance of 400 metres positively 

contributed, whereas in the latent class model for cluster 1 a distance of 200 metres negatively 

contributes and a distance of 600 metres positively contributes. 

From figures 54 and 55, it can be seen that the type of the neighbourhood is the most determining 

factor (based on range) for cluster 1 and that the presence of bicycle lanes is most determining 

(based on range) for cluster 2 (although the quality of the public transport and the nearest public 

transport stop in the neighbourhood is almost equally important). 

 

6.3.3 Utilities and probabilities 

Cluster 1 

Only the four attributes that have significant parameter estimates are relevant (‘the distance to 

retail functions in the neighbourhood’, ‘the type of the neighbourhood’, ‘the availability of shared 

cars and bicycles in the neighbourhood’ and ‘the quality of the public space in the neighbourhood’), 

as the other attributes do not influence the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood. The base 

utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is taken into account in this cluster as this parameter 

was significant. The highest possible probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is 78 

percent, by which the probability of not wanting to live in the neighbourhood is 22 percent. In this 

situation, the levels of the attributes are the levels that have a positive contribution of the utility of 

wanting to live in the neighbourhood (see figure 54). In the situation in which the levels of the 

attributes are the levels that have a negative contribution to the utility of wanting to live in the 

neighbourhood, the lowest possible probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is realised, 

which is 3 percent. Then, the probability of not wanting to live in the neighbourhood is 97 percent. 

 

Cluster 2 

For the second cluster, only the two attributes that have significant parameter estimates are 

relevant (‘the quality of the public transport and the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood’ and ‘the presence of bicycle lanes in the neighbourhood’). The highest possible 

probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is 74 percent, by which the probability of not 

wanting to live in the neighbourhood is 26 percent. On the contrary, the lowest possible probability 

of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is 28 percent, by which the probability of not wanting to live 

in the neighbourhood is 72 percent. 

 

Probabilities for class membership 

The estimated prior probabilities for class membership are significant for both clusters. For the first 

cluster this probability is 62 percent and for the second cluster this probability is 38 percent.  

 

6.3.4 Descriptive statistics of the clusters 

The clusters of the latent class model are described with regard to personal characteristics based on 

the descriptive statistics in order to find out which groups can be distinguished in the two clusters.  

 

A distinction between two parts of the survey has to be made. The first part is about general 

personal characteristics, including gender, age, level of education, composition of household, having 

a driving licence and having a job. The second part is about characteristics based on the work-related 

questions, but these work-related questions are only asked to the respondents that have job. These 
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questions are about how often they use certain transport modes (the car, the train, the bus, the 

bicycle and walking) to travel from their home to their work and on how many days a week, on 

average, they travel from their home to their work. Furthermore, the respondents that have a job 

were asked on how many days a week, on average, they have to make a stop during their trip from 

home to work, with regard to the activities of doing the groceries and bringing the children away and 

on how many days a week, on average, they have to travel during the workday with regard to work-

related appointments that do not take place on their standard work location.  

The frequency tables can be found in appendix 17. 

 

General personal characteristics  

The group of respondents that answered the questions considering the general personal 

characteristics, are all respondents that are labelled as car-users, which are 1,321 respondents. It 

appears that the first cluster of respondents consists of 813 respondents and the second cluster of 

respondents of 508 respondents. 

 

The distribution with regard to males and females is almost equal in both clusters. The first cluster of 

respondents consists of 49 percent males and 51 percent females and the second cluster consists of 

50 percent males and 50 percent females.  

With regard to age, there are differences between the first and the second cluster, as can be seen in 

figures 56 and 57. Although the age categories of 15 to 29 years and 45 to 59 years are (almost) 

equal in both clusters, the age category of 30 to 44 years is larger in first cluster than in the second 

cluster and the age category of 60 years and older is smaller in the first cluster than in the second 

cluster. 

 

              
 

 

 

In the first cluster, 78 percent of the respondents have a high level of education and 22 percent have 

a low level of education. Because of the fact that this distribution is 80 percent relative to 20 percent 

in the second cluster, it can be said that there is no difference between the two clusters with regard 

to the level of education. 

 

   
 

 

Figure 56 - Statistics sample: age in the first 

cluster 

Figure 58 - Statistics sample: composition of household 

in the first cluster 

Figure 59 - Statistics sample: composition of household in 

the second cluster 

Figure 57 - Statistics sample: age in the 

second cluster 
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From figures 58 and 59, it can be seen that the composition of household differs in the two clusters. 

In the first cluster, there are relatively more (married) couples with resident children and relatively 

fewer (married) couples without resident children in comparison to the second cluster. Thus, there 

are relatively more (married) couples without resident children and relatively fewer (married) 

couples with resident children in the second cluster in comparison to the first cluster. 

In the first cluster, 99 percent of the respondents have a driving licence, while only 1 percent of the 

respondents do not have a driving licence. This distribution is exactly the same in the second cluster, 

by which the two clusters do not differ from each other based on having of a driving licence.  

There is a small difference between the respondents of the two clusters concerning having a job. 93 

percent of the respondents of the first cluster have a job, by which 7 percent do not have a job, 

whereas 89 percent of the respondents of the second cluster have a job, by which 11 percent do not 

have a job. However, as this difference is only small, this can be neglected. 

 

Characteristics based on the work-related questions 

The group of respondents that answered the questions considering the characteristics based on the 

work-related questions, are the respondents that are labelled as car-users and also have a job. This 

are 1,209 respondents, from which 755 respondents are in the first cluster and 454 respondents are 

in the second cluster. 

 

In figures 60 to 69, it can be seen how often each transport mode is used to travel from home to 

work. It is logical that the category ‘never’ for the transport mode the car includes zero respondents 

in both clusters, as the results are only based on the car users (and not on the non-car users). From 

the figures, it appears that there are relatively more respondents that always use the car in the first 

cluster (46 percent) than in the second cluster (26 percent). The other transport modes are 

therefore less often used by the respondents of the first cluster in comparison to the respondents of 

the second cluster. The respondents of the second cluster have lower percentages for the category 

‘never’ of the transport modes train, bus, bicycle and walking and higher percentages for the 

category ‘rarely/sometimes/often’ and equal or higher percentages for the category ‘always’, in 

comparison to the first cluster of respondents. 

 

    
 

 

 

      
 

 

Figure 60 - Statistics sample: the use of the car to 

travel from home to work in the first cluster 

Figure 61 - Statistics sample: the use of the car to 

travel from home to work in the second cluster 

Figure 62 - Statistics sample: the use of the train to 

travel from home to work in the first cluster 

Figure 63 - Statistics sample: the use of the train to 

travel from home to work in the second cluster 
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When comparing the two clusters of respondents with regard to on how many days they travel from 

their home to their work, it appears that 3 percent of the respondents of the first cluster travel on 

zero, one or two days a week, 95 percent travel on three, four or five days a week and 2 percent 

travel on six or seven days a week. In the second cluster this is respectively 2 percent, 98 percent 

and 0 percent, by which it can be concluded that these differences are only small and that most 

respondents of both clusters travel on three, four or five days a week. 

 

                     
 

 

 

 

When analysing on how many days a week the respondents of both clusters make a stop to bring the 

children away, it appears that the respondents of the first cluster relatively make more stops a week 

Figure 64 - Statistics sample: the use of the bus to 

travel from home to work in the first cluster 

Figure 65 - Statistics sample: the use of the bus to 

travel from home to work in the second cluster 

Figure 66 - Statistics sample: the use of the bicycle to 

travel from home to work in the first cluster 

Figure 67 - Statistics sample: the use of the bicycle to 

travel from home to work in the second cluster 

Figure 68 - Statistics sample: walking to travel from 

home to work in the first cluster 

Figure 69 - Statistics sample: walking to travel from 

home to work in the second cluster 

Figure 70 - Statistics sample: number of days a 

week, stop for bringing the children away in the 

first cluster 

Figure 71 - Statistics sample: number of days a 

week, stop for bringing the children away in 

the second cluster 
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to bring the children away (10 percent of the respondents on 3 to 5 days) than the respondents of 

the second cluster (5 percent of the respondents on 3 to 5 days), see figures 70 and 71. However, 

this can be explained by the fact that the second cluster consists of relatively less often (married) 

couples with resident children and more (married) couples without resident children than the first 

cluster. Therefore, it seems logical that the second cluster of respondents has a higher percentage of 

not bringing the children away than the first cluster. 

In comparison to the respondents of the first cluster, the respondents of the second cluster do the 

groceries during the trip from their home to their work on relatively more days a week, as 39 

percent of these respondents do the groceries on one or two days, whereas 35 percent of the 

respondents of the first cluster do the groceries on one or two days a week. See figures 72 and 73. 

In addition, from figures 74 and 75, it can be seen that the second cluster of respondents also travels 

on more days a week during the workday for work-related appointments (36 percent on one or two 

days) in comparison to the first cluster of respondents (31 percent on one or two days). 

 

            
 

 

 

            
 

 

 

 

6.3.5 Conclusion  

Concerning the model performance of the latent class model, it appeared that the McFadden's Rho-

Squared value is greatly improved relative to the values of McFadden's Rho-Squared of the standard 

MNL model and the MNL model including personal characteristics and that the latent class model 

has a good model fit. 

With regard to the base utilities, it can be seen that the second cluster of respondents does not have 

a preference with regard to wanting to live in the presented neighbourhoods, whereas the first 

cluster of respondents does have a preference, namely that they do not want to live in the 

presented neighbourhoods (independent of the levels of the attributes). 

When comparing the parameter estimates of the latent class model with the parameter estimates of 

the standard MNL model, it appeared that attribute one is not significant anymore and that attribute 

two is significant now. In addition, the direction of the parameter estimates for the attribute ‘the 

Figure 72 - Statistics sample: number of days a 

week, stop for doing the groceries in the first 

cluster 

Figure 73 - Statistics sample: number of days a 

week, stop for doing the groceries in the second 

cluster 

Figure 74 - Statistics sample: number of days a 

week, travel for work-related appointments in the 

first cluster 

Figure 75 - Statistics sample: number of days a 

week, travel for work-related appointments in the 

second cluster 
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distance to retail functions in the neighbourhood’ is different in the latent class model than in the 

standard MNL model. 

From the analysis regarding the utilities and probabilities, it can be concluded that the highest 

possible probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is almost equal in both clusters, but the 

lowest possible probability of wanting to live in the neighbourhood is much lower in the first cluster 

than in the second cluster, which can be explained by the preference (the base utility) of the 

respondents of the first cluster of not wanting to live in the presented neighbourhoods.  

With regard to the descriptive statistics of the clusters, it appears that there are relatively more 

younger people (30 to 44 years) and (married) couples with resident children in the first cluster, 

whereas there are relatively more older people (60 years and older) and (married) couples without 

resident children in the second cluster. Furthermore, the respondents of the first cluster make 

relatively more use of the car than the respondents of the second cluster, whereas the respondents 

of the second cluster make more use of the other transport modes. The respondents of the second 

cluster stop on fewer days a week during the trip from their home to their work to bring their 

children away than the respondents of the first cluster, which can be explained based on the 

difference between the two clusters regarding the composition of household. On the contrary, the 

respondents of the second cluster do the groceries on relatively more days a week during the trip 

from their home to their work and travel on more days a week during the workday for work-related 

appointments than the respondents of the first cluster. 

These differences with regard to personal characteristics between the two groups of respondents 

explain the differences between the utilities of wanting to live in the neighbourhood for the two 

groups of respondents. The first group of respondents consists of relatively more (married) couples 

with resident children, by which it is logical that a suburban neighbourhood, a high-quality public 

space and the availability of a private car result in a higher utility. Furthermore, it is no surprise that 

the presence of retail functions in the neighbourhood is important, but that it is not desired that 

these are located too close to the dwellings. With regard to the personal characteristics of this 

group, it is also logical that these (married) couples with resident children are relatively younger, 

bring their children away on relatively more days a week and use the car more often, in comparison 

to the respondents of the second cluster. The second group of respondents consists of relative more 

(married) couples without residents children, by which it makes sense that these people are 

relatively older, bring their children away on relatively less days a week and make relatively more 

use of sustainable transport modes, in comparison to the first group of respondents. Concerning the 

utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood for this group, it is logical that these respondents 

prefer neighbourhoods in which the public transport and the public transport stop have a high 

quality and the built environment is bicycle-friendly (bicycle lanes are present on the street but 

separated from the driving lane), as these people make relatively more use of sustainable transport 

modes. However, one would expect that the presence of crossing measures on street intersections 

in the neighbourhood is also important considering the utility of wanting to live in the 

neighbourhood for this group of respondents, as walking is also a more sustainable transport mode. 

 

6.4 Conclusion 

Regarding the model performances of the different estimated models, it can be concluded that the 

latent class model performs better than the standard MNL model and the MNL model including 

personal characteristics. The value of McFadden's Rho-Squared is greatly improved in the latent 

class model relative to the value of McFadden's Rho-Squared of the other estimated models and all 

estimated models have a moderate to good model fit. 
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From the standard MNL model and the MNL model including personal characteristics, it appeared 

that the respondents do not have a preference for wanting to live in the presented neighbourhoods. 

However, in the latent class model, the first cluster does not want to live in the presented 

neighbourhoods according to their preference, independent of the levels of the attributes. The 

second cluster does not have a preference. 

 

Furthermore, from the standard MNL model, it can be concluded that the type of the 

neighbourhood and the availability of shared cars and bicycles are the most determining factors and 

respondents prefer suburban neighbourhoods and the availability of a private car (no shared cars 

and bicycles and only private cars and both shared cars and bicycles and private cars). Zebras, a 

distance of 400 metres to retail functions, a bicycle lane on the street but separated from the driving 

lane and a high quality of the public space result in a higher utility and probability of wanting to live 

in the neighbourhood. However, from the latent class model, it appeared that the presence of 

crossing measures on street intersections in the neighbourhood does not influence the utility of 

wanting to live in the neighbourhood, whereas the quality of the public transport and the nearest 

public transport stop in the neighbourhood does influence this utility. In addition, in the latent class 

model, a distance of 600 metres instead of a distance of 400 metres to retail functions in the 

neighbourhood positively contributes to the utility (and a distance of 200 metres negatively 

contributes). 

 

From the MNL model including personal characteristics, it can be seen that there is no difference 

between males and females with regard to the utility of wanting to live in the neighbourhood. 

However, younger respondents and high educated respondents have a positive utility of wanting to 

live in the neighbourhood, whereas older respondents and low educated respondents have a 

negative utility. Age appeared to be more determinant than level of education.  

 

From the analysis considering the descriptive statistics of the two clusters of the latent class model, 

it can be concluded that the first cluster of respondents consists of relatively more younger people 

(30 to 44 years) and (married) couples with resident children and that respondents of the first 

cluster make relatively more use of the car, stop on relatively more days a week during the trip from 

their home to their work to bring their children away, do the groceries on relatively fewer days a 

week during the trip from their home to their work and travel on relatively fewer days a week during 

the workday for work-related appointments. On the contrary, the second cluster of respondents 

consists of relatively more older people (60 years and older) and (married) couples without resident 

children and the respondents of the second cluster make relatively more use of the other transport 

modes, stop on relatively fewer days a week during the trip from their home to their work to bring 

their children away, do the groceries on relatively more days a week during the trip from their home 

to their work and travel relatively on more days a week during the workday for work-related 

appointments. 

Thus, two groups of respondents with specific personal characteristics can be distinguished and 

these two groups have different preferences concerning the neighbourhood in which they would 

want to live. Therefore, policies with regard to the attractiveness of neighbourhoods can be 

composed for two different groups of people, based on their neighbourhood preference.  
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7. Conclusions and discussion 
In this chapter, the conclusions with regard to the results are presented. Furthermore, the sub-

questions of the research question and the research question itself are answered. Thereafter, the 

limitations of this study and recommendations for further research are discussed. This chapter ends 

with a recommendation to the municipality of Maastricht concerning the application of TOD 

characteristics in order to give direction to decrease car use in Maastricht and to increase the share 

of more sustainable transport modes, including walking, cycling and the use of public transport. 

 

7.1 Results 

7.1.1 Conclusions with regard to the descriptive results 

The most important conclusions with regard to the descriptive results of the survey are that the car 

and the bicycle are the most frequently used transport modes to travel from home to work, that 

almost half of the respondents that have a job (47 percent) combine the trip from home to work 

with doing the groceries and that 42 percent of the respondents (that have a job) travel during the 

workday with regard to work-related appointments that do not take place on their standard work 

location. Having work-related appointments during the workday does not influence the use of the 

different transport modes, whereas doing the groceries on the trip from home to work results in the 

facts that the car is used more often and the train less often, relative to the respondents that do not 

do the groceries on their home-to-work trip. However, in the stated choice experiment, the 

respondents were asked to imagine that they travel the route from their home to their work and 

that they do not have to stop during the trip from their home to their work to do other activities 

(doing the groceries and bringing the children away) and that they do not have to travel with regard 

to work-related appointments during the workday. Therefore, the respondents made their transport 

mode choices for the trip from their home to their work, without taking these activities into account, 

whereas in real-life a lot of respondents do have to do the groceries during the trip from their home 

to their work and do have work-related appointments during the workday. Thus, it should be taken 

into account that people who do the groceries on the trip from their home to their work, might 

make other transport mode choices than resulting from the stated choice experiment, as these 

people tend to use the car more often and the train less often. As mentioned, having work-related 

appointments during the workday does not influence the use of the different transport modes. 

 

7.1.2 Conclusions with regard to the results considering the transport mode choices 

The bicycle is the alternative that is most likely to be chosen and by taking the levels of the 

attributes into account that increase the probability of the bicycle, the use of the bicycle can be 

stimulated. The bicycle is currently used in 28 percent of the daily trips and from the stated choice 

experiment, it resulted that the highest possible probability of the bicycle being chosen is 46 

percent, by which it is thus possible to increase the use of the bicycle. However, as the utility of the 

bicycle is to a lesser extent influenced by the levels of the attributes, than the utility of the other 

alternatives, it is recommended to focus on the attribute levels that result in a low probability of the 

car being chosen. In the following situation, the probability of the car being chosen varies between 

13 and 19 percent, by which the probability of a more sustainable transport mode being chosen 

varies between 87 and 81 percent: 

The train or both the train and the bus are available as public transport mode(s) and the public 

transport has a moderate or a high quality and is available every 10 minutes. Furthermore, the 

public transport stop is located at maximum 400 metres distance and also has a moderate or high 

quality. The neighbourhood is a city centre in which retail functions are located within 200 or 600 

metres and the bicycle lanes are on the street but separated from the driving lane or apart from 
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the street. The public space having a low, a moderate or a high quality and the availability of no 

shared cars and bicycles; only private cars, both shared cars and bicycles and private cars or only 

shared cars and bicycles; no private car, do barely make a difference. 

 

According to the literature, the ideal TOD situation is when the density of the built environment is 

high, there is a mix of land uses, the distance to the retail functions and to the nearest public 

transport stop is small, there are multiple transport modes available at the stop, the frequency and 

the quality of the public transport are high, the quality of the public space is high and the built 

environment is pedestrian-friendly. The two attributes that did not result from the literature, namely 

the availability of shared cars and bicycles and the presence of bicycle lanes, are assumed to be ideal 

when there are shared cars and bicycles available in the neighbourhood and when the built 

environment is bicycle-friendly.  

When comparing this ideal TOD situation with the situation in which the probability of the car being 

chosen is low (varying between 13 and 19 percent), it can be seen that although there are 

similarities, there are also a few differences. According to the users, a mix of land uses and a 

pedestrian-friendly built environment are not relevant for choosing a certain transport mode (as the 

attributes ‘the presence of land uses in the neighbourhood’ and ‘the presence of crossing measures 

on street intersections in the neighbourhood’ were not significant). Furthermore, the users are not 

as demanding as expected from the literature, as it appears that the distance to retail functions does 

not necessarily have to be small (200 metres but also 600 metres), the quality of the public space 

does not necessarily have to be high (low, moderate or high) and the quality of the public transport 

does not necessarily have to be high (but moderate or high). In addition, the availability of shared 

cars and bicycles does barely not influence the transport mode choice. 

 

The three characteristics that have the largest impact on the probability of the car being chosen, are 

the type of the neighbourhood, the distance to the public transport stop and the frequency of the 

public transport. To achieve a low probability of the car, the neighbourhood must be a city centre, 

the distance to the public transport stop must be small (400 metres) and the frequency of the public 

transport must be high (every 10 minutes). However, as already mentioned in chapter 5.5, it must be 

noted that the attribute ‘the type of the neighbourhood’ was included to represent the (population 

or housing) density of the neighbourhood, by which the city centre represents a neighbourhood with 

a high density. Thus, it can be concluded that the best results with regard to a decrease in car use 

can be achieved in neighbourhoods with a high density, in which the distance to the nearest public 

transport stop is maximum 400 metres and the frequency of the public transport from that stop is 

every 10 minutes. 

 

When looking at preferences concerning personal characteristics, it can be concluded that the train, 

the bus, the bicycle and walking are more likely to be chosen by younger respondents (45 years and 

younger) and high educated respondents (higher general continued education, in Dutch ‘HAVO’, or 

higher), whereas the car is more likely to be chosen by older respondents (46 years and older) and 

low educated respondents (an education lower than ‘HAVO’). Furthermore, males are more likely to 

choose the train, the bicycle and walking, whereas females are more likely to choose the bus. 

Composition of household does not affect preferences with regard to transport mode choices. 

 

When looking at the factors that influence transport mode choices, it can be concluded that this 

study supports the findings of previous studies. Chakrabarti (2017) proves that the quality of public 

transport is very important and that speed, reliability and frequency are determining factors and 

from this study it results that users indeed prefer a moderate or high quality of the public transport 
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and the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood and a high frequency of the public 

transport. Furthermore, Ding et al. (2016) establish that people choose to walk or use the bicycle or 

the public transport more when the population density is high and Buehler (2011) found that the 

share of car use is lower in areas where the population density and the diversity of land-uses are 

high and individuals live close to public transport. This study reveals that users are indeed more 

likely to use other transport modes than the car when the density of the neighbourhood is high (a 

city centre) and when the distance to the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood is 

small (400 metres), although, according to this study, users do not base their transport mode choice 

on the diversity of land uses. In addition, this study supports the findings of Chakrabarti (2017), who 

found that the people who choose to use public transport are relatively younger in comparison to 

car users. Kamruzzaman et al. (2013) establish, that public transport and active transport modes 

including walking and cycling are mostly used by young people, single people, small households and 

people that have a high level of education. The findings with regard to age and level of education are 

in line with this study, although the composition of household does not appear to impact transport 

mode choice.  

 

7.1.3 Conclusions with regard to the results considering the neighbourhood choices 

The respondents do not have a preference for living in the presented neighbourhoods, independent 

of the attribute levels. With regard to the levels of the attributes, it can be concluded that the 

respondents prefer neighbourhoods that are suburban neighbourhoods, in which retail functions are 

located at 400 metres distance, the public space has a high quality, zebras are used as crossing 

measure on street intersections, the bicycle lanes are on the street but separated from the driving 

lane and a private car is available (no shared cars and bicycles; only private cars and both shared cars 

and bicycles and private cars). On the contrary, they disfavour neighbourhoods that are urban 

neighbourhoods or city centres, in which retail functions are located at 600 metres distance, the 

public space has a low quality, street intersections have signalised crossing measures, the bicycle 

lanes are on the street or apart from the street and a private car is not available (only shared cars 

and bicycles and no private car). The type of the neighbourhood and the availability of shared cars 

and bicycles are the most determining factors. 

 

With regard to preferences concerning personal characteristics, it can be concluded that younger 

respondents and high educated respondents are more likely to choose to live in the presented 

neighbourhoods than older respondents and low educated respondents. Furthermore, age appeared 

to be more determinant than the level of education. 

 

A latent class model is estimated in which a distinction between two clusters of respondents has 

been made. The first cluster of respondents consists of relatively more younger people (30 to 44 

years) and (married) couples with resident children and makes relatively more use of the car, stops 

on relatively more days a week during the trip from their home to their work to bring their children 

away, does the groceries on relatively fewer days a week during the trip from their home to their 

work and travels on relatively fewer days a week during the workday for work-related appointments. 

On the contrary, the second cluster of respondents consists of relatively more older people (60 years 

and older) and (married) couples without resident children and makes relatively more use of the 

other transport modes, stops on relatively fewer days a week during the trip from their home to 

their work to bring their children away (which can be explained based on the difference between the 

two clusters regarding the composition of household), does the groceries on relatively more days a 

week during the trip from their home to their work and travels relatively on more days a week 

during the workday for work-related appointments.  
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Thus, two groups of respondents with specific personal characteristics can be distinguished and 

these two groups have different preferences concerning the neighbourhood in which they would 

want to live. Therefore, policies with regard to the attractiveness of neighbourhoods can be 

composed for two different groups of people, based on their neighbourhood preference. 

Independent of the attribute levels, the first cluster of respondents prefers not to live in the 

presented neighbourhoods, whereas the second cluster of respondents does not have a preference 

for living in the presented neighbourhoods. The first cluster of respondents prefers neighbourhoods 

that are suburban neighbourhoods, in which retail functions are located at 600 metres distance, the 

public space has a high quality and a private car is available (no shared cars and bicycles and only 

private cars and both shared cars and bicycles and private cars). The second cluster of respondents 

prefers neighbourhoods in which the public transport and the nearest public transport stop in the 

neighbourhood have a high quality and the bicycle lanes are on the street but separated from the 

driving lane. The other neighbourhood characteristics do not influence the choice concerning the 

willingness to live in the neighbourhood. 

 

7.2 Answers to the sub-questions and the research question 

What is TOD and what are the characteristics of TOD? 

TOD is a spatial planning concept in which urban development and transport are integrated. Because 

of this integration, the node and place components of the area need to be in balance, creating a 

transit area that is used for travelling by public transport, but also is a place to live, shop, recreate 

and socialise. TOD is defined as a high-density, mixed-use development (residential, retail and office) 

that is pedestrian-friendly, has a high quality public space and is around or near a public transport 

stop. The characteristics are related to density, diversity and design, the three dimensions of the 

built environment, and are summarised in the table below. 

 

Characteristics of Transit Oriented Development

Density

High-density areas

Diversity

Diverse land-use mix (residential, retail and office)

Mix of housing types

Design

Functions within walking distance to transit stops

Pedestrian-friendly streets

Well connected street networks

High quality public space and open space 

Public spaces as focus of building orientation and neighbourhood activity  
 

Which methods can be used to measure user preferences? 

There are two main methods to collect choice data, namely revealed preference and stated 

preference (including stated choice). Revealed preference data are based on actual choices, whereas 

stated preference data are based on hypothetical choices. With the use of stated preference data, 

the disadvantages that are related to revealed preference data are dealt with, as there is variability 

in the attributes, there is no or a low correlation between the attributes, preferences considering 

new alternatives can be analysed and there are multiple observations possible per individual. 

Although the choices in a stated preference experiment are hypothetical, which results in the fact 

that it is not sure whether people would actually make the same choices in reality, a stated choice 

experiment is used in this report to collect data, as stated preference data are useful for analysing 

new alternatives, while revealed preference data do not incorporate this possibility. 
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What are users’ preferences with regard to TOD characteristics and which characteristics are most 

important with regard to changes in transport mode use? 

With regard to using more sustainable transport modes instead of the car to travel from home to 

work, the following combination of levels of the TOD characteristics are preferred by users (in the 

neighbourhood in which they live): 

The train or both the train and the bus are available as public transport mode(s) and the public 

transport has a moderate or a high quality and is available every 10 minutes. Furthermore, the 

public transport stop is located at maximum 400 metres distance and also has a moderate or high 

quality. The neighbourhood is a city centre in which retail functions are located within 200 or 600 

metres and the bicycle lanes are on the street but separated from the driving lane or apart from 

the street. The public space having a low, a moderate or a high quality and the availability of no 

shared cars and bicycles; only private cars, both shared cars and bicycles and private cars or only 

shared cars and bicycles; no private car, do barely make a difference. 

The three characteristics that are most important to decrease car use and increase the use of more 

sustainable transport modes, are the type of the neighbourhood, the distance to the nearest public 

transport stop in the neighbourhood and the frequency of the public transport from the nearest 

public transport stop in the neighbourhood. The best results with regard to a decrease in car use can 

be achieved in neighbourhoods with a high density, in which the distance to the nearest public 

transport stop is maximum 400 metres and the frequency of the public transport from that stop is 

every 10 minutes. 

When looking at the more sustainable transport modes separately, the characteristics the available 

transport modes from the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood and the frequency of 

the public transport from the nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood are most 

important for the alternative train. For the alternative bus, the available transport modes from the 

nearest public transport stop in the neighbourhood and the distance to the nearest public transport 

stop in the neighbourhood are most important. Regarding the alternatives bicycle and walking, the 

type of the neighbourhood and the distance to retail functions in the neighbourhood are the most 

determining factors. 

 

What are users’ preferences with regard to TOD characteristics in relation to transport mode 

choices and can the application of these preferences result in a decrease in the share of car use and 

an increase in the share of more sustainable transport modes, including walking, cycling and the 

use of public transport? 

The first part of this question is answered in the last sub-question. Concerning whether the 

application of the users’ preferences can result in a decrease in the share of car use and an increase 

in the share of more sustainable transport modes, including walking, cycling and the use of public 

transport, it can be concluded that this is possible. When the levels of the TOD characteristics that 

are preferred by the users are implemented, the probability of the car being chosen (to travel from 

home to work) varies between 13 and 19 percent, by which the probability of a more sustainable 

transport mode being chosen varies between 87 and 81 percent. Therefore, as the car is currently 

used for almost half of the daily trips (46 percent) and the home-to-work trip (and thereby the work-

to-home trip) is considered as the most important daily trip, the implementation of the preferred 

levels of the TOD characteristics can result in a decrease in car use. 

However, to achieve these results, the focus must be on the right neighbourhoods. It is 

recommended to focus on high-density train station areas with a frequency of the public transport 

of every 10 minutes and located at maximum 400 metres from the dwellings in the neighbourhood. 

With regard to policies concerning the decrease of car use and the increase of more sustainable 

transport modes, including walking, cycling and the use of public transport, to travel from home to 
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work, the focus must then be on the quality of the public transport and the public transport stop, 

the distance to retail functions in the neighbourhood and the presence of bicycle lanes in the 

neighbourhood, according to users’ preferences with regard to TOD characteristics. 

 

7.3 Limitations and recommendations for further research 

A limitation of this study is that the experiment that is used, is a stated choice experiment, which 

means that choices are based on hypothetical situations. Therefore, it is not sure whether people 

would actually make the choices that they indicated to make in the experiment, in reality. 

The experiment being a stated choice experiment results in another limitation, namely that it is hard 

to make the situation, the characteristics and the levels of the characteristics as clear as possible and 

to find the right balance between giving enough explanation to the respondents in order to be able 

to understand the questions in the desired way and giving too much information which can make it 

too complicated for the respondents. Many respondents commented on the survey that the 

experiment was complicated and that the questions were hard to answer. 

Another limitation is that the distance to the work location was not indicated in the experiment. The 

respondents were asked to name the place where they live and where they work (if they have a job) 

and in the explanation of the stated choice experiment, the respondents were asked to imagine that 

they travel the route from their home to their work and that the characteristics (the attributes) 

describe the neighbourhood in which they are living and that their living location thus does not 

change. However, it was not mentioned that the work location also did not change, by which some 

respondents commented on the survey that they did not know what the distance to the work 

location was and that this would influence their transport mode choices. 

The last limitation of this study is that only the characteristics of TOD that were considered as most 

important are taken into account. From the literature study, many characteristics, success factors 

and performance indicators resulted and these had to be reduced to eleven attributes in order to 

keep the experiment doable. 

 

In this study, a distinction has been made between car users and non-car users. Because of the fact 

that the focus of this report is on stimulating people who currently use the car as main transport 

mode to use more sustainable transport modes and not on people who are already using more 

sustainable transport modes and because the group of car users was much larger than the group of 

non-car users, only the results considering the car users are discussed. Therefore, it is recommended 

to analyse the data of the non-car users in further research, in order to find out whether these users 

have different preferences with regard to TOD characteristics and whether they would intensify the 

use of more sustainable transport modes (to travel from their home to their work) when these 

characteristics would be implemented in the neighbourhood in which they live. 

It appeared that almost half of the respondents do the groceries on the trip from their home to their 

work and that the people who do this, tend to use the car more often and the train less often, in 

comparison to people who do not do the groceries on the trip from their home to their work. As the 

respondents were, in the stated choice experiment, asked to imagine that they do not do the 

groceries while travelling from home to work, it is recommended to analyse which transport mode 

choices the people who do the groceries on their home-to-work trip would make, when they are 

asked to imagine the situation in which they actually do the groceries on the home-to-work trip. 

Furthermore, it is recommended to analyse users’ preferences with regard to TOD characteristics on 

a location in which TOD characteristics are already implemented. By this, the experiment would be 

based on revealed preference data instead of stated choice data, from which it can be seen whether 

the users’ preferences based on hypothetical situations are in accordance with the preferences 

based on a real-life situation. 
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7.4 Recommendation to the municipality of Maastricht 

The municipality of Maastricht is recommended to implement the levels of the TOD characteristics 

that are preferred by the users, in order to decrease car use and increase the use of more 

sustainable transport modes. In neighbourhoods with a high density, in which the distance to the 

nearest public transport stop is maximum 400 metres and the frequency of the public transport from 

that stop is every 10 minutes, the best results can be achieved. As the users prefer to have the train 

or both the train and the bus available as public transport mode(s), the neighbourhoods around the 

train stations of Maastricht are the neighbourhoods that are the most suitable for the 

implementation of the other preferences.  

However, it must be noted that with regard to neighbourhood preferences, people do not want to 

live in neighbourhoods that are urban neighbourhoods or city centres, which represent 

neighbourhoods with a medium and a high density. 

 

Because users do not have a preference concerning a low, a moderate or a high quality of the public 

space in the neighbourhood (by which the presence of green and the presence of street furniture 

including benches and waste bins in the public space is meant), it is recommended not to focus on 

achieving a higher quality of the public space with the goal to make people use more sustainable 

transport modes. In addition, the presence of land uses and the presence of crossing measures on 

street intersections do not influence the transport mode choice of people and the availability of 

shared cars and bicycles in the neighbourhood does barely not influence the transport mode choice, 

by which the municipality is recommended not to take measures with regard to these characteristics 

when the goal is to stimulate people to use more sustainable transport modes, including walking, 

cycling and the use of public transport. In addition, people do not want to live in neighbourhoods in 

which a private car is not available. 

 

The characteristics on which the municipality has to focus with regard to taking measures to 

decrease car use, are the quality of the public transport and the public transport stop, the distance 

to retail functions in the neighbourhood and the presence of bicycle lanes in the neighbourhood. 

With regard to the quality of the public transport, users prefer a moderate or a high quality and this 

quality includes the cleanliness, the information provision with regard to schedules, the on-schedule 

performance and the availability of seats. Concerning the distance to retail functions in the 

neighbourhood, users prefer a distance of 200 metres or 600 metres. The users’ preference 

regarding the presence of bicycle lanes, is that the bicycle lanes are on the street but separated from 

the driving lane or apart from the street. 

 

Although the results of this study cannot be generalised for the Netherlands in general, it can be 

concluded that the results can be generalised for cities that have a working population that is 

comparable to the working population of Maastricht. With regard to policies concerning the 

decrease of car use and the increase of more sustainable transport modes, including walking, cycling 

and the use of public transport, to travel from home to work, it is thus recommended to focus on 

high-density train station areas with a frequency of the public transport of every 10 minutes and 

located at maximum 400 metres from the dwellings in the neighbourhood. In these areas, the public 

transport and the public transport stop must be clean, provide information with regard to schedules, 

perform on-schedule and have sufficient seats available. Retail functions must be located within a 

distance of 600 metres and bicycle lanes must be present apart from the street or on the street but 

separated from the driving lane. In this way, users’ preferences with regard to TOD characteristics 

can achieve a decrease in the car use and an increase in the use of more sustainable transport 

modes. 
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Appendix 2 - Survey including the stated choice experiment 
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The respondents that do not have a job 
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The respondents that do have a job 
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All respondents 
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Three situations with a distinction between the car users and the not-car users 
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Appendix 3 - SPSS frequency tables 
 

Gender 

Geslacht 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Man 816 49.5 49.5 49.5 

Vrouw 833 50.5 50.5 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  

 

 
Composition of household 

Huishoudenssamenstelling 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Alleenstaand 239 14.5 14.5 14.5 

(Echt)paar zonder inwonende kinderen 584 35.4 35.4 49.9 

(Echt)paar met inwonend(e) kind(eren) 712 43.2 43.2 93.1 

Alleenstaand met inwonend(e) kind(eren) 87 5.3 5.3 98.4 

Anders, namelijk 27 1.6 1.6 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  

 
Composition of household; other 

HuishoudenssamenstellingAnders 

  Frequency 

Valid   1622 

alleenstaand met uitwonende 
kinderen 1 

brugslaper 1 

Echtpaar zonder kinderen 3 

Thuiswonend bij ouders 7 

LAT relatie 5 

Ouder woont in 1 

Samenwonend 6 

Wedue met inwonend ouder en/of 
kind 3 

Total 1649 
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Year of birth 

Geboortejaar 

  Frequency Percent 
Valid 

Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 1911-1920 1 .1 .1 .1 

1921-1930 0 .0 .0 .1 

1931-1940 11 .7 .7 .7 

1941-1950 69 4.2 4.2 4.9 

1951-1960 444 26.9 26.9 31.8 

1961-1970 564 34.2 34.2 66.0 

1971-1980 359 21.8 21.8 87.8 

1981-1990 178 10.8 10.8 98.6 

1991-2000 23 1.4 1.4 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0   

  
     

 

Work 

Werk 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Ja 1516 91.9 91.9 91.9 

Nee 133 8.1 8.1 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  

 
 
Driving licence 

Rijbewijs 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Ja 1598 96.9 96.9 96.9 

Nee 51 3.1 3.1 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  
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Level of education 

Opleidingsniveau 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Ik wil dit niet zeggen 12 .7 .7 .7 

Basisonderwijs 3 .2 .2 .9 

Lager beroepsonderwijs 7 .4 .4 1.3 

Middelbaar algemeen voortgezet onderwijs 

(MAVO/VMBO) 
64 3.9 3.9 5.2 

Middelbaar beroepsonderwijs (MBO) 274 16.6 16.6 21.8 

Hoger algemeen voortgezet onderwijs (HAVO) 74 4.5 4.5 26.3 

Voorbereidend wetenschappelijk onderwijs 

(VWO) 
35 2.1 2.1 28.4 

Hoger beroepsonderwijs (HBO) 723 43.8 43.8 72.3 

Wetenschappelijk onderwijs (Universiteit, WO) 457 27.7 27.7 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  
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Place of residence 

 

 

Frequency

Valid s Gravenvoeren (B) 1

Aachen 4

Aalden 1

Alsdorf 2

Amstenrade 2

Arensgenhout 1

As (B) 2

Asten 1

Banholt 2

Bassenge (B) 1

Beek 30

Belgie 1

Bemelen 5

Berg aan de Maas 2

Berg en Terblijt 21

Beringen 1

Bilzen (B) 11

Bocholtz 7

Bombaye (B) 1

Born 11

Brunsum 12

Budel-Dorplein 1

Bunde 45

Cadier en Keer 14

De Heeg 1

Dilsen-Stokkem 1

Doenrade 4

Duren (D) 1

Eben-Emael (B) 1

Echt 13

Eigenbilzen 1

Eijgelshoven 4

Eijsden 74

Eindhoven 2

Einighausen 1

Eksel (B) 1

Elkenrade 1

Elsloo 26

Eys 5

Geleen 34

Woonplaats
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Genk (B) 2

Geulle 11

Grathem 2

Grevenbicht 2

Gronsveld 21

Gulpen 10

Guttecoven 1

Haaren 1

Haler 1

Hamont 1

Hasselt 1

Heel 2

Heerlen 42

Heijenrath 1

Herkenbosch 2

Herstal (B) 1

Heythuysen 1

Hoensbroek 11

Horn 2

Horst 1

Hulsberg 7

Hunsel 1

Ittervoort 1

Kanne (B) 3

Kerkrade 27

Kinrooi 1

Klimmen 5

Koningsbosch 1

Lanaken (B) 27

Landgraaf 30

Leuven 1

Limbricht 5

Linne 2

Lottum 1

Luik (B) 1

Maasbracht 1

Maaseik 3

Maasmechelen (B) 6

Maastricht 647

Margraten 21

Mechelen 2

Meers 2

Meerssen 43
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Genk (B) 2

Geulle 11

Grathem 2

Grevenbicht 2

Gronsveld 21

Gulpen 10

Guttecoven 1

Haaren 1

Haler 1

Hamont 1

Hasselt 1

Heel 2

Heerlen 42

Heijenrath 1

Herkenbosch 2

Herstal (B) 1

Heythuysen 1

Hoensbroek 11

Horn 2

Horst 1

Hulsberg 7

Hunsel 1

Ittervoort 1

Kanne (B) 3

Kerkrade 27

Kinrooi 1

Klimmen 5

Koningsbosch 1

Lanaken (B) 27

Landgraaf 30

Leuven 1

Limbricht 5

Linne 2

Lottum 1

Luik (B) 1

Maasbracht 1

Maaseik 3

Maasmechelen (B) 6

Maastricht 647

Margraten 21

Mechelen 2

Meers 2

Meerssen 43

Meijel 1

Melick 3

Membruggen 1

Merkelbeek 2

Mheer 4
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Middelbeers 2

Moelingen 1

Montfort 3

Moorveld-Geulle 1

Munstergeleen 11

Nazareth 1

Nederweert 2

Neer 1

Neerbeek 2

Nieuwstadt 6

Nijmegen 3

Noorbeek 4

Nuth 10

Obbicht 1

Ohe en Laak 1

Oirsbeek 4

Oost-Maarland 3

Opoeteren (B) 1

Papenhoven 1

Partij-Wittem 1

Plasmolen 1

Posterholt 1

Puth 2

Ransdaal 2

Reijmerstok 4

Rekem 1

Riemst (B) 12

Rijckholt 2

Roermond 12

Roosteren 1

Scheulder 2

Schimmert 3

Schin op Geul 1

Schinnen 6

Schinveld 4

Schipperskerk 1

Sibbe 2

Simpelveld 4

Sint Geertruid 4

Sittard 60

Slenaken 1

Spaubeek 6

St. Geertruid 1

Stein 15

Stevensweert 2

Steyl 1

Stolberg (D) 1

Stramproy 1
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Susteren 6

Swalmen 1

Sweikhuizen 1

Tegelen 1

Tiel 1

Tongeren 1

Tuddern 1

Ubach over Worms 1

Ubach-Palenberg 1

Uikhoven 1

Ulestraten 12

Urmond 9

Utrecht 2

Vaals 8

Valkenburg 23

Veldwezelt (B) 3

Venlo 4

Venray 1

Vijlen 2

Voeren (B) 2

Voerendaal 13

Vroenhoven (B) 1

Wahlwiller 1

Weert 11

Wellerlooi 1

Wessem 1

Wijlre 2

Wijnandsrade 1

Wittem 3

Woerden 1

Wuerselen (D) 1

Zichen-Zussen-Bolder 1

Zie boven 2

Zoelen (Gelderland) 1

Zonhoven 1

Zutendaal 1

Total 1649
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Work location 

 

Frequency

Valid   133

6229HX 1

Baarlo 1

Beegden 1

Beek 2

Born 3

Buggenum 1

Bunde 4

Den Haag 1

Diverse 7

Echt 1

Eijsden 3

Eindhoven 7

Elsloo 2

Europa 1

Geldrop 3

Geleen 8

Geulle 3

Gronsveld 1

Gulpen 1

Heel 1

Heel Nederland 3

Heerlen 97

Heerlen en Maastricht 4

Heerlen en Sittard 1

Heuvelland 1

Hoensbroek 3

Kerkrade 5

Klimmen 1

Lanaken 1

Landgraaf 1

Limburg 1

Linne 1

Lummen (B) 1

Maastricht 1243

Maasmechelen 1

Maastricht en Denbosch 2

Maastricht en Lanaken (B) 2

Maastricht en omstreken 1

Maastricht en Parkstad 1

Maastricht en Roermond 3

Maastricht en Sittard 2

Maastricht, Heerlen en Geleen 1

Werklocatie
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Maastricht, Heerlen, Sittard, Venray 2

Maastricht; Valkenburg; Utrecht; Amsterdam; 

Eindhoven 1

Maastricht/in het land 1

Maastricht/Sittard/Venlo 1

Margraten 5

Meerssen 5

Nuth 3

Panningen 1

Riemst 1

Roermond 6

Schinnen 1

Sint geertruid 1

Sittard 42

Stein 1

Swalmen 1

Tuddern 1

Thuis 1

Ulestraten 1

Utrecht 1

Utrecht / Rotterdam / Roermond 1

Vaals 1

Valkenburg 1

Veldhoven 1

Venlo 6

Voerendaal 1

Weert 1

Total 1649
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Use of the car 

Auto 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Nooit 307 18.6 20.3 20.3 

Zelden 331 20.1 21.8 42.1 

Soms 181 11.0 11.9 54.0 

Vaak 228 13.8 15.0 69.1 

Altijd 469 28.4 30.9 100.0 

Total 1516 91.9 100.0  

Missing System 133 8.1   

Total 1649 100.0   

 
Use of the train 

Trein 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Nooit 1044 63.3 68.9 68.9 

Zelden 218 13.2 14.4 83.2 

Soms 104 6.3 6.9 90.1 

Vaak 61 3.7 4.0 94.1 

Altijd 89 5.4 5.9 100.0 

Total 1516 91.9 100.0  

Missing System 133 8.1   

Total 1649 100.0   

 
Use of the bus 

Bus 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Nooit 1086 65.9 71.6 71.6 

Zelden 262 15.9 17.3 88.9 

Soms 105 6.4 6.9 95.8 

Vaak 38 2.3 2.5 98.4 

Altijd 25 1.5 1.6 100.0 

Total 1516 91.9 100.0  

Missing System 133 8.1   

Total 1649 100.0   
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Use of the bicycle 

Fiets 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Nooit 490 29.7 32.3 32.3 

Zelden 110 6.7 7.3 39.6 

Soms 171 10.4 11.3 50.9 

Vaak 334 20.3 22.0 72.9 

Altijd 411 24.9 27.1 100.0 

Total 1516 91.9 100.0  

Missing System 133 8.1   

Total 1649 100.0   

 

 

Walking 

Lopen 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Nooit 1094 66.3 72.2 72.2 

Zelden 166 10.1 10.9 83.1 

Soms 109 6.6 7.2 90.3 

Vaak 76 4.6 5.0 95.3 

Altijd 71 4.3 4.7 100.0 

Total 1516 91.9 100.0  

Missing System 133 8.1   

Total 1649 100.0   
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Combined variable: transport modes 
 
COMPUTE Transportmodes=(Auto * 100)+(Trein * 10)+(Fiets). 

VARIABLE LABELS  Transportmodes 'Transportmodes'. 

 

Transportmodes 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 111.00 22 1.3 1.5 1.5 

112.00 6 .4 .4 1.8 

113.00 9 .5 .6 2.4 

114.00 35 2.1 2.3 4.7 

115.00 166 10.1 10.9 15.7 

121.00 1 .1 .1 15.8 

122.00 1 .1 .1 15.8 

124.00 5 .3 .3 16.2 

125.00 6 .4 .4 16.6 

133.00 1 .1 .1 16.6 

134.00 5 .3 .3 17.0 

135.00 2 .1 .1 17.1 

141.00 2 .1 .1 17.2 

143.00 1 .1 .1 17.3 

144.00 2 .1 .1 17.4 

145.00 2 .1 .1 17.5 

151.00 11 .7 .7 18.3 

152.00 3 .2 .2 18.5 

153.00 7 .4 .5 18.9 

154.00 3 .2 .2 19.1 

155.00 17 1.0 1.1 20.3 

211.00 8 .5 .5 20.8 

212.00 1 .1 .1 20.8 

213.00 1 .1 .1 20.9 

214.00 70 4.2 4.6 25.5 

215.00 144 8.7 9.5 35.0 

221.00 1 .1 .1 35.1 

224.00 12 .7 .8 35.9 

225.00 21 1.3 1.4 37.3 

231.00 1 .1 .1 37.3 

234.00 5 .3 .3 37.7 

235.00 8 .5 .5 38.2 
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241.00 10 .6 .7 38.9 

242.00 2 .1 .1 39.0 

243.00 4 .2 .3 39.2 

244.00 7 .4 .5 39.7 

251.00 13 .8 .9 40.6 

252.00 1 .1 .1 40.6 

253.00 1 .1 .1 40.7 

254.00 3 .2 .2 40.9 

255.00 18 1.1 1.2 42.1 

311.00 4 .2 .3 42.3 

312.00 2 .1 .1 42.5 

313.00 16 1.0 1.1 43.5 

314.00 86 5.2 5.7 49.2 

315.00 12 .7 .8 50.0 

323.00 1 .1 .1 50.1 

324.00 17 1.0 1.1 51.2 

325.00 4 .2 .3 51.5 

331.00 1 .1 .1 51.5 

333.00 2 .1 .1 51.6 

334.00 12 .7 .8 52.4 

341.00 4 .2 .3 52.7 

342.00 4 .2 .3 53.0 

343.00 3 .2 .2 53.2 

344.00 8 .5 .5 53.7 

345.00 1 .1 .1 53.8 

351.00 1 .1 .1 53.8 

353.00 1 .1 .1 53.9 

354.00 1 .1 .1 54.0 

355.00 1 .1 .1 54.0 

411.00 10 .6 .7 54.7 

412.00 16 1.0 1.1 55.7 

413.00 66 4.0 4.4 60.1 

414.00 42 2.5 2.8 62.9 

421.00 9 .5 .6 63.5 

422.00 5 .3 .3 63.8 

423.00 13 .8 .9 64.6 

424.00 10 .6 .7 65.3 

425.00 1 .1 .1 65.4 
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431.00 18 1.1 1.2 66.6 

432.00 8 .5 .5 67.1 

433.00 14 .8 .9 68.0 

434.00 3 .2 .2 68.2 

441.00 4 .2 .3 68.5 

442.00 3 .2 .2 68.7 

443.00 2 .1 .1 68.8 

444.00 2 .1 .1 68.9 

452.00 1 .1 .1 69.0 

453.00 1 .1 .1 69.1 

511.00 260 15.8 17.2 86.2 

512.00 41 2.5 2.7 88.9 

513.00 19 1.2 1.3 90.2 

514.00 2 .1 .1 90.3 

515.00 6 .4 .4 90.7 

521.00 91 5.5 6.0 96.7 

522.00 14 .8 .9 97.6 

523.00 4 .2 .3 97.9 

525.00 2 .1 .1 98.0 

531.00 16 1.0 1.1 99.1 

532.00 2 .1 .1 99.2 

533.00 4 .2 .3 99.5 

534.00 2 .1 .1 99.6 

551.00 3 .2 .2 99.8 

553.00 1 .1 .1 99.9 

554.00 2 .1 .1 100.0 

Total 1516 91.9 100.0  

Missing System 133 8.1   

Total 1649 100.0   
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Frequency travelling to work 

Frequentie 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 0 dagen 5 .3 .3 .3 

1 dag 11 .7 .7 1.1 

2 dagen 28 1.7 1.8 2.9 

3 dagen 200 12.1 13.2 16.1 

4 dagen 509 30.9 33.6 49.7 

5 dagen 745 45.2 49.1 98.8 

6 dagen 15 .9 1.0 99.8 

7 dagen 3 .2 .2 100.0 

Total 1516 91.9 100.0  

Missing System 133 8.1   

Total 1649 100.0   

 
Stop: bringing the children away 

Kinderen 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 0 dagen 1265 76.7 83.4 83.4 

1 61 3.7 4.0 87.5 

2 77 4.7 5.1 92.5 

3 49 3.0 3.2 95.8 

4 43 2.6 2.8 98.6 

5 20 1.2 1.3 99.9 

6 1 .1 .1 100.0 

Total 1516 91.9 100.0  

Missing System 133 8.1   

Total 1649 100.0   
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Stop: doing the groceries 

Boodschappen 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 0 dagen 809 49.1 53.4 53.4 

1 330 20.0 21.8 75.1 

2 193 11.7 12.7 87.9 

3 116 7.0 7.7 95.5 

4 50 3.0 3.3 98.8 

5 15 .9 1.0 99.8 

6 2 .1 .1 99.9 

7 dagen 1 .1 .1 100.0 

Total 1516 91.9 100.0  

Missing System 133 8.1   

Total 1649 100.0   

 
Work-related appointments 

Dienstreizen 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 0 dagen 885 53.7 58.4 58.4 

1 370 22.4 24.4 82.8 

2 128 7.8 8.4 91.2 

3 71 4.3 4.7 95.9 

4 31 1.9 2.0 98.0 

5 27 1.6 1.8 99.7 

6 4 .2 .3 100.0 

Total 1516 91.9 100.0  

Missing System 133 8.1   

Total 1649 100.0   
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Combined variable: stops 
 

COMPUTE Stops=(100*Kinderen)+ (10*Boodschappen)  + (Dienstreizen). 

VARIABLE LABELS  Stops 'Stops'. 

 

Stops 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 111.00 444 26.9 29.3 29.3 

112.00 161 9.8 10.6 39.9 

113.00 51 3.1 3.4 43.3 

114.00 23 1.4 1.5 44.8 

115.00 14 .8 .9 45.7 

116.00 10 .6 .7 46.4 

117.00 3 .2 .2 46.6 

121.00 146 8.9 9.6 56.2 

122.00 66 4.0 4.4 60.6 

123.00 21 1.3 1.4 61.9 

124.00 12 .7 .8 62.7 

125.00 5 .3 .3 63.1 

126.00 3 .2 .2 63.3 

131.00 84 5.1 5.5 68.8 

132.00 31 1.9 2.0 70.8 

133.00 16 1.0 1.1 71.9 

134.00 12 .7 .8 72.7 

135.00 2 .1 .1 72.8 

136.00 5 .3 .3 73.2 

141.00 56 3.4 3.7 76.8 

142.00 25 1.5 1.6 78.5 

143.00 8 .5 .5 79.0 

144.00 4 .2 .3 79.3 

145.00 4 .2 .3 79.6 

146.00 3 .2 .2 79.7 

151.00 18 1.1 1.2 80.9 

152.00 13 .8 .9 81.8 

153.00 2 .1 .1 81.9 

154.00 6 .4 .4 82.3 

155.00 1 .1 .1 82.4 

156.00 3 .2 .2 82.6 

161.00 4 .2 .3 82.8 
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162.00 4 .2 .3 83.1 

163.00 3 .2 .2 83.3 

173.00 1 .1 .1 83.4 

181.00 1 .1 .1 83.4 

211.00 13 .8 .9 84.3 

212.00 8 .5 .5 84.8 

213.00 2 .1 .1 85.0 

214.00 2 .1 .1 85.1 

215.00 1 .1 .1 85.2 

221.00 13 .8 .9 86.0 

222.00 7 .4 .5 86.5 

223.00 2 .1 .1 86.6 

224.00 2 .1 .1 86.7 

225.00 2 .1 .1 86.9 

231.00 2 .1 .1 87.0 

232.00 2 .1 .1 87.1 

233.00 1 .1 .1 87.2 

241.00 1 .1 .1 87.3 

242.00 1 .1 .1 87.3 

243.00 1 .1 .1 87.4 

246.00 1 .1 .1 87.5 

311.00 24 1.5 1.6 89.1 

312.00 7 .4 .5 89.5 

313.00 4 .2 .3 89.8 

314.00 2 .1 .1 89.9 

321.00 9 .5 .6 90.5 

322.00 5 .3 .3 90.8 

323.00 2 .1 .1 91.0 

331.00 10 .6 .7 91.6 

332.00 3 .2 .2 91.8 

333.00 2 .1 .1 92.0 

334.00 3 .2 .2 92.2 

341.00 2 .1 .1 92.3 

342.00 1 .1 .1 92.3 

343.00 1 .1 .1 92.4 

352.00 1 .1 .1 92.5 

362.00 1 .1 .1 92.5 

411.00 11 .7 .7 93.3 
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412.00 6 .4 .4 93.7 

413.00 2 .1 .1 93.8 

414.00 1 .1 .1 93.9 

416.00 2 .1 .1 94.0 

421.00 6 .4 .4 94.4 

422.00 7 .4 .5 94.9 

423.00 2 .1 .1 95.0 

424.00 1 .1 .1 95.1 

431.00 4 .2 .3 95.3 

432.00 2 .1 .1 95.4 

441.00 2 .1 .1 95.6 

442.00 2 .1 .1 95.7 

452.00 1 .1 .1 95.8 

511.00 10 .6 .7 96.4 

512.00 1 .1 .1 96.5 

513.00 2 .1 .1 96.6 

521.00 7 .4 .5 97.1 

522.00 5 .3 .3 97.4 

523.00 1 .1 .1 97.5 

524.00 1 .1 .1 97.6 

531.00 7 .4 .5 98.0 

532.00 2 .1 .1 98.2 

535.00 1 .1 .1 98.2 

541.00 1 .1 .1 98.3 

551.00 2 .1 .1 98.4 

552.00 2 .1 .1 98.5 

554.00 1 .1 .1 98.6 

611.00 3 .2 .2 98.8 

612.00 2 .1 .1 98.9 

621.00 1 .1 .1 99.0 

622.00 2 .1 .1 99.1 

623.00 2 .1 .1 99.3 

632.00 1 .1 .1 99.3 

633.00 2 .1 .1 99.5 

634.00 1 .1 .1 99.5 

641.00 2 .1 .1 99.7 

645.00 1 .1 .1 99.7 

661.00 2 .1 .1 99.9 
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662.00 1 .1 .1 99.9 

777.00 1 .1 .1 100.0 

Total 1516 91.9 100.0  

Missing System 133 8.1   

Total 1649 100.0   
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Bringing the children away in combination with use of the car 

Auto * Kinderen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Kinderen 

Total 0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Auto Nooit 285 2 8 5 3 4 0 307 

Zelden 288 16 10 5 6 6 0 331 

Soms 161 5 7 4 3 1 0 181 

Vaak 179 9 19 10 9 1 1 228 

Altijd 352 29 33 25 22 8 0 469 

Total 1265 61 77 49 43 20 1 1516 

 
 
Bringing the children away in combination with use of the train 

Trein * Kinderen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Kinderen 

Total 0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Trein Nooit 867 36 50 37 35 19 0 1044 

Zelden 181 11 12 8 5 1 0 218 

Soms 84 8 7 3 2 0 0 104 

Vaak 50 5 5 0 0 0 1 61 

Altijd 83 1 3 1 1 0 0 89 

Total 1265 61 77 49 43 20 1 1516 

 
Bringing the children away in combination with use of the bus 

Bus * Kinderen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Kinderen 

Total 0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Bus Nooit 893 46 58 40 32 17 0 1086 

Zelden 228 6 12 5 9 2 0 262 

Soms 92 5 4 1 2 1 0 105 

Vaak 31 3 2 1 0 0 1 38 

Altijd 21 1 1 2 0 0 0 25 

Total 1265 61 77 49 43 20 1 1516 
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Bringing the children away in combination with use of the bicycle 

Fiets * Kinderen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Kinderen 

Total 0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Fiets Nooit 394 26 31 20 16 3 0 490 

Zelden 78 3 9 10 6 4 0 110 

Soms 137 8 12 5 7 2 0 171 

Vaak 294 12 10 10 5 2 1 334 

Altijd 362 12 15 4 9 9 0 411 

Total 1265 61 77 49 43 20 1 1516 

 
Bringing the children away in combination with walking 

Lopen * Kinderen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Kinderen 

Total 0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Lopen Nooit 892 47 63 42 35 15 0 1094 

Zelden 146 4 8 4 3 1 0 166 

Soms 99 5 0 1 1 3 0 109 

Vaak 64 3 4 0 3 1 1 76 

Altijd 64 2 2 2 1 0 0 71 

Total 1265 61 77 49 43 20 1 1516 
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Doing the groceries in combination with use of the car 

Auto * Boodschappen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Boodschappen  

0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 dagen Total 

Auto Nooit 176 41 45 29 13 3 0 0 307 

Zelden 189 76 31 22 9 4 0 0 331 

Soms 101 42 20 11 6 1 0 0 181 

Vaak 101 57 37 23 7 1 2 0 228 

Altijd 242 114 60 31 15 6 0 1 469 

Total 809 330 193 116 50 15 2 1 1516 

 
Doing the groceries in combination with use of the train 

Trein * Boodschappen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Boodschappen 

Total 0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 dagen 

Trein Nooit 523 233 151 90 36 10 0 1 1044 

Zelden 132 45 22 8 7 4 0 0 218 

Soms 47 27 14 9 6 1 0 0 104 

Vaak 42 11 1 5 0 0 2 0 61 

Altijd 65 14 5 4 1 0 0 0 89 

Total 809 330 193 116 50 15 2 1 1516 

 
Doing the groceries in combination with use of the bus 

Bus * Boodschappen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Boodschappen 

Total 0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 dagen 

Bus Nooit 611 240 135 65 27 7 0 1 1086 

Zelden 124 49 35 29 19 6 0 0 262 

Soms 44 28 17 12 2 1 1 0 105 

Vaak 14 9 5 7 1 1 1 0 38 

Altijd 16 4 1 3 1 0 0 0 25 

Total 809 330 193 116 50 15 2 1 1516 
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Doing the groceries in combination with use of the bicycle 

Fiets * Boodschappen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Boodschappen 

Total 0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 dagen 

Fiets Nooit 279 111 53 31 13 2 0 1 490 

Zelden 51 22 16 12 6 2 1 0 110 

Soms 78 46 25 13 5 4 0 0 171 

Vaak 184 70 42 25 10 2 1 0 334 

Altijd 217 81 57 35 16 5 0 0 411 

Total 809 330 193 116 50 15 2 1 1516 

 
Doing the groceries in combination with walking 

Lopen * Boodschappen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Boodschappen  

0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 dagen Total 

Lopen Nooit 594 249 133 75 32 10 0 1 1094 

Zelden 79 38 27 13 6 2 1 0 166 

Soms 52 18 16 14 7 2 0 0 109 

Vaak 35 15 14 7 4 0 1 0 76 

Altijd 49 10 3 7 1 1 0 0 71 

Total 809 330 193 116 50 15 2 1 1516 
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Work-related appointments in combination with use of the car 

Auto * Dienstreizen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Dienstreizen 

Total 0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Auto Nooit 196 73 28 3 3 4 0 307 

Zelden 174 97 29 21 7 3 0 331 

Soms 108 44 13 8 4 4 0 181 

Vaak 117 57 21 23 6 3 1 228 

Altijd 290 99 37 16 11 13 3 469 

Total 885 370 128 71 31 27 4 1516 

 
 
Work-related appointments in combination with use of the train 

Trein * Dienstreizen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Dienstreizen 

Total 0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Trein Nooit 632 243 84 49 17 17 2 1044 

Zelden 131 54 14 7 7 4 1 218 

Soms 39 33 12 9 6 5 0 104 

Vaak 26 21 9 4 0 0 1 61 

Altijd 57 19 9 2 1 1 0 89 

Total 885 370 128 71 31 27 4 1516 

 
 
Work-related appointments in combination with use of the bus 

Bus * Dienstreizen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Dienstreizen 

Total 0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Bus Nooit 658 250 88 49 22 19 0 1086 

Zelden 149 67 19 13 7 4 3 262 

Soms 39 37 17 7 2 3 0 105 

Vaak 19 11 4 2 0 1 1 38 

Altijd 20 5 0 0 0 0 0 25 

Total 885 370 128 71 31 27 4 1516 
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Work-related appointments in combination with use of the bicycle 

Fiets * Dienstreizen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Dienstreizen 

Total 0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Fiets Nooit 324 93 38 18 8 7 2 490 

Zelden 54 26 12 11 2 5 0 110 

Soms 91 44 13 11 7 4 1 171 

Vaak 180 96 31 16 5 5 1 334 

Altijd 236 111 34 15 9 6 0 411 

Total 885 370 128 71 31 27 4 1516 

 
 
Work-related appointments in combination with walking 

Lopen * Dienstreizen Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Dienstreizen 

Total 0 dagen 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Lopen Nooit 671 255 87 44 18 18 1 1094 

Zelden 88 46 13 9 6 2 2 166 

Soms 51 29 10 11 3 5 0 109 

Vaak 36 20 7 7 4 1 1 76 

Altijd 39 20 11 0 0 1 0 71 

Total 885 370 128 71 31 27 4 1516 
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Composition of household in combination with use of the car 

Auto * Huishoudenssamenstelling Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Huishoudenssamenstelling 

Total Alleenstaand 

(Echt)paar 

zonder 

inwonende 

kinderen 

(Echt)paar met 

inwonend(e) 

kind(eren) 

Alleenstaand 

met inwonend(e) 

kind(eren) Anders, namelijk 

Auto Nooit 73 119 93 15 7 307 

Zelden 26 120 173 10 2 331 

Soms 21 56 85 12 7 181 

Vaak 22 75 114 15 2 228 

Altijd 65 128 237 30 9 469 

Total 207 498 702 82 27 1516 

 
 
Composition of household in combination with use of the train 

Trein * Huishoudenssamenstelling Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Huishoudenssamenstelling 

Total Alleenstaand 

(Echt)paar 

zonder 

inwonende 

kinderen 

(Echt)paar met 

inwonend(e) 

kind(eren) 

Alleenstaand 

met inwonend(e) 

kind(eren) Anders, namelijk 

Trein Nooit 146 347 468 62 21 1044 

Zelden 32 70 106 9 1 218 

Soms 11 32 54 4 3 104 

Vaak 8 20 27 6 0 61 

Altijd 10 29 47 1 2 89 

Total 207 498 702 82 27 1516 
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Composition of household in combination with use of the bus 

Bus * Huishoudenssamenstelling Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Huishoudenssamenstelling 

Total Alleenstaand 

(Echt)paar 

zonder 

inwonende 

kinderen 

(Echt)paar met 

inwonend(e) 

kind(eren) 

Alleenstaand 

met inwonend(e) 

kind(eren) Anders, namelijk 

Bus Nooit 122 350 529 65 20 1086 

Zelden 56 88 108 9 1 262 

Soms 12 38 47 5 3 105 

Vaak 12 12 10 2 2 38 

Altijd 5 10 8 1 1 25 

Total 207 498 702 82 27 1516 

 
 
Composition of household in combination with use of the bicycle 

Fiets * Huishoudenssamenstelling Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Huishoudenssamenstelling 

Total Alleenstaand 

(Echt)paar 

zonder 

inwonende 

kinderen 

(Echt)paar met 

inwonend(e) 

kind(eren) 

Alleenstaand 

met inwonend(e) 

kind(eren) Anders, namelijk 

Fiets Nooit 74 146 232 30 8 490 

Zelden 14 33 53 9 1 110 

Soms 17 58 83 9 4 171 

Vaak 43 108 157 18 8 334 

Altijd 59 153 177 16 6 411 

Total 207 498 702 82 27 1516 
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Composition of household in combination with walking 

Lopen * Huishoudenssamenstelling Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Huishoudenssamenstelling 

Total Alleenstaand 

(Echt)paar 

zonder 

inwonende 

kinderen 

(Echt)paar met 

inwonend(e) 

kind(eren) 

Alleenstaand 

met inwonend(e) 

kind(eren) Anders, namelijk 

Lopen Nooit 136 331 545 64 18 1094 

Zelden 20 67 69 7 3 166 

Soms 23 47 31 4 4 109 

Vaak 11 31 30 3 1 76 

Altijd 17 22 27 4 1 71 

Total 207 498 702 82 27 1516 
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Use of the car by the people that do not have a job 

GebruikAuto 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Ja 112 6.8 83.6 83.6 

Nee 22 1.3 16.4 100.0 

Total 134 8.1 100.0  

Missing System 1515 91.9   

Total 1649 100.0   

 
Amenties: bicycle parking facilities 

VoorzieningenFietsparkeervoorzieningen 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 1 355 21.5 21.5 21.5 

2 254 15.4 15.4 36.9 

3 217 13.2 13.2 50.1 

4 246 14.9 14.9 65.0 

5 227 13.8 13.8 78.8 

6 141 8.6 8.6 87.3 

7 209 12.7 12.7 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  

 

Amenties: parking spaces 

VoorzieningenParkeerplaatsen 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 1 311 18.9 18.9 18.9 

2 173 10.5 10.5 29.4 

3 209 12.7 12.7 42.0 

4 223 13.5 13.5 55.5 

5 264 16.0 16.0 71.6 

6 202 12.2 12.2 83.8 

7 267 16.2 16.2 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  
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Amenties: shared bicycles 

VoorzieningenDeelfietsen 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 1 73 4.4 4.4 4.4 

2 156 9.5 9.5 13.9 

3 180 10.9 10.9 24.8 

4 190 11.5 11.5 36.3 

5 310 18.8 18.8 55.1 

6 508 30.8 30.8 85.9 

7 232 14.1 14.1 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  

 

 

Amenties: shared cars 

VoorzieningenDeelautos 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 0 1 .1 .1 .1 

1 184 11.2 11.2 11.2 

2 154 9.3 9.3 20.6 

3 83 5.0 5.0 25.6 

4 92 5.6 5.6 31.2 

5 164 9.9 9.9 41.1 

6 383 23.2 23.2 64.3 

7 588 35.7 35.7 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  
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Amenties: bus stop 

VoorzieningenBushalte 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 1 197 11.9 11.9 11.9 

2 200 12.1 12.1 24.1 

3 320 19.4 19.4 43.5 

4 389 23.6 23.6 67.1 

5 317 19.2 19.2 86.3 

6 111 6.7 6.7 93.0 

7 115 7.0 7.0 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  

 
 

Amenties: bicycle lane  

VoorzieningenFietspad 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 1 328 19.9 19.9 19.9 

2 451 27.3 27.3 47.2 

3 277 16.8 16.8 64.0 

4 216 13.1 13.1 77.1 

5 140 8.5 8.5 85.6 

6 155 9.4 9.4 95.0 

7 82 5.0 5.0 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  
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Amenties: pavement 

VoorzieningenTrottoir 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 1 208 12.6 12.6 12.6 

2 257 15.6 15.6 28.2 

3 360 21.8 21.8 50.0 

4 291 17.6 17.6 67.7 

5 224 13.6 13.6 81.3 

6 145 8.8 8.8 90.1 

7 163 9.9 9.9 99.9 

8 1 .1 .1 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  

 
Sacrifice: green 

OpgevenGroen 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid False 1453 88.1 88.1 88.1 

True 196 11.9 11.9 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  

 

 

Sacrifice: water 

OpegevenWater 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid False 1026 62.2 62.2 62.2 

True 623 37.8 37.8 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  

 

 

Sacrifice: benches 

OpgevenBankjes 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid False 1081 65.6 65.6 65.6 

True 568 34.4 34.4 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  
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Sacrifice: waste bins 

OpgevenPrullenbakken 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid False 1344 81.5 81.5 81.5 

True 305 18.5 18.5 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  

 

 

Sacrifice: lighting 

OpgevenVerlichting 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid False 1475 89.4 89.4 89.4 

True 174 10.6 10.6 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  

 

 

Sacrifice: parking spaces 

OpgevenParkeerplaatsen 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid False 983 59.6 59.6 59.6 

True 666 40.4 40.4 100.0 

Total 1649 100.0 100.0  
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Appendix 4 - Amenities 
 

Amenities 

All respondents, both the respondents that have a job and the respondents that do not have a job, 

were asked which amenities they would like to have available in the public space in order to use other 

transport modes than the car. They were asked to rate the amenities bicycle parking facilities, parking 

spaces, shared bicycles, shared cars, bus stop, bicycle lane and pavement (these amenities are 

suggested by Maastricht Bereikbaar). Based on the importance of these amenities, they had to give 

the numbers 1 to 7 to each amenity in which 1 was the most important amenity and 7 the least 

important amenity and they could use each number once.  

In figure A1, the rating of the amenities is shown. The score of each amenity represents the weighted 

sum of that amenity, which is the sum of each number (1 to 7) multiplied with the number of 

respondents that gave that number. It appears that bicycle lane, bicycle parking facilities and 

pavement are the three amenities that have the lowest scores, which are thus the most important 

amenities as a lower score implies a higher importance. Furthermore, it can be seen that shared cars, 

shared bicycles and parking spaces are the amenities that have the highest scores and are thus the 

least important. From this, it can thus be concluded that the amenities with regard to cycling and 

walking are considered to be most important in order to encourage people to use other transport 

modes than the car. 

 

 
 

 

The respondents were also asked which amenities in the public space they would sacrifice for the 

foregoing amenities. They could choose multiple answers from the following amenities: green, water, 

benches, waste bins, lighting and parking spaces. In figure A2, the score of each amenity can be seen, 

which represents the number of times the amenity was chosen (by all respondents). It can be seen 

that the amenities lighting and green have the lowest scores and that parking spaces and water have 

the highest scores. From this, it can thus be concluded that least respondents want to sacrifice the 

amenities lighting and green for the amenities bicycle lane and bicycle parking facilities, while most 

respondents are willing to sacrifice the amenities parking spaces and water. 
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Figure A1 - Rating amenities 

Figure A2 - Sacrifice amenities 
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Appendix 5 - Nlogit 
 

Nlogit 

The program Nlogit is used to estimate the models. 

 

Data file 

The first column of the data file contains an ID for each choice set and the second column presents an 

ID for each respondent. The third column presents the five alternatives, in which one is the car, two is 

the train, three is the bus, four is the bicycle and five is walking. The choice set size is fixed, as all choice 

sets included five alternatives. Therefore, five rows represent a choice set and within each choice set, 

each row “corresponds to an alternative within that choice set” (Hensher et al., 2015, p. 401). As each 

respondent was confronted with three choice sets, fifteen rows represent only one respondent. 

The fourth column of the data file presents which alternative is chosen. A one means that the 

respondent selected that alternative, while a zero means that the respondent did not select that 

alternative (Hensher et al., 2015). Because of the fact that the respondents could choose more than 

one answer from the list train, bus, bicycle and walking, it is possible that more alternatives are 

selected by only one respondent. However, it is not possible that the car was selected in combination 

with one of the other four alternatives (the train, the bus, the bicycle, walking), as the respondents 

had to choose ‘yes’ or ‘no’ in the first question (whether they would use another transport mode 

instead of the car to travel from their home to their work) and when they answered ‘no’, they did not 

have to answer the second question about which transport mode(s) they would use as a replacement 

for the car. The fifth column of the data file shows the proportions of the choices. If only one 

alternative is chosen, the proportion of the choice is 100 percent, but if two alternatives are chosen, 

the proportion is 50-50 percent, etcetera. Since maximum four alternatives can be chosen, the lowest 

possible proportion is 25-25-25-25 percent. The remaining columns in the data file present the 

alternative specific constants, for the train, the bus, the bicycle and walking, and the values for the 

attributes. The car (alternative one) is chosen as the base alternative as this alternative presents no 

change, while the other alternatives do present a change. By this, the first row of each choice set is 

coded as zero. Each attribute consists of three attribute levels. The first level of each attribute is coded 

as 1 0, the second level as 0 1 and the third level as -1 -1. Because of the fact that the third level of 

each attribute is known when the other two levels are known, this level is redundant and can thus be 

left out. Therefore, two columns are necessary for each attribute and twenty-two columns are 

necessary for all attributes (as there are eleven attributes). Furthermore, the values of the attributes 

are presented for each alternative (except for the base alternative, the car), by which eighty-eight 

columns are necessary to present all attributes for all alternatives. 

 

Estimation of the MNL model 

In appendix 6, the output of the estimation of the MNL model can be seen. The MNL model is part of 

the discrete choice models, so the function ‘DISCRETECHOICE’ needs to be used to estimate the model 

(Hensher et al., 2015). ‘Lhs’ is the left-hand side, which is the dependent variable, and ‘choices’ 

presents each alternative, namely alternatives one to five. ‘Frequencies’ is chosen because of the fact 

that the respondents could choose more alternatives than only one. The variables that are named 

after ‘Rhs’, are the independent variables. The ictrain, icbus, icbike and icwalk are the alternative 

specific constants of respectively the train, the bus, the bicycle and walking (which are created by the 

first command). The ivar’s represent the attributes of the train, the jvar’s the attributes of the bus, the 

kvar’s the attributes of the bicycle and the lvar’s the attributes of walking. The numbers one to eleven 
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are the eleven attributes and the ‘a’ after the variables presents the first level of each attribute, while 

the ‘b’ presents the second level of each attribute.  

From appendix 6, it can be seen that indeed the multinomial logit model is estimated and that the 

dependent variable is ‘choice’. Furthermore, it can be seen that the number of observations is 3,963, 

which is the total number of choice sets that is used in the analysis (1,321 respondents that are 

labelled as car users * three choice sets) (Hensher et al., 2015). Furthermore, the number of skipped 

observations is zero, which means that no bad observations are skipped in the model estimation 

(Hensher et al., 2015). The number of parameters is ninety-two, which are the four alternative specific 

constants and the four times twenty-two variables for the attributes. The number of iterations that 

were necessary in order to fit the model, are six, which is considered to be normal as the model is only 

doubted with regard to this aspect when the number of iterations is higher than twenty-five (Hensher 

et al., 2015). 

 

Significance 

The variation in the choice of the alternatives can be calculated by the Wald statistic (Hensher et al., 

2015): 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑑 =  
𝛽𝑖

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑖
. The standard error is presented in the third column of the output and 

the Wald statistic in the fourth column (Hensher et al., 2015). According to Hensher et al. (2015), the 

critical Wald value is 1.96 when alpha is 0.05 (95 percent confidence level). When the parameter has 

a Wald statistic value that is greater than the absolute critical Wald value, the variable is statistically 

significant (alpha is 0.05), while the variable is not statistically significant when the Wald statistics 

value of the parameter is smaller than the absolute critical Wald value (Hensher et al., 2015). However, 

in this report, the parameters that are statistically significant at the 90 percent confidence level (alpha 

is 0.10) are also taken into account.  
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Appendix 6 - Estimation of the standard MNL model (transport mode 

choices) 
 
|-> RESET 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

| NLOGIT 5  (tm)                 Jun 15, 2017, 11:47:22AM | 

| Econometric Software, Inc.     Copyright 1986-2012      | 

| Plainview, New York 11803                               | 

| Registered to                  S                        | 

|                                TUE                      | 

| Registration Number            0413-0016039-5NSL        | 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

-------Initializing NLOGIT Version 5  (May 1, 2012)-------- 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

|-> Rows;166666$ 

Data matrix will have   166666 rows and 900 columns. 

|-> RESET 

|-> read ; Nobs   = 19815 

    ; Nvar   = 105 

    ; Names  = RecID,ParID,ialt,ikeu,aandl,iconst1,iconst2,iconst3, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b, 

    gender,age,licens,educat,worktr,frequen,car,child,hhold 

    ; Format = (2f8.0,2f4.0,f8.2,100f4.0) 

    ; File   = TOD_auto.out$ 

|-> SAMPLE ; All $ 

|-> Create 

    ;ictrain=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2)ictrain=1.0 

    ;icbus=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3)icbus=1.0 

    ;icbike=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4)icbike=1.0 

    ;icwalk=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5)icwalk=1.0 

    $ 

|-> DISCRETECHOICE;Lhs = ikeu 

    ;Choices = 1,2,3,4,5 

    ;Frequencies 

    ;Rhs     = ictrain, icbus, icbike, icwalk, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b$ 

Normal exit:   6 iterations. Status=0, F=    7668.744 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model 

Dependent variable               Choice 
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Log likelihood function     -7668.74437 

Estimation based on N =   3963, K =  92 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =  15521.5 AIC/N =    3.917 

Model estimated: Jun 15, 2017, 11:49:03 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only must be computed directly 

               Use NLOGIT ;...;RHS=ONE$ 

Response data are given as frequencies. 

Number of obs.=  3963, skipped    0 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ICTRAIN|    -.84644***      .04960   -17.07  .0000     -.94365   -.74924 

   ICBUS|    -.98794***      .05148   -19.19  .0000    -1.08883   -.88704 

  ICBIKE|     .22754***      .03478     6.54  .0000      .15938    .29570 

  ICWALK|   -1.07024***      .05225   -20.48  .0000    -1.17265   -.96783 

  IVAR1A|     .02868         .06672      .43  .6674     -.10210    .15945 

  IVAR1B|    -.06574         .06823     -.96  .3353     -.19946    .06799 

  IVAR2A|    -.17977**       .07241    -2.48  .0130     -.32169   -.03785 

  IVAR2B|     .02634         .06861      .38  .7010     -.10812    .16080 

  IVAR3A|     .08910         .06733     1.32  .1857     -.04286    .22107 

  IVAR3B|    -.10523         .06771    -1.55  .1201     -.23794    .02747 

  IVAR4A|     .21779***      .06770     3.22  .0013      .08511    .35048 

  IVAR4B|    -.07845         .07086    -1.11  .2683     -.21733    .06044 

  IVAR5A|     .22093***      .06780     3.26  .0011      .08804    .35383 

  IVAR5B|    -.06273         .07005     -.90  .3705     -.20002    .07456 

  IVAR6A|    -.17271**       .07180    -2.41  .0162     -.31344   -.03198 

  IVAR6B|     .01856         .06870      .27  .7871     -.11608    .15320 

  IVAR7A|     .27396***      .06738     4.07  .0000      .14191    .40602 

  IVAR7B|    -.01263         .06934     -.18  .8555     -.14854    .12327 

  IVAR8A|    -.64012***      .07766    -8.24  .0000     -.79234   -.48790 

  IVAR8B|     .43632***      .06536     6.68  .0000      .30822    .56443 

  IVAR9A|    -.10448         .07216    -1.45  .1477     -.24592    .03695 

  IVAR9B|    -.07279         .06867    -1.06  .2891     -.20738    .06179 

 IVAR10A|    -.04907         .06769     -.72  .4685     -.18173    .08360 

 IVAR10B|     .15257**       .06652     2.29  .0218      .02220    .28295 

 IVAR11A|     .04385         .06685      .66  .5118     -.08716    .17487 

 IVAR11B|    -.00665         .06741     -.10  .9214     -.13877    .12546 

  JVAR1A|     .05053         .07034      .72  .4725     -.08733    .18839 

  JVAR1B|    -.04876         .07221     -.68  .4995     -.19029    .09277 

  JVAR2A|    -.15708**       .07462    -2.11  .0353     -.30332   -.01083 

  JVAR2B|     .05355         .07166      .75  .4549     -.08690    .19401 

  JVAR3A|     .09786         .07114     1.38  .1690     -.04158    .23730 

  JVAR3B|    -.10214         .07169    -1.42  .1542     -.24264    .03836 

  JVAR4A|     .22280***      .07216     3.09  .0020      .08137    .36423 

  JVAR4B|     .02046         .07129      .29  .7741     -.11927    .16018 

  JVAR5A|     .35285***      .06971     5.06  .0000      .21622    .48948 

  JVAR5B|    -.01592         .07260     -.22  .8264     -.15821    .12637 

  JVAR6A|    -.09024         .07221    -1.25  .2114     -.23178    .05130 

  JVAR6B|     .04805         .07256      .66  .5079     -.09416    .19025 

  JVAR7A|     .28984***      .07221     4.01  .0001      .14832    .43136 

  JVAR7B|    -.00061         .07115     -.01  .9931     -.14006    .13884 

  JVAR8A|     .13795**       .06982     1.98  .0482      .00111    .27479 

  JVAR8B|    -.36643***      .07894    -4.64  .0000     -.52116   -.21170 

  JVAR9A|    -.08357         .07274    -1.15  .2506     -.22614    .05900 

  JVAR9B|    -.08038         .07230    -1.11  .2662     -.22208    .06132 

 JVAR10A|     .06318         .07018      .90  .3680     -.07437    .20073 

 JVAR10B|     .01280         .07202      .18  .8589     -.12835    .15395 

 JVAR11A|    -.01731         .07082     -.24  .8069     -.15611    .12149 

 JVAR11B|     .03491         .07128      .49  .6243     -.10480    .17461 

  KVAR1A|    -.07412         .04924    -1.51  .1322     -.17062    .02238 

  KVAR1B|     .00860         .04923      .17  .8614     -.08790    .10509 

  KVAR2A|     .04590         .04881      .94  .3470     -.04977    .14156 

  KVAR2B|    -.03685         .04923     -.75  .4541     -.13335    .05964 

  KVAR3A|     .14042***      .04926     2.85  .0044      .04388    .23696 

  KVAR3B|    -.09945**       .04899    -2.03  .0423     -.19546   -.00344 

  KVAR4A|     .15133***      .04959     3.05  .0023      .05413    .24853 

  KVAR4B|    -.05031         .04923    -1.02  .3068     -.14679    .04617 

  KVAR5A|     .11659**       .04970     2.35  .0190      .01919    .21400 

  KVAR5B|     .01736         .04893      .35  .7228     -.07855    .11327 
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  KVAR6A|    -.11904**       .04906    -2.43  .0152     -.21520   -.02288 

  KVAR6B|     .03804         .04915      .77  .4390     -.05830    .13438 

  KVAR7A|     .12173**       .04985     2.44  .0146      .02402    .21944 

  KVAR7B|    -.03005         .04898     -.61  .5395     -.12606    .06595 

  KVAR8A|    -.09974**       .04891    -2.04  .0414     -.19560   -.00389 

  KVAR8B|     .09218*        .04948     1.86  .0625     -.00480    .18915 

  KVAR9A|    -.02867         .04914     -.58  .5597     -.12498    .06765 

  KVAR9B|    -.04254         .04876     -.87  .3830     -.13812    .05304 

 KVAR10A|    -.00039         .04901     -.01  .9936     -.09645    .09567 

 KVAR10B|     .05679         .04948     1.15  .2511     -.04020    .15377 

 KVAR11A|    -.03421         .04914     -.70  .4864     -.13052    .06211 

 KVAR11B|     .04356         .04910      .89  .3750     -.05268    .13979 

  LVAR1A|    -.01712         .07312     -.23  .8149     -.16044    .12620 

  LVAR1B|    -.10358         .07475    -1.39  .1658     -.25009    .04292 

  LVAR2A|    -.04299         .07331     -.59  .5576     -.18667    .10069 

  LVAR2B|    -.02918         .07330     -.40  .6906     -.17285    .11448 

  LVAR3A|     .26979***      .07147     3.77  .0002      .12972    .40986 

  LVAR3B|    -.21776***      .07601    -2.86  .0042     -.36674   -.06878 

  LVAR4A|     .45852***      .06963     6.59  .0000      .32205    .59499 

  LVAR4B|    -.12368*        .07474    -1.65  .0980     -.27017    .02281 

  LVAR5A|     .14207*        .07363     1.93  .0537     -.00224    .28638 

  LVAR5B|     .03735         .07282      .51  .6080     -.10537    .18007 

  LVAR6A|    -.02036         .07247     -.28  .7788     -.16240    .12169 

  LVAR6B|     .05490         .07269      .76  .4501     -.08757    .19737 

  LVAR7A|     .11689         .07412     1.58  .1148     -.02837    .26216 

  LVAR7B|    -.06940         .07398     -.94  .3482     -.21440    .07561 

  LVAR8A|    -.06825         .07332     -.93  .3520     -.21196    .07547 

  LVAR8B|     .04558         .07426      .61  .5394     -.09997    .19113 

  LVAR9A|     .01310         .07377      .18  .8590     -.13148    .15768 

  LVAR9B|    -.15032**       .07482    -2.01  .0445     -.29696   -.00368 

 LVAR10A|    -.07884         .07394    -1.07  .2863     -.22377    .06608 

 LVAR10B|     .10739         .07228     1.49  .1373     -.03427    .24906 

 LVAR11A|    -.02059         .07409     -.28  .7811     -.16579    .12462 

 LVAR11B|     .06642         .07275      .91  .3613     -.07617    .20901 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix 7 - MNL models based on groups (transport mode choices) 
 

In order to find a model that has a better fit than the standard MNL model, a few models are estimated 

in which groups are distinguished based on personal characteristics. The personal characteristics that 

are used, are the following: gender, age, composition of household and level of education. Although 

it appeared, from the literature review concerning transport mode choice, that having a driving licence 

or not also influences transport mode choice, no model is estimated based on this factor as the group 

of respondents that does not have a driving licence is very small in comparison to the respondents 

that do have a driving licence. Concerning the factors age, composition of household and level of 

education, the following resulted from the literature review: The public transport and active transport 

modes (walking and cycling) are mostly used by young people, single people, small households and 

people that have a high level of education. However, on the contrary, it is also established that the 

public transport and active transport are more likely to be chosen by people from large households. 

 

Groups based on gender 

In appendix 8, the output of the estimation of the MNL model with a distinction between males and 

females can be seen. The number of observations in the model for males is 1,968 and for females 

1,995, which together corresponds to the total observations of the standard MNL model (3,963 

observations). This means that 656 males (1,968/3 choice sets per respondent) and 665 females 

(1,995/3 choice sets per respondent) are labelled as car users in the experiment. The number of 

skipped observations is zero in both models. The number of parameters in each separate model is 

equal to the number of parameters in the standard MNL model, namely 92, although the number of 

parameters of the total estimated model with a distinction between males and females is 184 (2*92). 

Six iterations were necessary to estimate the MNL model for males, whereas seven iterations were 

necessary for the estimation of the MNL model for females. 

The LL of the MNL model for males is -3,889 and the LL of the MNL model for females is -3,724, which 

together results in a value of -7,613 for the LL of the model. When comparing this value to the LL of 

the standard MNL model, which is -7,669, it can be seen that the LL of the estimated model in which 

a distinction between males and females has been made, is closer to zero than the standard MNL 

model, although the difference is not large. When applying the likelihood-ratio test, the minus two 

log-likelihood value of 112 (-2((-7,669) – (-7,613))) needs to be compared to the critical chi-square 

value with 92 degrees of freedom (as the standard MNL had 92 parameters, but the newly estimated 

model has 184 parameters). Therefore, the critical chi-square value (at a 95 percent confidence level; 

p = 0.05) is 115.39. It can thus be concluded that the -2LL value is smaller than the critical chi-square 

value, which means that the newly estimated model with a distinction between males and females is 

not better than the standard MNL model. 

 

Groups based on age 

In appendix 9, the output of the estimation of the MNL model with a distinction between young (45 

years and younger) and old respondents (46 years and older) can be seen. The number of observations 

in the model for young respondents is 1,410 and for old respondents 2,553, which in total is the 

number of observations of the standard MNL model (3,963 observations). There are 470 young 

respondents (1,410/3 choice sets per respondent) labelled as car users and 851 old respondents 

(2,553/3 choice sets per respondent). Both models have zero skipped observations and in total there 

are again 184 parameters. In addition, both models needed six iterations to estimate the MNL model. 

The LL of the MNL model for young respondents is -2,859 and the LL of the MNL model for old 

respondents is -4,721, which together results in a value of -7,580 for the LL of the model. When 
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comparing this value to the LL of the standard MNL model, which is -7,669, it can be seen that the LL 

of the estimated model with a distinction between young and old respondents, is closer to zero than 

the standard MNL model. When applying the likelihood-ratio test, the minus two log-likelihood value 

of 178 (-2((-7,669) – (-7,580))) needs to be compared to the critical chi-square value with 92 degrees 

of freedom. This critical chi-square value (at a 95 percent confidence level; p = 0.05) is 115.39. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the -2LL value is larger than the critical chi-square value, which 

means that the newly estimated model in which a distinction has been made between young and old 

respondents is better than the standard MNL model. The McFadden's Rho-Squared is 0.11 (1 – (-

7,580/-8,525), which indicates that the estimated model with the distinction between young and old 

respondents is slightly better than the standard MNL model and that this model has a moderate model 

fit. 

Moreover, making distinctions between the age categories 1-40 years and 41-100 years, 1-50 years 

and 51-100 years, 1-55 years and 56-100 years and 1-60 years and 61-100 years, does not result in an 

improved model fit because the LL values of these models are respectively -7,601, -7,581, -7,601 and 

-7,599, which are further away from zero than the LL value of the estimated model in which a 

distinction has been made between the age categories of 1-45 years and 46-100 years (-7,580). 

 

Groups based on composition of household 

In appendix 10, the output of the estimation of the MNL model with a distinction between households 

without children (single without resident children, (married) couple without resident children and 

‘other’ households) and households with children (single with resident children and (married) couple 

with resident children) can be seen. The number of observations in the model for households without 

children is 1,893 and for households with children 2,070, which in total is the number of observations 

of the standard MNL model (3,963 observations). There are 631 households without children (1,893/3 

choice sets per respondent) labelled as car users and 690 households with children (2,070/3 choice 

sets per respondent). Both models have zero skipped observations and both models needed six 

iterations to estimate the MNL model. In this model, there are again 184 parameters. 

The LL of the MNL model for households without children is -3,686 and the LL of the MNL model for 

households with children is -3,931, which together results in a value of -7,617 for the LL of the model. 

When comparing this value to the LL of the standard MNL model, which is -7,669, it can be seen that 

the LL of the estimated model in which a distinction has been made between households without 

children and households with children, is closer to zero than the standard MNL model. However, the 

difference between the two models is not large. When applying the likelihood-ratio test, the minus 

two log-likelihood value of 104 (-2((-7,669) – (-7,617))) needs to be compared to the critical chi-square 

value with 92 degrees of freedom. This critical chi-square value (at a 95 percent confidence level; p = 

0.05) is 115.39, from which it can be concluded that the -2LL value is smaller than the critical chi-

square value, which means that the newly estimated model in which a distinction has been made 

between households without children and households with children is not better than the standard 

MNL model. 

 

Groups based on level of education 

In appendix 11, the output of the estimation of the MNL model with a distinction between low 

educated respondents (in Dutch: ‘ik wil dit niet zeggen’, ‘basisonderwijs’, ‘lager beroepsonderwijs’, 

‘MAVO/VMBO’, ‘MBO’)  and high educated respondents (in Dutch: ‘HAVO’, ‘VWO’, ‘HBO’, ‘WO’) can 

be seen. The number of observations in the model for low educated respondents is 846 and for high 

educated respondents 3,117, which in total is the number of observations of the standard MNL model 

(3,963 observations). There are 282 low educated respondents (846/3 choice sets per respondent) 

labelled as car users and 1,039 high educated respondents (3,117/3 choice sets per respondent). Both 
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models have zero skipped observations and in total there are again 184 parameters. The model for 

the low educated respondents needed seven iterations to estimate the MNL model, whereas the 

model for the high educated respondent needed six iterations. 

The LL of the MNL model for low educated respondents is -1,433 and the LL of the MNL model for high 

educated respondents is -6,171, which together results in a value of -7,604 for the LL of the model. 

When comparing this value to the LL of the standard MNL model, which is -7,669, it can be seen that 

the LL of the estimated model with a distinction between low educated respondents and high 

educated respondents, is closer to zero than the standard MNL model. When applying the likelihood-

ratio test, the minus two log-likelihood value of 130 (-2((-7,669) – (-7,604))) needs to be compared to 

the critical chi-square value with 92 degrees of freedom. This critical chi-square value (at a 95 percent 

confidence level; p = 0.05) is 115.39. Therefore, it can be concluded that the -2LL value is larger than 

the critical chi-square value, which means that the newly estimated model in which a distinction has 

been made between low educated respondents and high educated respondents is better than the 

standard MNL model. The McFadden's Rho-Squared is 0.11 (1 – (-7,604/-8,525), indicating that the 

estimated model with the distinction between low educated respondents and high educated 

respondents is slightly better than the standard MNL model and that this model has a moderate model 

fit. 

 

Conclusion 

From this analysis, it can thus be concluded that the two estimated models in which groups are 

distinguished based on the personal characteristics gender and composition of household, are not 

better than the standard MNL model. On the contrary, the two estimated models in which distinctions 

between respectively young and old respondents and low educated and high educated respondents 

have been made, are slightly better than the standard MNL model although both models only have a 

moderate model fit. 
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Appendix 8 - Estimation of the MNL model: groups based on gender 

(transport mode choices) 
 

Males 

 
|-> RESET 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

| NLOGIT 5  (tm)                 Jun 16, 2017, 11:44:22AM | 

| Econometric Software, Inc.     Copyright 1986-2012      | 

| Plainview, New York 11803                               | 

| Registered to                  S                        | 

|                                TUE                      | 

| Registration Number            0413-0016039-5NSL        | 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

-------Initializing NLOGIT Version 5  (May 1, 2012)-------- 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

|-> Rows;166666$ 

Data matrix will have   166666 rows and 900 columns. 

|-> RESET 

|-> read ; Nobs   = 19815 

    ; Nvar   = 105 

    ; Names  = RecID,ParID,ialt,ikeu,aandl,iconst1,iconst2,iconst3, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b, 

    gender,age,licens,educat,worktr,frequen,car,child,hhold 

    ; Format = (2f8.0,2f4.0,f8.2,100f4.0) 

    ; File   = TOD_auto.out$ 

|-> reject; Gender = 2$ 

|-> Create 

    ;ictrain=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2)ictrain=1.0 

    ;icbus=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3)icbus=1.0 

    ;icbike=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4)icbike=1.0 

    ;icwalk=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5)icwalk=1.0 

    $ 

|-> DISCRETECHOICE;Lhs = ikeu 

    ;Choices = 1,2,3,4,5 

    ;Frequencies 

    ;Rhs     = ictrain, icbus, icbike, icwalk, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b$ 

Normal exit:   6 iterations. Status=0, F=    3888.810 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model 

Dependent variable               Choice 

Log likelihood function     -3888.80970 

Estimation based on N =   1968, K =  92 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   7961.6 AIC/N =    4.046 

Model estimated: Jun 16, 2017, 11:45:51 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only must be computed directly 

               Use NLOGIT ;...;RHS=ONE$ 

Response data are given as frequencies. 

Number of obs.=  1968, skipped    0 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ICTRAIN|    -.71363***      .06961   -10.25  .0000     -.85006   -.57721 

   ICBUS|    -.98645***      .07492   -13.17  .0000    -1.13329   -.83961 

  ICBIKE|     .33955***      .04956     6.85  .0000      .24240    .43669 

  ICWALK|    -.98510***      .07465   -13.20  .0000    -1.13141   -.83879 

  IVAR1A|     .00218         .09321      .02  .9814     -.18051    .18487 

  IVAR1B|    -.03358         .09602     -.35  .7265     -.22177    .15461 

  IVAR2A|    -.17984*        .10106    -1.78  .0751     -.37792    .01823 

  IVAR2B|     .00182         .09601      .02  .9849     -.18635    .18999 

  IVAR3A|    -.06083         .09475     -.64  .5209     -.24654    .12489 

  IVAR3B|    -.02866         .09393     -.31  .7603     -.21275    .15544 

  IVAR4A|     .17606*        .09506     1.85  .0640     -.01025    .36237 

  IVAR4B|    -.17965*        .10113    -1.78  .0757     -.37786    .01856 

  IVAR5A|     .24537***      .09507     2.58  .0099      .05903    .43170 

  IVAR5B|     .08548         .09478      .90  .3671     -.10028    .27124 

  IVAR6A|    -.17288*        .09869    -1.75  .0798     -.36631    .02056 

  IVAR6B|     .03445         .09579      .36  .7191     -.15330    .22220 

  IVAR7A|     .33809***      .09321     3.63  .0003      .15540    .52079 

  IVAR7B|    -.00581         .09495     -.06  .9512     -.19191    .18029 

  IVAR8A|    -.53773***      .10797    -4.98  .0000     -.74934   -.32612 

  IVAR8B|     .40436***      .09216     4.39  .0000      .22373    .58498 

  IVAR9A|    -.00848         .10013     -.08  .9325     -.20474    .18777 

  IVAR9B|    -.06191         .09486     -.65  .5139     -.24783    .12400 

 IVAR10A|     .01158         .09424      .12  .9022     -.17313    .19629 

 IVAR10B|     .15361         .09437     1.63  .1036     -.03136    .33858 

 IVAR11A|     .08524         .09259      .92  .3572     -.09623    .26672 

 IVAR11B|    -.06763         .09568     -.71  .4797     -.25515    .11990 

  JVAR1A|     .04155         .10296      .40  .6866     -.16026    .24335 

  JVAR1B|     .07213         .10463      .69  .4906     -.13293    .27719 

  JVAR2A|    -.14852         .10894    -1.36  .1728     -.36203    .06500 

  JVAR2B|     .11894         .10297     1.16  .2480     -.08287    .32075 

  JVAR3A|     .07565         .10396      .73  .4668     -.12812    .27941 

  JVAR3B|    -.11932         .10541    -1.13  .2576     -.32593    .08728 

  JVAR4A|     .29054***      .10288     2.82  .0047      .08891    .49218 

  JVAR4B|    -.13758         .10643    -1.29  .1962     -.34618    .07103 

  JVAR5A|     .37198***      .10186     3.65  .0003      .17235    .57162 

  JVAR5B|     .07778         .10360      .75  .4528     -.12528    .28083 

  JVAR6A|    -.12184         .10542    -1.16  .2478     -.32846    .08478 

  JVAR6B|     .08281         .10573      .78  .4335     -.12441    .29003 

  JVAR7A|     .29777***      .10456     2.85  .0044      .09284    .50270 

  JVAR7B|    -.05603         .10404     -.54  .5902     -.25994    .14787 

  JVAR8A|     .07171         .10443      .69  .4923     -.13297    .27638 

  JVAR8B|    -.23018**       .11162    -2.06  .0392     -.44896   -.01141 

  JVAR9A|     .15258         .10337     1.48  .1399     -.05003    .35518 

  JVAR9B|    -.17423         .10614    -1.64  .1007     -.38225    .03380 

 JVAR10A|     .05150         .10369      .50  .6194     -.15173    .25472 

 JVAR10B|    -.02479         .10714     -.23  .8170     -.23479    .18521 

 JVAR11A|    -.01601         .10444     -.15  .8782     -.22071    .18869 

 JVAR11B|    -.00761         .10546     -.07  .9425     -.21432    .19910 

  KVAR1A|    -.12162*        .06973    -1.74  .0811     -.25828    .01505 

  KVAR1B|     .11422         .07061     1.62  .1057     -.02417    .25261 

  KVAR2A|     .07566         .06996     1.08  .2795     -.06146    .21279 

  KVAR2B|    -.03345         .07065     -.47  .6359     -.17193    .10503 

  KVAR3A|     .04569         .06982      .65  .5128     -.09115    .18253 

  KVAR3B|    -.05870         .06987     -.84  .4008     -.19564    .07824 

  KVAR4A|     .14538**       .07086     2.05  .0402      .00650    .28427 
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  KVAR4B|    -.14348**       .07011    -2.05  .0407     -.28090   -.00607 

  KVAR5A|     .12264*        .07127     1.72  .0853     -.01705    .26232 

  KVAR5B|     .06282         .06949      .90  .3660     -.07338    .19901 

  KVAR6A|    -.09549         .06945    -1.37  .1692     -.23162    .04063 

  KVAR6B|    -.01201         .07048     -.17  .8646     -.15015    .12612 

  KVAR7A|     .12593*        .07109     1.77  .0765     -.01341    .26526 

  KVAR7B|    -.08870         .06983    -1.27  .2040     -.22557    .04816 

  KVAR8A|    -.07423         .07025    -1.06  .2907     -.21192    .06346 

  KVAR8B|     .14503**       .07042     2.06  .0395      .00701    .28305 

  KVAR9A|     .09160         .07055     1.30  .1941     -.04667    .22988 

  KVAR9B|    -.03613         .06926     -.52  .6019     -.17189    .09962 

 KVAR10A|     .03434         .07004      .49  .6239     -.10293    .17161 

 KVAR10B|     .10088         .07090     1.42  .1548     -.03808    .23983 

 KVAR11A|    -.04171         .06972     -.60  .5496     -.17836    .09493 

 KVAR11B|     .03664         .07053      .52  .6034     -.10160    .17489 

  LVAR1A|     .04094         .10221      .40  .6888     -.15939    .24127 

  LVAR1B|    -.07375         .10764     -.69  .4933     -.28472    .13722 

  LVAR2A|    -.10172         .10604     -.96  .3374     -.30955    .10611 

  LVAR2B|     .03791         .10366      .37  .7146     -.16525    .24108 

  LVAR3A|     .20485**       .10152     2.02  .0436      .00586    .40383 

  LVAR3B|    -.12303         .10686    -1.15  .2496     -.33248    .08642 

  LVAR4A|     .47710***      .09940     4.80  .0000      .28228    .67191 

  LVAR4B|    -.27647**       .10804    -2.56  .0105     -.48822   -.06473 

  LVAR5A|     .09506         .10689      .89  .3738     -.11443    .30456 

  LVAR5B|     .11691         .10152     1.15  .2495     -.08207    .31588 

  LVAR6A|     .04591         .10230      .45  .6536     -.15460    .24641 

  LVAR6B|    -.02160         .10511     -.21  .8372     -.22760    .18441 

  LVAR7A|     .24558**       .10298     2.38  .0171      .04375    .44741 

  LVAR7B|    -.11382         .10580    -1.08  .2820     -.32119    .09355 

  LVAR8A|    -.03224         .10510     -.31  .7590     -.23823    .17374 

  LVAR8B|     .07999         .10535      .76  .4477     -.12650    .28648 

  LVAR9A|     .22784**       .10269     2.22  .0265      .02657    .42911 

  LVAR9B|    -.29354***      .10956    -2.68  .0074     -.50829   -.07880 

 LVAR10A|    -.07149         .10662     -.67  .5026     -.28046    .13749 

 LVAR10B|     .08615         .10425      .83  .4086     -.11818    .29048 

 LVAR11A|    -.06167         .10658     -.58  .5628     -.27056    .14721 

 LVAR11B|     .10424         .10342     1.01  .3135     -.09846    .30694 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Females 
 

|-> RESET 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

| NLOGIT 5  (tm)                 Jun 16, 2017, 11:47:15AM | 

| Econometric Software, Inc.     Copyright 1986-2012      | 

| Plainview, New York 11803                               | 

| Registered to                  S                        | 

|                                TUE                      | 

| Registration Number            0413-0016039-5NSL        | 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

-------Initializing NLOGIT Version 5  (May 1, 2012)-------- 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

|-> Rows;166666$ 

Data matrix will have   166666 rows and 900 columns. 

|-> RESET 

|-> read ; Nobs   = 19815 

    ; Nvar   = 105 

    ; Names  = RecID,ParID,ialt,ikeu,aandl,iconst1,iconst2,iconst3, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b, 

    gender,age,licens,educat,worktr,frequen,car,child,hhold 

    ; Format = (2f8.0,2f4.0,f8.2,100f4.0) 

    ; File   = TOD_auto.out$ 

|-> reject; Gender = 1$ 

|-> Create 

    ;ictrain=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2)ictrain=1.0 

    ;icbus=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3)icbus=1.0 

    ;icbike=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4)icbike=1.0 

    ;icwalk=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5)icwalk=1.0 

    $ 

|-> DISCRETECHOICE;Lhs = ikeu 

    ;Choices = 1,2,3,4,5 

    ;Frequencies 

    ;Rhs     = ictrain, icbus, icbike, icwalk, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b$ 

Normal exit:   7 iterations. Status=0, F=    3724.145 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model 

Dependent variable               Choice 

Log likelihood function     -3724.14536 

Estimation based on N =   1995, K =  92 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   7632.3 AIC/N =    3.826 
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Model estimated: Jun 16, 2017, 11:48:32 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only must be computed directly 

               Use NLOGIT ;...;RHS=ONE$ 

Response data are given as frequencies. 

Number of obs.=  1995, skipped    0 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ICTRAIN|   -1.02898***      .07627   -13.49  .0000    -1.17845   -.87950 

   ICBUS|   -1.03816***      .07627   -13.61  .0000    -1.18765   -.88867 

  ICBIKE|     .12069**       .04967     2.43  .0151      .02333    .21804 

  ICWALK|   -1.20508***      .07875   -15.30  .0000    -1.35943  -1.05073 

  IVAR1A|     .05090         .10004      .51  .6109     -.14517    .24698 

  IVAR1B|    -.07055         .10082     -.70  .4840     -.26816    .12705 

  IVAR2A|    -.16553         .10870    -1.52  .1278     -.37859    .04752 

  IVAR2B|     .03522         .10355      .34  .7338     -.16773    .23816 

  IVAR3A|     .27483***      .09929     2.77  .0056      .08023    .46944 

  IVAR3B|    -.18408*        .10318    -1.78  .0744     -.38630    .01815 

  IVAR4A|     .29685***      .10153     2.92  .0035      .09785    .49585 

  IVAR4B|     .05210         .10475      .50  .6189     -.15321    .25740 

  IVAR5A|     .23767**       .10230     2.32  .0202      .03716    .43818 

  IVAR5B|    -.29332**       .11525    -2.55  .0109     -.51921   -.06743 

  IVAR6A|    -.16889         .11008    -1.53  .1250     -.38465    .04687 

  IVAR6B|    -.01298         .10368     -.13  .9004     -.21618    .19023 

  IVAR7A|     .21279**       .10305     2.06  .0389      .01082    .41476 

  IVAR7B|    -.05705         .11228     -.51  .6114     -.27713    .16302 

  IVAR8A|    -.81717***      .12282    -6.65  .0000    -1.05790   -.57644 

  IVAR8B|     .52992***      .09745     5.44  .0000      .33893    .72091 

  IVAR9A|    -.19719*        .10899    -1.81  .0704     -.41080    .01642 

  IVAR9B|    -.08961         .10336     -.87  .3860     -.29220    .11298 

 IVAR10A|    -.10052         .10174     -.99  .3232     -.29994    .09889 

 IVAR10B|     .17722*        .09738     1.82  .0688     -.01364    .36809 

 IVAR11A|    -.01805         .10105     -.18  .8582     -.21611    .18001 

 IVAR11B|     .06954         .09973      .70  .4857     -.12594    .26501 

  JVAR1A|     .06545         .10039      .65  .5145     -.13132    .26221 

  JVAR1B|    -.22264**       .10652    -2.09  .0366     -.43143   -.01386 

  JVAR2A|    -.11530         .10623    -1.09  .2778     -.32350    .09291 

  JVAR2B|    -.07431         .10787     -.69  .4909     -.28573    .13711 

  JVAR3A|     .09831         .10142      .97  .3324     -.10047    .29710 

  JVAR3B|    -.09492         .10275     -.92  .3556     -.29630    .10646 

  JVAR4A|     .11686         .10897     1.07  .2835     -.09671    .33043 

  JVAR4B|     .20341**       .10116     2.01  .0444      .00514    .40168 

  JVAR5A|     .36777***      .09956     3.69  .0002      .17265    .56290 

  JVAR5B|    -.14616         .10945    -1.34  .1817     -.36067    .06835 

  JVAR6A|     .00597         .10360      .06  .9540     -.19708    .20903 

  JVAR6B|     .01896         .10305      .18  .8540     -.18302    .22094 

  JVAR7A|     .31708***      .10426     3.04  .0024      .11274    .52142 

  JVAR7B|     .11847         .10220     1.16  .2463     -.08183    .31877 

  JVAR8A|     .22317**       .09890     2.26  .0240      .02933    .41700 

  JVAR8B|    -.54103***      .11979    -4.52  .0000     -.77581   -.30624 

  JVAR9A|    -.37859***      .11319    -3.34  .0008     -.60044   -.15673 

  JVAR9B|     .03398         .10284      .33  .7411     -.16758    .23553 

 JVAR10A|     .08303         .09909      .84  .4021     -.11118    .27725 

 JVAR10B|     .08159         .10126      .81  .4204     -.11687    .28006 

 JVAR11A|    -.07058         .10136     -.70  .4862     -.26925    .12808 

 JVAR11B|     .12288         .10035     1.22  .2208     -.07381    .31957 

  KVAR1A|    -.02559         .07075     -.36  .7176     -.16426    .11308 

  KVAR1B|    -.09841         .06981    -1.41  .1586     -.23523    .03841 

  KVAR2A|     .02596         .06924      .37  .7077     -.10974    .16166 

  KVAR2B|    -.04371         .06985     -.63  .5314     -.18061    .09319 

  KVAR3A|     .23690***      .07060     3.36  .0008      .09852    .37527 

  KVAR3B|    -.14151**       .06999    -2.02  .0432     -.27870   -.00433 

  KVAR4A|     .15762**       .07052     2.24  .0254      .01940    .29585 

  KVAR4B|     .05868         .07014      .84  .4028     -.07879    .19616 

  KVAR5A|     .12313*        .07056     1.74  .0810     -.01517    .26143 

  KVAR5B|    -.03093         .06998     -.44  .6585     -.16809    .10623 

  KVAR6A|    -.13386*        .07062    -1.90  .0580     -.27227    .00455 

  KVAR6B|     .08659         .06961     1.24  .2136     -.04985    .22302 

  KVAR7A|     .10935         .07104     1.54  .1237     -.02988    .24857 
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  KVAR7B|     .04816         .06997      .69  .4912     -.08897    .18529 

  KVAR8A|    -.11887*        .06922    -1.72  .0859     -.25454    .01680 

  KVAR8B|     .03515         .07093      .50  .6202     -.10388    .17418 

  KVAR9A|    -.14604**       .06987    -2.09  .0366     -.28298   -.00909 

  KVAR9B|    -.05285         .06959     -.76  .4476     -.18925    .08355 

 KVAR10A|    -.04738         .06967     -.68  .4965     -.18392    .08917 

 KVAR10B|     .01570         .07031      .22  .8233     -.12210    .15350 

 KVAR11A|    -.03189         .07024     -.45  .6498     -.16955    .10578 

 KVAR11B|     .05525         .06944      .80  .4262     -.08085    .19136 

  LVAR1A|    -.13189         .11231    -1.17  .2403     -.35202    .08824 

  LVAR1B|    -.10040         .10756     -.93  .3506     -.31122    .11041 

  LVAR2A|     .02861         .10594      .27  .7872     -.17904    .23625 

  LVAR2B|    -.13432         .10853    -1.24  .2158     -.34704    .07839 

  LVAR3A|     .37305***      .10521     3.55  .0004      .16684    .57926 

  LVAR3B|    -.36809***      .11729    -3.14  .0017     -.59797   -.13820 

  LVAR4A|     .46647***      .10224     4.56  .0000      .26608    .66686 

  LVAR4B|     .06070         .10829      .56  .5751     -.15155    .27295 

  LVAR5A|     .21795**       .10645     2.05  .0406      .00931    .42660 

  LVAR5B|    -.02113         .10917     -.19  .8465     -.23511    .19285 

  LVAR6A|    -.05180         .10742     -.48  .6297     -.26235    .15875 

  LVAR6B|     .13682         .10496     1.30  .1924     -.06889    .34254 

  LVAR7A|    -.05803         .11449     -.51  .6122     -.28242    .16636 

  LVAR7B|     .00600         .10894      .06  .9561     -.20751    .21951 

  LVAR8A|    -.07440         .10771     -.69  .4897     -.28552    .13671 

  LVAR8B|    -.04192         .11278     -.37  .7101     -.26296    .17913 

  LVAR9A|    -.24705**       .11595    -2.13  .0331     -.47430   -.01980 

  LVAR9B|     .01695         .10724      .16  .8744     -.19323    .22713 

 LVAR10A|    -.16199         .10980    -1.48  .1401     -.37719    .05320 

 LVAR10B|     .16162         .10400     1.55  .1202     -.04221    .36545 

 LVAR11A|     .01110         .10847      .10  .9185     -.20149    .22369 

 LVAR11B|     .07715         .10653      .72  .4689     -.13165    .28596 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix 9 - Estimation of the MNL model: groups based on age 

(transport mode choices) 
 

Young respondents 

 
|-> RESET 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

| NLOGIT 5  (tm)                 Jun 16, 2017, 01:58:42PM | 

| Econometric Software, Inc.     Copyright 1986-2012      | 

| Plainview, New York 11803                               | 

| Registered to                  S                        | 

|                                TUE                      | 

| Registration Number            0413-0016039-5NSL        | 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

-------Initializing NLOGIT Version 5  (May 1, 2012)-------- 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

|-> Rows;166666$ 

Data matrix will have   166666 rows and 900 columns. 

|-> RESET 

|-> read ; Nobs   = 19815 

    ; Nvar   = 105 

    ; Names  = RecID,ParID,ialt,ikeu,aandl,iconst1,iconst2,iconst3, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b, 

    gender,age,licens,educat,worktr,frequen,car,child,hhold 

    ; Format = (2f8.0,2f4.0,f8.2,100f4.0) 

    ; File   = TOD_auto.out$ 

|-> reject; age = 46$ 

|-> reject; age = 47$ 

|-> reject; age = 48$ 

|-> reject; age = 49$ 

|-> reject; age = 50$ 

|-> reject; age = 51$ 

|-> reject; age = 52$ 

|-> reject; age = 53$ 

|-> reject; age = 54$ 

|-> reject; age = 55$ 

|-> reject; age = 56$ 

|-> reject; age = 57$ 

|-> reject; age = 58$ 

|-> reject; age = 59$ 

|-> reject; age = 60$ 

|-> reject; age = 61$ 

|-> reject; age = 62$ 

|-> reject; age = 63$ 

|-> reject; age = 64$ 

|-> reject; age = 65$ 

|-> reject; age = 66$ 

|-> reject; age = 67$ 

|-> reject; age = 68$ 

|-> reject; age = 69$ 

|-> reject; age = 70$ 

|-> reject; age = 71$ 

|-> reject; age = 72$ 

|-> reject; age = 73$ 

|-> reject; age = 74$ 
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|-> reject; age = 75$ 

|-> reject; age = 76$ 

|-> reject; age = 77$ 

|-> reject; age = 78$ 

|-> reject; age = 79$ 

|-> reject; age = 80$ 

|-> reject; age = 81$ 

|-> reject; age = 82$ 

|-> reject; age = 83$ 

|-> reject; age = 84$ 

|-> reject; age = 85$ 

|-> reject; age = 86$ 

|-> reject; age = 87$ 

|-> reject; age = 88$ 

|-> reject; age = 89$ 

|-> reject; age = 90$ 

|-> reject; age = 91$ 

|-> reject; age = 92$ 

|-> reject; age = 93$ 

|-> reject; age = 94$ 

|-> reject; age = 95$ 

|-> reject; age = 96$ 

|-> reject; age = 97$ 

|-> reject; age = 98$ 

|-> reject; age = 99$ 

|-> reject; age = 100$ 

|-> Create 

    ;ictrain=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2)ictrain=1.0 

    ;icbus=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3)icbus=1.0 

    ;icbike=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4)icbike=1.0 

    ;icwalk=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5)icwalk=1.0 

    $ 

|-> DISCRETECHOICE;Lhs = ikeu 

    ;Choices = 1,2,3,4,5 

    ;Frequencies 

    ;Rhs     = ictrain, icbus, icbike, icwalk, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b$ 

Normal exit:   6 iterations. Status=0, F=    2858.819 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model 

Dependent variable               Choice 

Log likelihood function     -2858.81865 

Estimation based on N =   1410, K =  92 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   5901.6 AIC/N =    4.186 

Model estimated: Jun 16, 2017, 13:59:55 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only must be computed directly 

               Use NLOGIT ;...;RHS=ONE$ 

Response data are given as frequencies. 

Number of obs.=  1410, skipped    0 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ICTRAIN|    -.70288***      .08834    -7.96  .0000     -.87603   -.52974 
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   ICBUS|    -.59448***      .08400    -7.08  .0000     -.75912   -.42983 

  ICBIKE|     .62354***      .06068    10.28  .0000      .50461    .74247 

  ICWALK|    -.60192***      .08354    -7.21  .0000     -.76566   -.43818 

  IVAR1A|     .13408         .12134     1.10  .2692     -.10375    .37191 

  IVAR1B|    -.10220         .12341     -.83  .4076     -.34408    .13967 

  IVAR2A|    -.00397         .12280     -.03  .9742     -.24465    .23671 

  IVAR2B|    -.13435         .12310    -1.09  .2751     -.37562    .10693 

  IVAR3A|     .02069         .12257      .17  .8659     -.21954    .26093 

  IVAR3B|    -.12886         .12142    -1.06  .2886     -.36685    .10912 

  IVAR4A|     .21017*        .12082     1.74  .0819     -.02664    .44698 

  IVAR4B|    -.11118         .13148     -.85  .3978     -.36887    .14651 

  IVAR5A|     .36525***      .11988     3.05  .0023      .13029    .60020 

  IVAR5B|     .04899         .12205      .40  .6882     -.19023    .28820 

  IVAR6A|    -.00625         .12181     -.05  .9591     -.24500    .23249 

  IVAR6B|     .11168         .12159      .92  .3583     -.12663    .34998 

  IVAR7A|     .26157**       .12094     2.16  .0306      .02452    .49861 

  IVAR7B|    -.08450         .12117     -.70  .4856     -.32200    .15299 

  IVAR8A|    -.54117***      .13539    -4.00  .0001     -.80653   -.27581 

  IVAR8B|     .24468**       .11929     2.05  .0403      .01088    .47849 

  IVAR9A|     .00984         .12217      .08  .9358     -.22961    .24930 

  IVAR9B|    -.10086         .12516     -.81  .4203     -.34616    .14445 

 IVAR10A|    -.02565         .12225     -.21  .8338     -.26526    .21396 

 IVAR10B|     .07919         .12026      .66  .5102     -.15651    .31489 

 IVAR11A|     .05285         .11898      .44  .6569     -.18035    .28604 

 IVAR11B|     .03277         .12107      .27  .7867     -.20452    .27006 

  JVAR1A|     .16179         .11665     1.39  .1654     -.06683    .39042 

  JVAR1B|    -.02553         .11803     -.22  .8288     -.25685    .20580 

  JVAR2A|    -.09770         .12063     -.81  .4180     -.33413    .13873 

  JVAR2B|    -.07511         .11693     -.64  .5207     -.30429    .15407 

  JVAR3A|     .01794         .11955      .15  .8807     -.21636    .25225 

  JVAR3B|    -.10370         .11669     -.89  .3742     -.33240    .12501 

  JVAR4A|     .13831         .11925     1.16  .2461     -.09541    .37203 

  JVAR4B|    -.01177         .11971     -.10  .9217     -.24640    .22287 

  JVAR5A|     .46984***      .11366     4.13  .0000      .24708    .69260 

  JVAR5B|    -.07187         .11979     -.60  .5485     -.30665    .16291 

  JVAR6A|    -.04933         .11726     -.42  .6740     -.27915    .18050 

  JVAR6B|     .09729         .11901      .82  .4137     -.13597    .33055 

  JVAR7A|     .29204**       .11713     2.49  .0127      .06248    .52160 

  JVAR7B|    -.05857         .11475     -.51  .6097     -.28348    .16633 

  JVAR8A|     .03773         .11590      .33  .7448     -.18944    .26490 

  JVAR8B|    -.26871**       .12499    -2.15  .0316     -.51368   -.02373 

  JVAR9A|     .15488         .11453     1.35  .1763     -.06959    .37936 

  JVAR9B|    -.15145         .12089    -1.25  .2103     -.38838    .08549 

 JVAR10A|     .03692         .11774      .31  .7538     -.19384    .26768 

 JVAR10B|    -.01538         .11928     -.13  .8974     -.24917    .21840 

 JVAR11A|    -.01749         .11606     -.15  .8802     -.24495    .20998 

 JVAR11B|     .10103         .11654      .87  .3860     -.12738    .32945 

  KVAR1A|     .01842         .08687      .21  .8321     -.15184    .18868 

  KVAR1B|     .04427         .08563      .52  .6051     -.12355    .21210 

  KVAR2A|     .12749         .08473     1.50  .1324     -.03859    .29356 

  KVAR2B|    -.11480         .08515    -1.35  .1776     -.28169    .05209 

  KVAR3A|     .10418         .08658     1.20  .2288     -.06550    .27387 

  KVAR3B|    -.09985         .08459    -1.18  .2379     -.26564    .06594 

  KVAR4A|     .07916         .08689      .91  .3623     -.09115    .24947 

  KVAR4B|     .01931         .08655      .22  .8234     -.15033    .18895 

  KVAR5A|     .21022**       .08730     2.41  .0160      .03911    .38132 

  KVAR5B|     .01239         .08580      .14  .8852     -.15578    .18056 

  KVAR6A|    -.06490         .08522     -.76  .4463     -.23194    .10213 

  KVAR6B|     .06171         .08632      .71  .4747     -.10748    .23090 

  KVAR7A|     .13231         .08738     1.51  .1300     -.03895    .30357 

  KVAR7B|    -.13335         .08397    -1.59  .1123     -.29793    .03122 

  KVAR8A|    -.11066         .08494    -1.30  .1926     -.27714    .05581 

  KVAR8B|     .05921         .08605      .69  .4914     -.10944    .22786 

  KVAR9A|     .06820         .08538      .80  .4244     -.09914    .23555 

  KVAR9B|    -.02447         .08632     -.28  .7768     -.19366    .14472 

 KVAR10A|    -.05058         .08643     -.59  .5584     -.21999    .11883 

 KVAR10B|     .13044         .08553     1.53  .1272     -.03720    .29807 

 KVAR11A|    -.07874         .08531     -.92  .3560     -.24594    .08847 

 KVAR11B|     .06853         .08587      .80  .4249     -.09978    .23684 

  LVAR1A|     .03620         .11977      .30  .7625     -.19855    .27095 

  LVAR1B|    -.06819         .11933     -.57  .5677     -.30207    .16569 
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  LVAR2A|     .01571         .11667      .13  .8929     -.21296    .24438 

  LVAR2B|    -.12182         .11757    -1.04  .3001     -.35226    .10862 

  LVAR3A|     .36276***      .11339     3.20  .0014      .14052    .58501 

  LVAR3B|    -.24595**       .12061    -2.04  .0414     -.48234   -.00956 

  LVAR4A|     .25700**       .11564     2.22  .0263      .03035    .48365 

  LVAR4B|    -.00152         .11920     -.01  .9898     -.23516    .23211 

  LVAR5A|     .32620***      .11586     2.82  .0049      .09911    .55328 

  LVAR5B|     .07532         .11573      .65  .5151     -.15150    .30215 

  LVAR6A|     .04136         .11612      .36  .7217     -.18624    .26895 

  LVAR6B|     .10197         .11672      .87  .3823     -.12679    .33073 

  LVAR7A|     .15534         .11795     1.32  .1878     -.07583    .38652 

  LVAR7B|    -.19778*        .11720    -1.69  .0915     -.42750    .03193 

  LVAR8A|    -.11326         .11744     -.96  .3348     -.34344    .11692 

  LVAR8B|     .06619         .11696      .57  .5714     -.16305    .29543 

  LVAR9A|     .11256         .11519      .98  .3285     -.11320    .33832 

  LVAR9B|    -.09478         .11955     -.79  .4279     -.32909    .13952 

 LVAR10A|    -.03168         .11862     -.27  .7895     -.26418    .20082 

 LVAR10B|     .03050         .11758      .26  .7953     -.19995    .26095 

 LVAR11A|    -.10507         .11908     -.88  .3776     -.33846    .12831 

 LVAR11B|     .14341         .11541     1.24  .2140     -.08279    .36961 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Old respondents 
 

|-> RESET 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

| NLOGIT 5  (tm)                 Jun 16, 2017, 01:52:50PM | 

| Econometric Software, Inc.     Copyright 1986-2012      | 

| Plainview, New York 11803                               | 

| Registered to                  S                        | 

|                                TUE                      | 

| Registration Number            0413-0016039-5NSL        | 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

-------Initializing NLOGIT Version 5  (May 1, 2012)-------- 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

|-> Rows;166666$ 

Data matrix will have   166666 rows and 900 columns. 

|-> RESET 

|-> read ; Nobs   = 19815 

    ; Nvar   = 105 

    ; Names  = RecID,ParID,ialt,ikeu,aandl,iconst1,iconst2,iconst3, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b, 

    gender,age,licens,educat,worktr,frequen,car,child,hhold 

    ; Format = (2f8.0,2f4.0,f8.2,100f4.0) 

    ; File   = TOD_auto.out$ 

|-> reject; age = 1$ 

|-> reject; age = 2$ 

|-> reject; age = 3$ 

|-> reject; age = 4$ 

|-> reject; age = 5$ 

|-> reject; age = 6$ 

|-> reject; age = 7$ 

|-> reject; age = 8$ 

|-> reject; age = 9$ 

|-> reject; age = 10$ 

|-> reject; age = 11$ 

|-> reject; age = 12$ 

|-> reject; age = 13$ 

|-> reject; age = 14$ 

|-> reject; age = 15$ 

|-> reject; age = 16$ 

|-> reject; age = 17$ 

|-> reject; age = 18$ 

|-> reject; age = 19$ 

|-> reject; age = 20$ 

|-> reject; age = 21$ 

|-> reject; age = 22$ 

|-> reject; age = 23$ 

|-> reject; age = 24$ 

|-> reject; age = 25$ 

|-> reject; age = 26$ 

|-> reject; age = 27$ 

|-> reject; age = 28$ 

|-> reject; age = 29$ 

|-> reject; age = 30$ 

|-> reject; age = 31$ 

|-> reject; age = 32$ 

|-> reject; age = 33$ 

|-> reject; age = 34$ 

|-> reject; age = 35$ 
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|-> reject; age = 36$ 

|-> reject; age = 37$ 

|-> reject; age = 38$ 

|-> reject; age = 39$ 

|-> reject; age = 40$ 

|-> reject; age = 41$ 

|-> reject; age = 42$ 

|-> reject; age = 43$ 

|-> reject; age = 44$ 

|-> reject; age = 45$ 

|-> Create 

    ;ictrain=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2)ictrain=1.0 

    ;icbus=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3)icbus=1.0 

    ;icbike=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4)icbike=1.0 

    ;icwalk=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5)icwalk=1.0 

    $ 

|-> DISCRETECHOICE;Lhs = ikeu 

    ;Choices = 1,2,3,4,5 

    ;Frequencies 

    ;Rhs     = ictrain, icbus, icbike, icwalk, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b$ 

Normal exit:   6 iterations. Status=0, F=    4721.388 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model 

Dependent variable               Choice 

Log likelihood function     -4721.38755 

Estimation based on N =   2553, K =  92 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   9626.8 AIC/N =    3.771 

Model estimated: Jun 16, 2017, 13:53:51 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only must be computed directly 

               Use NLOGIT ;...;RHS=ONE$ 

Response data are given as frequencies. 

Number of obs.=  2553, skipped    0 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ICTRAIN|    -.94355***      .06297   -14.98  .0000    -1.06696   -.82013 

   ICBUS|   -1.23404***      .06853   -18.01  .0000    -1.36835  -1.09973 

  ICBIKE|     .01100         .04349      .25  .8003     -.07424    .09624 

  ICWALK|   -1.37215***      .07079   -19.38  .0000    -1.51089  -1.23342 

  IVAR1A|    -.02055         .08239     -.25  .8030     -.18204    .14094 

  IVAR1B|    -.03263         .08383     -.39  .6970     -.19693    .13166 

  IVAR2A|    -.29115***      .09505    -3.06  .0022     -.47745   -.10485 

  IVAR2B|     .10473         .08561     1.22  .2212     -.06307    .27252 

  IVAR3A|     .12764         .08257     1.55  .1221     -.03420    .28949 

  IVAR3B|    -.10642         .08407    -1.27  .2056     -.27119    .05835 

  IVAR4A|     .23326***      .08400     2.78  .0055      .06863    .39789 

  IVAR4B|    -.04807         .08622     -.56  .5772     -.21706    .12092 

  IVAR5A|     .16051*        .08470     1.90  .0581     -.00550    .32652 

  IVAR5B|    -.12745         .08914    -1.43  .1528     -.30216    .04726 

  IVAR6A|    -.27167***      .09457    -2.87  .0041     -.45701   -.08632 

  IVAR6B|    -.00622         .08602     -.07  .9424     -.17482    .16239 

  IVAR7A|     .28387***      .08365     3.39  .0007      .11991    .44783 
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  IVAR7B|     .00665         .08763      .08  .9395     -.16510    .17839 

  IVAR8A|    -.73577***      .10135    -7.26  .0000     -.93442   -.53712 

  IVAR8B|     .54910***      .08079     6.80  .0000      .39076    .70744 

  IVAR9A|    -.19243**       .09514    -2.02  .0431     -.37891   -.00595 

  IVAR9B|    -.02704         .08440     -.32  .7487     -.19246    .13838 

 IVAR10A|    -.06552         .08392     -.78  .4349     -.23000    .09896 

 IVAR10B|     .18788**       .08169     2.30  .0215      .02776    .34799 

 IVAR11A|     .02277         .08330      .27  .7846     -.14049    .18604 

 IVAR11B|     .00250         .08293      .03  .9759     -.16004    .16505 

  JVAR1A|     .02251         .09198      .24  .8067     -.15777    .20278 

  JVAR1B|    -.08163         .09600     -.85  .3951     -.26977    .10652 

  JVAR2A|    -.18226*        .09876    -1.85  .0650     -.37583    .01131 

  JVAR2B|     .11961         .09491     1.26  .2076     -.06642    .30563 

  JVAR3A|     .15739*        .09172     1.72  .0862     -.02238    .33716 

  JVAR3B|    -.12092         .09597    -1.26  .2076     -.30901    .06717 

  JVAR4A|     .30396***      .09387     3.24  .0012      .11998    .48795 

  JVAR4B|     .05608         .09311      .60  .5470     -.12641    .23858 

  JVAR5A|     .29171***      .09207     3.17  .0015      .11127    .47216 

  JVAR5B|     .03893         .09427      .41  .6797     -.14584    .22369 

  JVAR6A|    -.10905         .09589    -1.14  .2555     -.29700    .07890 

  JVAR6B|     .02505         .09497      .26  .7920     -.16110    .21119 

  JVAR7A|     .28684***      .09714     2.95  .0031      .09645    .47724 

  JVAR7B|     .02735         .09438      .29  .7720     -.15764    .21234 

  JVAR8A|     .20279**       .09154     2.22  .0267      .02338    .38221 

  JVAR8B|    -.43987***      .10675    -4.12  .0000     -.64909   -.23065 

  JVAR9A|    -.26158***      .10004    -2.61  .0089     -.45765   -.06551 

  JVAR9B|     .01358         .09338      .15  .8844     -.16944    .19659 

 JVAR10A|     .09032         .09102      .99  .3210     -.08808    .26873 

 JVAR10B|     .03660         .09382      .39  .6964     -.14727    .22048 

 JVAR11A|    -.01572         .09294     -.17  .8656     -.19788    .16643 

 JVAR11B|     .02364         .09403      .25  .8015     -.16065    .20792 

  KVAR1A|    -.09935         .06137    -1.62  .1055     -.21963    .02094 

  KVAR1B|    -.01686         .06170     -.27  .7846     -.13780    .10407 

  KVAR2A|    -.00955         .06138     -.16  .8763     -.12986    .11075 

  KVAR2B|     .00364         .06158      .06  .9528     -.11705    .12434 

  KVAR3A|     .17195***      .06112     2.81  .0049      .05216    .29175 

  KVAR3B|    -.11398*        .06162    -1.85  .0643     -.23475    .00679 

  KVAR4A|     .19807***      .06158     3.22  .0013      .07737    .31877 

  KVAR4B|    -.07420         .06131    -1.21  .2262     -.19436    .04597 

  KVAR5A|     .06933         .06199     1.12  .2634     -.05217    .19082 

  KVAR5B|     .01827         .06112      .30  .7650     -.10151    .13805 

  KVAR6A|    -.15847**       .06166    -2.57  .0102     -.27932   -.03762 

  KVAR6B|     .03784         .06125      .62  .5367     -.08221    .15789 

  KVAR7A|     .12328**       .06210     1.99  .0471      .00157    .24500 

  KVAR7B|     .00724         .06162      .12  .9065     -.11353    .12801 

  KVAR8A|    -.10513*        .06133    -1.71  .0865     -.22533    .01507 

  KVAR8B|     .10964*        .06176     1.78  .0759     -.01141    .23069 

  KVAR9A|    -.09450         .06197    -1.52  .1273     -.21596    .02697 

  KVAR9B|    -.02654         .06039     -.44  .6604     -.14491    .09183 

 KVAR10A|     .04591         .06073      .76  .4497     -.07312    .16493 

 KVAR10B|    -.00022         .06238      .00  .9972     -.12249    .12205 

 KVAR11A|    -.00555         .06139     -.09  .9280     -.12587    .11478 

 KVAR11B|     .03965         .06136      .65  .5181     -.08060    .15991 

  LVAR1A|    -.02785         .09715     -.29  .7743     -.21825    .16255 

  LVAR1B|    -.14013         .10090    -1.39  .1649     -.33788    .05763 

  LVAR2A|    -.07712         .09849     -.78  .4336     -.27016    .11593 

  LVAR2B|     .03801         .09768      .39  .6972     -.15344    .22947 

  LVAR3A|     .19308**       .09760     1.98  .0479      .00178    .38438 

  LVAR3B|    -.22056**       .10385    -2.12  .0337     -.42410   -.01702 

  LVAR4A|     .61834***      .09099     6.80  .0000      .44000    .79669 

  LVAR4B|    -.18811*        .10106    -1.86  .0627     -.38619    .00997 

  LVAR5A|     .00055         .10190      .01  .9957     -.19917    .20026 

  LVAR5B|     .02865         .09828      .29  .7707     -.16397    .22127 

  LVAR6A|    -.06488         .09761     -.66  .5063     -.25619    .12644 

  LVAR6B|     .02545         .09782      .26  .7948     -.16627    .21717 

  LVAR7A|     .11203         .09976     1.12  .2614     -.08349    .30755 

  LVAR7B|    -.02866         .10073     -.28  .7760     -.22608    .16876 

  LVAR8A|    -.02490         .09829     -.25  .8000     -.21755    .16774 

  LVAR8B|     .02137         .10090      .21  .8323     -.17638    .21912 

  LVAR9A|    -.05423         .10158     -.53  .5934     -.25332    .14486 

  LVAR9B|    -.17580*        .10122    -1.74  .0824     -.37419    .02259 
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 LVAR10A|    -.09887         .09918    -1.00  .3189     -.29326    .09553 

 LVAR10B|     .17521*        .09588     1.83  .0676     -.01271    .36312 

 LVAR11A|     .04540         .09886      .46  .6461     -.14837    .23917 

 LVAR11B|     .02616         .09905      .26  .7917     -.16797    .22029 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix 10 - Estimation of the MNL model: groups based on 

composition of household (transport mode choices) 
 

Households without children 

 
|-> RESET 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

| NLOGIT 5  (tm)                 Jun 16, 2017, 03:05:37PM | 

| Econometric Software, Inc.     Copyright 1986-2012      | 

| Plainview, New York 11803                               | 

| Registered to                  S                        | 

|                                TUE                      | 

| Registration Number            0413-0016039-5NSL        | 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

-------Initializing NLOGIT Version 5  (May 1, 2012)-------- 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

|-> Rows;166666$ 

Data matrix will have   166666 rows and 900 columns. 

|-> RESET 

|-> read ; Nobs   = 19815 

    ; Nvar   = 105 

    ; Names  = RecID,ParID,ialt,ikeu,aandl,iconst1,iconst2,iconst3, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b, 

    gender,age,licens,educat,worktr,frequen,car,child,hhold 

    ; Format = (2f8.0,2f4.0,f8.2,100f4.0) 

    ; File   = TOD_auto.out$ 

|-> reject; hhold = 3$ 

|-> reject; hhold = 4$ 

|-> Create 

    ;ictrain=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2)ictrain=1.0 

    ;icbus=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3)icbus=1.0 

    ;icbike=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4)icbike=1.0 

    ;icwalk=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5)icwalk=1.0 

    $ 

|-> DISCRETECHOICE;Lhs = ikeu 

    ;Choices = 1,2,3,4,5 

    ;Frequencies 

    ;Rhs     = ictrain, icbus, icbike, icwalk, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b$ 

Normal exit:   6 iterations. Status=0, F=    3685.714 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model 

Dependent variable               Choice 

Log likelihood function     -3685.71441 

Estimation based on N =   1893, K =  92 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   7555.4 AIC/N =    3.991 

Model estimated: Jun 16, 2017, 15:06:57 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only must be computed directly 

               Use NLOGIT ;...;RHS=ONE$ 

Response data are given as frequencies. 

Number of obs.=  1893, skipped    0 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ICTRAIN|   -1.04200***      .07777   -13.40  .0000    -1.19443   -.88956 

   ICBUS|    -.98559***      .07404   -13.31  .0000    -1.13072   -.84047 

  ICBIKE|     .24888***      .05015     4.96  .0000      .15060    .34716 

  ICWALK|    -.90734***      .07144   -12.70  .0000    -1.04735   -.76732 

  IVAR1A|     .17890*        .10359     1.73  .0842     -.02413    .38193 

  IVAR1B|    -.04982         .10505     -.47  .6353     -.25573    .15608 

  IVAR2A|    -.20573*        .11449    -1.80  .0723     -.43013    .01866 

  IVAR2B|     .05781         .10559      .55  .5841     -.14915    .26476 

  IVAR3A|     .09024         .10464      .86  .3884     -.11484    .29533 

  IVAR3B|    -.17539         .10838    -1.62  .1056     -.38782    .03703 

  IVAR4A|     .20320*        .10657     1.91  .0566     -.00568    .41208 

  IVAR4B|    -.02136         .10730     -.20  .8422     -.23167    .18895 

  IVAR5A|     .26747***      .10373     2.58  .0099      .06416    .47078 

  IVAR5B|    -.26048**       .11523    -2.26  .0238     -.48632   -.03463 

  IVAR6A|    -.12055         .11375    -1.06  .2892     -.34349    .10239 

  IVAR6B|     .03687         .10654      .35  .7293     -.17193    .24568 

  IVAR7A|     .20038*        .10501     1.91  .0564     -.00544    .40620 

  IVAR7B|    -.10396         .11070     -.94  .3477     -.32093    .11302 

  IVAR8A|    -.60856***      .12200    -4.99  .0000     -.84768   -.36944 

  IVAR8B|     .44002***      .10172     4.33  .0000      .24064    .63939 

  IVAR9A|    -.18178         .11416    -1.59  .1113     -.40553    .04197 

  IVAR9B|     .03561         .10420      .34  .7325     -.16861    .23983 

 IVAR10A|     .01473         .10664      .14  .8901     -.19428    .22374 

 IVAR10B|     .10365         .10390     1.00  .3185     -.09998    .30728 

 IVAR11A|     .04160         .10499      .40  .6920     -.16419    .24738 

 IVAR11B|    -.01909         .10556     -.18  .8564     -.22598    .18779 

  JVAR1A|     .17492*        .10213     1.71  .0868     -.02525    .37509 

  JVAR1B|    -.11056         .10477    -1.06  .2913     -.31591    .09479 

  JVAR2A|    -.12748         .10646    -1.20  .2311     -.33615    .08118 

  JVAR2B|     .02278         .10238      .22  .8239     -.17788    .22345 

  JVAR3A|     .04276         .10413      .41  .6813     -.16133    .24685 

  JVAR3B|    -.02433         .10254     -.24  .8125     -.22529    .17664 

  JVAR4A|     .11178         .10729     1.04  .2975     -.09850    .32207 

  JVAR4B|     .00088         .10292      .01  .9932     -.20084    .20259 

  JVAR5A|     .35628***      .09994     3.56  .0004      .16040    .55216 

  JVAR5B|    -.01325         .10574     -.13  .9003     -.22049    .19399 

  JVAR6A|    -.04494         .10327     -.44  .6635     -.24735    .15747 

  JVAR6B|     .08963         .10319      .87  .3851     -.11261    .29188 

  JVAR7A|     .38069***      .09998     3.81  .0001      .18474    .57664 

  JVAR7B|    -.20815**       .10550    -1.97  .0485     -.41492   -.00138 

  JVAR8A|     .11478         .10128     1.13  .2571     -.08373    .31329 

  JVAR8B|    -.26018**       .11096    -2.34  .0190     -.47765   -.04270 

  JVAR9A|    -.01899         .10499     -.18  .8565     -.22477    .18680 

  JVAR9B|    -.12379         .10404    -1.19  .2341     -.32771    .08012 

 JVAR10A|     .15089         .10260     1.47  .1414     -.05021    .35199 

 JVAR10B|    -.02565         .10465     -.25  .8064     -.23076    .17946 

 JVAR11A|    -.06413         .10350     -.62  .5355     -.26699    .13872 

 JVAR11B|     .01691         .10339      .16  .8701     -.18573    .21955 

  KVAR1A|    -.03834         .07229     -.53  .5959     -.18003    .10335 

  KVAR1B|     .02349         .07017      .33  .7378     -.11404    .16103 

  KVAR2A|     .09431         .07010     1.35  .1785     -.04307    .23170 

  KVAR2B|    -.04154         .07026     -.59  .5543     -.17925    .09617 

  KVAR3A|     .13785*        .07083     1.95  .0516     -.00098    .27668 

  KVAR3B|    -.13792*        .07152    -1.93  .0538     -.27810    .00227 
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  KVAR4A|     .19516***      .07190     2.71  .0066      .05424    .33608 

  KVAR4B|    -.07156         .07069    -1.01  .3114     -.21011    .06698 

  KVAR5A|     .14060**       .07107     1.98  .0479      .00129    .27990 

  KVAR5B|     .02029         .07116      .29  .7755     -.11917    .15976 

  KVAR6A|    -.05608         .07037     -.80  .4255     -.19401    .08184 

  KVAR6B|     .01225         .07081      .17  .8627     -.12654    .15103 

  KVAR7A|     .10505         .07123     1.47  .1403     -.03455    .24465 

  KVAR7B|    -.05677         .07006     -.81  .4178     -.19408    .08055 

  KVAR8A|    -.04843         .07033     -.69  .4911     -.18629    .08942 

  KVAR8B|     .06492         .07159      .91  .3645     -.07539    .20522 

  KVAR9A|     .03197         .07104      .45  .6527     -.10726    .17120 

  KVAR9B|    -.09453         .07061    -1.34  .1806     -.23293    .04386 

 KVAR10A|     .07986         .07156     1.12  .2644     -.06040    .22012 

 KVAR10B|     .06066         .07091      .86  .3923     -.07833    .19964 

 KVAR11A|    -.04326         .07129     -.61  .5439     -.18299    .09646 

 KVAR11B|     .07520         .07060     1.07  .2868     -.06318    .21358 

  LVAR1A|    -.06018         .10375     -.58  .5619     -.26353    .14316 

  LVAR1B|    -.08543         .10097     -.85  .3975     -.28332    .11246 

  LVAR2A|    -.01065         .09980     -.11  .9150     -.20624    .18495 

  LVAR2B|    -.02852         .09870     -.29  .7726     -.22198    .16493 

  LVAR3A|     .31821***      .09671     3.29  .0010      .12866    .50777 

  LVAR3B|    -.25275**       .10528    -2.40  .0164     -.45910   -.04640 

  LVAR4A|     .39471***      .09715     4.06  .0000      .20430    .58512 

  LVAR4B|    -.08377         .10079     -.83  .4058     -.28131    .11376 

  LVAR5A|     .17353*        .09922     1.75  .0803     -.02094    .36801 

  LVAR5B|     .02393         .10056      .24  .8119     -.17315    .22102 

  LVAR6A|     .10061         .09708     1.04  .3000     -.08966    .29088 

  LVAR6B|    -.02904         .10082     -.29  .7733     -.22666    .16857 

  LVAR7A|     .07250         .10045      .72  .4705     -.12438    .26937 

  LVAR7B|    -.13276         .10092    -1.32  .1883     -.33056    .06504 

  LVAR8A|    -.09837         .10093     -.97  .3297     -.29618    .09944 

  LVAR8B|     .07243         .10041      .72  .4707     -.12437    .26923 

  LVAR9A|     .07135         .10041      .71  .4773     -.12544    .26814 

  LVAR9B|    -.20624**       .10301    -2.00  .0453     -.40814   -.00434 

 LVAR10A|    -.00875         .10149     -.09  .9313     -.20766    .19016 

 LVAR10B|     .08147         .09887      .82  .4100     -.11232    .27525 

 LVAR11A|    -.01679         .10115     -.17  .8682     -.21504    .18146 

 LVAR11B|     .03227         .09951      .32  .7457     -.16276    .22730 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Households with children 
 

|-> RESET 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

| NLOGIT 5  (tm)                 Jun 16, 2017, 01:39:38PM | 

| Econometric Software, Inc.     Copyright 1986-2012      | 

| Plainview, New York 11803                               | 

| Registered to                  S                        | 

|                                TUE                      | 

| Registration Number            0413-0016039-5NSL        | 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

-------Initializing NLOGIT Version 5  (May 1, 2012)-------- 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

|-> Rows;166666$ 

Data matrix will have   166666 rows and 900 columns. 

|-> RESET 

|-> read ; Nobs   = 19815 

    ; Nvar   = 105 

    ; Names  = RecID,ParID,ialt,ikeu,aandl,iconst1,iconst2,iconst3, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b, 

    gender,age,licens,educat,worktr,frequen,car,child,hhold 

    ; Format = (2f8.0,2f4.0,f8.2,100f4.0) 

    ; File   = TOD_auto.out$ 

|-> reject; hhold = 5$ 

|-> reject; hhold = 1$ 

|-> reject; hhold = 2$ 

|-> Create 

    ;ictrain=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2)ictrain=1.0 

    ;icbus=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3)icbus=1.0 

    ;icbike=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4)icbike=1.0 

    ;icwalk=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5)icwalk=1.0 

    $ 

|-> DISCRETECHOICE;Lhs = ikeu 

    ;Choices = 1,2,3,4,5 

    ;Frequencies 

    ;Rhs     = ictrain, icbus, icbike, icwalk, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b$ 

Normal exit:   6 iterations. Status=0, F=    3930.615 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model 

Dependent variable               Choice 

Log likelihood function     -3930.61474 
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Estimation based on N =   2070, K =  92 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   8045.2 AIC/N =    3.887 

Model estimated: Jun 16, 2017, 13:41:23 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only must be computed directly 

               Use NLOGIT ;...;RHS=ONE$ 

Response data are given as frequencies. 

Number of obs.=  2070, skipped    0 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ICTRAIN|    -.71807***      .06708   -10.70  .0000     -.84955   -.58659 

   ICBUS|   -1.02911***      .07580   -13.58  .0000    -1.17768   -.88053 

  ICBIKE|     .20717***      .04892     4.23  .0000      .11129    .30305 

  ICWALK|   -1.28016***      .08003   -16.00  .0000    -1.43701  -1.12331 

  IVAR1A|    -.07759         .08994     -.86  .3883     -.25386    .09868 

  IVAR1B|    -.08247         .09270     -.89  .3736     -.26415    .09921 

  IVAR2A|    -.16807*        .09614    -1.75  .0804     -.35650    .02037 

  IVAR2B|     .00574         .09315      .06  .9508     -.17683    .18832 

  IVAR3A|     .07624         .09088      .84  .4015     -.10189    .25437 

  IVAR3B|    -.05396         .08971     -.60  .5475     -.22978    .12186 

  IVAR4A|     .23113**       .09034     2.56  .0105      .05407    .40819 

  IVAR4B|    -.11843         .09798    -1.21  .2268     -.31047    .07361 

  IVAR5A|     .20857**       .09222     2.26  .0237      .02783    .38932 

  IVAR5B|     .05808         .09162      .63  .5261     -.12150    .23766 

  IVAR6A|    -.24168**       .09666    -2.50  .0124     -.43113   -.05222 

  IVAR6B|     .02310         .09224      .25  .8022     -.15769    .20390 

  IVAR7A|     .36607***      .09072     4.04  .0001      .18826    .54388 

  IVAR7B|     .04751         .09217      .52  .6062     -.13313    .22816 

  IVAR8A|    -.67287***      .10502    -6.41  .0000     -.87870   -.46704 

  IVAR8B|     .44634***      .08806     5.07  .0000      .27374    .61894 

  IVAR9A|    -.06614         .09535     -.69  .4879     -.25302    .12074 

  IVAR9B|    -.13547         .09338    -1.45  .1469     -.31850    .04756 

 IVAR10A|    -.11979         .09021    -1.33  .1842     -.29659    .05701 

 IVAR10B|     .18585**       .09013     2.06  .0392      .00921    .36250 

 IVAR11A|     .07100         .08927      .80  .4264     -.10397    .24597 

 IVAR11B|    -.01336         .09046     -.15  .8826     -.19067    .16394 

  JVAR1A|    -.07409         .10019     -.74  .4596     -.27047    .12228 

  JVAR1B|     .00446         .10316      .04  .9655     -.19774    .20665 

  JVAR2A|    -.16398         .10758    -1.52  .1274     -.37483    .04686 

  JVAR2B|     .05771         .10435      .55  .5802     -.14681    .26223 

  JVAR3A|     .14552         .10056     1.45  .1479     -.05157    .34261 

  JVAR3B|    -.18867*        .10518    -1.79  .0728     -.39482    .01748 

  JVAR4A|     .34787***      .10171     3.42  .0006      .14852    .54721 

  JVAR4B|     .08068         .10261      .79  .4317     -.12042    .28179 

  JVAR5A|     .38444***      .10095     3.81  .0001      .18659    .58229 

  JVAR5B|     .01679         .10350      .16  .8711     -.18606    .21965 

  JVAR6A|    -.10852         .10427    -1.04  .2980     -.31287    .09584 

  JVAR6B|     .01000         .10463      .10  .9239     -.19507    .21506 

  JVAR7A|     .17709         .11284     1.57  .1166     -.04407    .39824 

  JVAR7B|     .18574*        .10047     1.85  .0645     -.01117    .38266 

  JVAR8A|     .19839**       .10012     1.98  .0475      .00217    .39462 

  JVAR8B|    -.50197***      .12043    -4.17  .0000     -.73801   -.26592 

  JVAR9A|    -.17643*        .10601    -1.66  .0960     -.38420    .03134 

  JVAR9B|    -.02708         .10421     -.26  .7950     -.23133    .17717 

 JVAR10A|    -.03306         .10001     -.33  .7410     -.22908    .16295 

 JVAR10B|     .05538         .10231      .54  .5883     -.14515    .25591 

 JVAR11A|     .04149         .10027      .41  .6790     -.15503    .23802 

 JVAR11B|     .06143         .10127      .61  .5441     -.13705    .25992 

  KVAR1A|    -.10609         .06817    -1.56  .1197     -.23970    .02752 

  KVAR1B|    -.01706         .06993     -.24  .8073     -.15413    .12001 

  KVAR2A|    -.00225         .06875     -.03  .9739     -.13699    .13250 

  KVAR2B|    -.03561         .06965     -.51  .6092     -.17213    .10091 

  KVAR3A|     .14666**       .06923     2.12  .0341      .01097    .28234 

  KVAR3B|    -.06569         .06815     -.96  .3351     -.19926    .06788 

  KVAR4A|     .11881*        .06944     1.71  .0871     -.01729    .25490 

  KVAR4B|    -.03538         .06937     -.51  .6101     -.17134    .10058 

  KVAR5A|     .09253         .07042     1.31  .1889     -.04550    .23055 

  KVAR5B|     .02517         .06825      .37  .7122     -.10859    .15893 

  KVAR6A|    -.17863**       .06948    -2.57  .0101     -.31481   -.04244 
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  KVAR6B|     .06293         .06895      .91  .3614     -.07221    .19808 

  KVAR7A|     .14707**       .07089     2.07  .0380      .00813    .28601 

  KVAR7B|    -.00749         .06905     -.11  .9137     -.14282    .12785 

  KVAR8A|    -.15792**       .06913    -2.28  .0223     -.29340   -.02243 

  KVAR8B|     .12596*        .06919     1.82  .0687     -.00965    .26157 

  KVAR9A|    -.09206         .06898    -1.33  .1820     -.22726    .04315 

  KVAR9B|     .01186         .06840      .17  .8623     -.12219    .14592 

 KVAR10A|    -.06834         .06805    -1.00  .3153     -.20172    .06505 

 KVAR10B|     .04536         .07021      .65  .5182     -.09225    .18298 

 KVAR11A|    -.02173         .06873     -.32  .7519     -.15644    .11299 

 KVAR11B|     .00812         .06929      .12  .9067     -.12768    .14392 

  LVAR1A|     .05094         .10765      .47  .6361     -.16006    .26193 

  LVAR1B|    -.13451         .11508    -1.17  .2425     -.36007    .09105 

  LVAR2A|    -.09096         .11154     -.82  .4148     -.30957    .12765 

  LVAR2B|    -.04638         .11325     -.41  .6821     -.26835    .17559 

  LVAR3A|     .20960*        .11020     1.90  .0572     -.00639    .42559 

  LVAR3B|    -.15339         .11464    -1.34  .1809     -.37808    .07130 

  LVAR4A|     .57983***      .10298     5.63  .0000      .37799    .78166 

  LVAR4B|    -.20304*        .11565    -1.76  .0792     -.42971    .02364 

  LVAR5A|     .10588         .11418      .93  .3538     -.11790    .32966 

  LVAR5B|     .07044         .11035      .64  .5233     -.14585    .28673 

  LVAR6A|    -.16892         .11387    -1.48  .1380     -.39209    .05426 

  LVAR6B|     .16064         .10849     1.48  .1387     -.05200    .37327 

  LVAR7A|     .18081         .11360     1.59  .1115     -.04185    .40347 

  LVAR7B|    -.00386         .11196     -.03  .9725     -.22331    .21558 

  LVAR8A|    -.03472         .11148     -.31  .7555     -.25320    .18377 

  LVAR8B|     .03253         .11422      .28  .7758     -.19133    .25640 

  LVAR9A|    -.04043         .11321     -.36  .7210     -.26232    .18146 

  LVAR9B|    -.07540         .11313     -.67  .5051     -.29714    .14634 

 LVAR10A|    -.12114         .11237    -1.08  .2810     -.34138    .09911 

 LVAR10B|     .11943         .10986     1.09  .2770     -.09590    .33476 

 LVAR11A|    -.01949         .11295     -.17  .8630     -.24086    .20188 

 LVAR11B|     .10886         .11062      .98  .3251     -.10796    .32568 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix 11 - Estimation of the MNL model: groups based on level of 

education (transport mode choices) 
 

Low educated respondents 

 
|-> RESET 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

| NLOGIT 5  (tm)                 Jun 16, 2017, 03:23:12PM | 

| Econometric Software, Inc.     Copyright 1986-2012      | 

| Plainview, New York 11803                               | 

| Registered to                  S                        | 

|                                TUE                      | 

| Registration Number            0413-0016039-5NSL        | 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

-------Initializing NLOGIT Version 5  (May 1, 2012)-------- 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

|-> Rows;166666$ 

Data matrix will have   166666 rows and 900 columns. 

|-> RESET 

|-> read ; Nobs   = 19815 

    ; Nvar   = 105 

    ; Names  = RecID,ParID,ialt,ikeu,aandl,iconst1,iconst2,iconst3, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b, 

    gender,age,licens,educat,worktr,frequen,car,child,hhold 

    ; Format = (2f8.0,2f4.0,f8.2,100f4.0) 

    ; File   = TOD_auto.out$ 

|-> reject; educat = 6$ 

|-> reject; educat = 7$ 

|-> reject; educat = 8$ 

|-> reject; educat = 9$ 

|-> Create 

    ;ictrain=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2)ictrain=1.0 

    ;icbus=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3)icbus=1.0 

    ;icbike=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4)icbike=1.0 

    ;icwalk=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5)icwalk=1.0 

    $ 

|-> DISCRETECHOICE;Lhs = ikeu 

    ;Choices = 1,2,3,4,5 

    ;Frequencies 

    ;Rhs     = ictrain, icbus, icbike, icwalk, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 
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    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b$ 

Normal exit:   7 iterations. Status=0, F=    1432.511 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model 

Dependent variable               Choice 

Log likelihood function     -1432.51135 

Estimation based on N =    846, K =  92 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   3049.0 AIC/N =    3.604 

Model estimated: Jun 16, 2017, 15:24:43 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only must be computed directly 

               Use NLOGIT ;...;RHS=ONE$ 

Response data are given as frequencies. 

Number of obs.=   846, skipped    0 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ICTRAIN|   -1.73633***      .15268   -11.37  .0000    -2.03557  -1.43709 

   ICBUS|   -1.41906***      .12266   -11.57  .0000    -1.65947  -1.17865 

  ICBIKE|    -.06006         .07414     -.81  .4179     -.20538    .08526 

  ICWALK|   -1.51529***      .13822   -10.96  .0000    -1.78621  -1.24437 

  IVAR1A|    -.04744         .18928     -.25  .8021     -.41843    .32355 

  IVAR1B|    -.25846         .19855    -1.30  .1930     -.64761    .13069 

  IVAR2A|    -.16298         .22242     -.73  .4637     -.59891    .27296 

  IVAR2B|    -.18013         .21480     -.84  .4017     -.60113    .24088 

  IVAR3A|     .06748         .19509      .35  .7294     -.31489    .44985 

  IVAR3B|    -.16006         .19528     -.82  .4124     -.54280    .22268 

  IVAR4A|     .24393         .19775     1.23  .2174     -.14364    .63151 

  IVAR4B|    -.01828         .20798     -.09  .9300     -.42592    .38936 

  IVAR5A|     .45405**       .19310     2.35  .0187      .07559    .83251 

  IVAR5B|    -.24517         .22619    -1.08  .2784     -.68851    .19816 

  IVAR6A|     .08163         .21059      .39  .6983     -.33112    .49439 

  IVAR6B|    -.12686         .21099     -.60  .5477     -.54039    .28668 

  IVAR7A|     .31817         .19617     1.62  .1048     -.06632    .70265 

  IVAR7B|    -.17312         .22568     -.77  .4430     -.61544    .26921 

  IVAR8A|    -.85281***      .25399    -3.36  .0008    -1.35061   -.35501 

  IVAR8B|     .44257**       .19262     2.30  .0216      .06504    .82011 

  IVAR9A|    -.11048         .20817     -.53  .5956     -.51849    .29753 

  IVAR9B|     .01948         .19865      .10  .9219     -.36986    .40882 

 IVAR10A|    -.05695         .19149     -.30  .7662     -.43226    .31836 

 IVAR10B|     .23966         .18579     1.29  .1971     -.12447    .60379 

 IVAR11A|    -.03148         .19129     -.16  .8693     -.40640    .34344 

 IVAR11B|    -.03314         .19328     -.17  .8639     -.41197    .34569 

  JVAR1A|     .05447         .16017      .34  .7338     -.25946    .36840 

  JVAR1B|    -.05227         .17013     -.31  .7587     -.38572    .28118 

  JVAR2A|     .03243         .17520      .19  .8531     -.31095    .37582 

  JVAR2B|    -.09570         .16860     -.57  .5703     -.42616    .23475 

  JVAR3A|     .19156         .16920     1.13  .2576     -.14006    .52318 

  JVAR3B|    -.26384         .17535    -1.50  .1324     -.60751    .07983 

  JVAR4A|     .25002         .16645     1.50  .1331     -.07621    .57625 

  JVAR4B|     .11234         .16268      .69  .4898     -.20651    .43120 

  JVAR5A|     .39765**       .15993     2.49  .0129      .08420    .71111 

  JVAR5B|    -.24909         .18076    -1.38  .1682     -.60337    .10519 

  JVAR6A|    -.11730         .17177     -.68  .4947     -.45397    .21936 

  JVAR6B|    -.04799         .16989     -.28  .7776     -.38097    .28499 

  JVAR7A|     .17260         .17452      .99  .3227     -.16945    .51465 

  JVAR7B|    -.13901         .17572     -.79  .4289     -.48341    .20539 

  JVAR8A|    -.15014         .17710     -.85  .3966     -.49726    .19697 

  JVAR8B|    -.16125         .18076     -.89  .3724     -.51553    .19304 

  JVAR9A|    -.08433         .17143     -.49  .6228     -.42032    .25167 

  JVAR9B|    -.07121         .16912     -.42  .6737     -.40267    .26025 

 JVAR10A|     .12966         .16298      .80  .4263     -.18978    .44910 

 JVAR10B|    -.17580         .17654    -1.00  .3194     -.52182    .17022 

 JVAR11A|    -.19777         .17511    -1.13  .2587     -.54098    .14544 

 JVAR11B|     .28581*        .15997     1.79  .0740     -.02771    .59934 

  KVAR1A|    -.04363         .10307     -.42  .6721     -.24565    .15838 

  KVAR1B|    -.07804         .10513     -.74  .4579     -.28410    .12801 

  KVAR2A|     .24835**       .10454     2.38  .0175      .04346    .45324 

  KVAR2B|    -.11956         .10392    -1.15  .2499     -.32324    .08411 
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  KVAR3A|     .23349**       .10459     2.23  .0256      .02850    .43847 

  KVAR3B|    -.18564*        .10405    -1.78  .0744     -.38958    .01830 

  KVAR4A|     .07594         .10671      .71  .4767     -.13321    .28508 

  KVAR4B|    -.03753         .10264     -.37  .7146     -.23869    .16363 

  KVAR5A|     .08233         .10491      .78  .4326     -.12328    .28795 

  KVAR5B|    -.13607         .10422    -1.31  .1917     -.34034    .06820 

  KVAR6A|     .06725         .10281      .65  .5130     -.13425    .26875 

  KVAR6B|    -.05423         .10583     -.51  .6083     -.26166    .15319 

  KVAR7A|     .13211         .10730     1.23  .2183     -.07820    .34243 

  KVAR7B|    -.06086         .10430     -.58  .5596     -.26528    .14357 

  KVAR8A|    -.07580         .10563     -.72  .4730     -.28283    .13123 

  KVAR8B|     .10763         .10475     1.03  .3042     -.09768    .31294 

  KVAR9A|    -.02149         .10399     -.21  .8363     -.22530    .18232 

  KVAR9B|     .02147         .10458      .21  .8374     -.18351    .22645 

 KVAR10A|    -.08814         .10527     -.84  .4024     -.29448    .11819 

 KVAR10B|     .06467         .10416      .62  .5347     -.13948    .26883 

 KVAR11A|    -.13686         .10558    -1.30  .1949     -.34380    .07008 

 KVAR11B|     .09377         .10387      .90  .3666     -.10981    .29736 

  LVAR1A|     .04930         .17643      .28  .7799     -.29650    .39510 

  LVAR1B|    -.36391*        .20230    -1.80  .0720     -.76041    .03259 

  LVAR2A|     .05063         .18019      .28  .7787     -.30253    .40378 

  LVAR2B|    -.05580         .18053     -.31  .7573     -.40963    .29804 

  LVAR3A|     .35340**       .17566     2.01  .0442      .00911    .69768 

  LVAR3B|    -.36983*        .18893    -1.96  .0503     -.74013    .00047 

  LVAR4A|     .46368***      .17499     2.65  .0081      .12071    .80665 

  LVAR4B|    -.16475         .18146     -.91  .3639     -.52041    .19090 

  LVAR5A|     .11529         .18247      .63  .5275     -.24234    .47292 

  LVAR5B|    -.29399         .19418    -1.51  .1300     -.67458    .08661 

  LVAR6A|     .36617**       .17128     2.14  .0325      .03046    .70188 

  LVAR6B|     .07918         .17607      .45  .6529     -.26591    .42428 

  LVAR7A|     .26762         .18179     1.47  .1410     -.08869    .62393 

  LVAR7B|    -.34579*        .20548    -1.68  .0924     -.74852    .05694 

  LVAR8A|    -.28364         .19976    -1.42  .1556     -.67517    .10788 

  LVAR8B|     .14859         .17505      .85  .3959     -.19449    .49168 

  LVAR9A|     .11467         .18013      .64  .5244     -.23837    .46772 

  LVAR9B|    -.32379         .21579    -1.50  .1335     -.74673    .09916 

 LVAR10A|    -.29584         .19409    -1.52  .1275     -.67625    .08458 

 LVAR10B|    -.08639         .17767     -.49  .6268     -.43461    .26183 

 LVAR11A|    -.23453         .19025    -1.23  .2177     -.60742    .13836 

 LVAR11B|     .09882         .16883      .59  .5583     -.23209    .42973 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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High educated respondents 
 

|-> RESET 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

| NLOGIT 5  (tm)                 Jun 16, 2017, 01:45:01PM | 

| Econometric Software, Inc.     Copyright 1986-2012      | 

| Plainview, New York 11803                               | 

| Registered to                  S                        | 

|                                TUE                      | 

| Registration Number            0413-0016039-5NSL        | 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

-------Initializing NLOGIT Version 5  (May 1, 2012)-------- 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

|-> Rows;166666$ 

Data matrix will have   166666 rows and 900 columns. 

|-> RESET 

|-> read ; Nobs   = 19815 

    ; Nvar   = 105 

    ; Names  = RecID,ParID,ialt,ikeu,aandl,iconst1,iconst2,iconst3, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b, 

    gender,age,licens,educat,worktr,frequen,car,child,hhold 

    ; Format = (2f8.0,2f4.0,f8.2,100f4.0) 

    ; File   = TOD_auto.out$ 

|-> reject; educat = 1$ 

|-> reject; educat = 2$ 

|-> reject; educat = 3$ 

|-> reject; educat = 4$ 

|-> reject; educat = 5$ 

|-> Create 

    ;ictrain=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2)ictrain=1.0 

    ;icbus=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3)icbus=1.0 

    ;icbike=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4)icbike=1.0 

    ;icwalk=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5)icwalk=1.0 

    $ 

|-> DISCRETECHOICE;Lhs = ikeu 

    ;Choices = 1,2,3,4,5 

    ;Frequencies 

    ;Rhs     = ictrain, icbus, icbike, icwalk, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b$ 

Normal exit:   6 iterations. Status=0, F=    6170.623 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model 
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Dependent variable               Choice 

Log likelihood function     -6170.62337 

Estimation based on N =   3117, K =  92 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =  12525.2 AIC/N =    4.018 

Model estimated: Jun 16, 2017, 13:46:08 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only must be computed directly 

               Use NLOGIT ;...;RHS=ONE$ 

Response data are given as frequencies. 

Number of obs.=  3117, skipped    0 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ICTRAIN|    -.66835***      .05400   -12.38  .0000     -.77418   -.56251 

   ICBUS|    -.88909***      .05807   -15.31  .0000    -1.00291   -.77526 

  ICBIKE|     .31039***      .03981     7.80  .0000      .23238    .38841 

  ICWALK|    -.98718***      .05904   -16.72  .0000    -1.10289   -.87147 

  IVAR1A|     .04601         .07331      .63  .5302     -.09766    .18969 

  IVAR1B|    -.03745         .07467     -.50  .6160     -.18379    .10889 

  IVAR2A|    -.20094**       .07833    -2.57  .0103     -.35447   -.04742 

  IVAR2B|     .06247         .07482      .83  .4038     -.08418    .20912 

  IVAR3A|     .08171         .07379     1.11  .2681     -.06291    .22633 

  IVAR3B|    -.08354         .07423    -1.13  .2605     -.22903    .06196 

  IVAR4A|     .21108***      .07404     2.85  .0044      .06598    .35619 

  IVAR4B|    -.06533         .07750     -.84  .3993     -.21723    .08657 

  IVAR5A|     .20511***      .07460     2.75  .0060      .05890    .35132 

  IVAR5B|    -.03026         .07628     -.40  .6916     -.17977    .11925 

  IVAR6A|    -.21257***      .07822    -2.72  .0066     -.36588   -.05926 

  IVAR6B|     .04482         .07480      .60  .5491     -.10178    .19141 

  IVAR7A|     .26885***      .07374     3.65  .0003      .12432    .41338 

  IVAR7B|     .00681         .07525      .09  .9279     -.14069    .15430 

  IVAR8A|    -.62745***      .08355    -7.51  .0000     -.79120   -.46371 

  IVAR8B|     .44237***      .07172     6.17  .0000      .30180    .58295 

  IVAR9A|    -.09580         .07868    -1.22  .2234     -.25001    .05841 

  IVAR9B|    -.08686         .07497    -1.16  .2466     -.23379    .06007 

 IVAR10A|    -.04737         .07415     -.64  .5229     -.19269    .09795 

 IVAR10B|     .15529**       .07314     2.12  .0337      .01193    .29864 

 IVAR11A|     .05606         .07323      .77  .4440     -.08747    .19958 

 IVAR11B|    -.00674         .07404     -.09  .9274     -.15187    .13838 

  JVAR1A|     .05632         .07959      .71  .4792     -.09967    .21232 

  JVAR1B|    -.03834         .08153     -.47  .6382     -.19813    .12146 

  JVAR2A|    -.22034***      .08419    -2.62  .0089     -.38536   -.05532 

  JVAR2B|     .09577         .08084     1.18  .2362     -.06268    .25421 

  JVAR3A|     .08914         .07959     1.12  .2627     -.06686    .24514 

  JVAR3B|    -.06678         .08041     -.83  .4063     -.22437    .09081 

  JVAR4A|     .21681***      .08158     2.66  .0079      .05691    .37671 

  JVAR4B|     .01502         .08109      .19  .8530     -.14392    .17396 

  JVAR5A|     .35473***      .07918     4.48  .0000      .19953    .50993 

  JVAR5B|     .03132         .08184      .38  .7019     -.12908    .19172 

  JVAR6A|    -.10260         .08117    -1.26  .2063     -.26169    .05650 

  JVAR6B|     .08072         .08163      .99  .3228     -.07928    .24071 

  JVAR7A|     .32352***      .08077     4.01  .0001      .16520    .48183 

  JVAR7B|     .01422         .08004      .18  .8590     -.14265    .17109 

  JVAR8A|     .17306**       .07811     2.22  .0267      .01997    .32616 

  JVAR8B|    -.39697***      .08935    -4.44  .0000     -.57210   -.22184 

  JVAR9A|    -.09166         .08252    -1.11  .2667     -.25338    .07007 

  JVAR9B|    -.06959         .08133     -.86  .3922     -.22899    .08981 

 JVAR10A|     .06071         .07912      .77  .4429     -.09437    .21578 

 JVAR10B|     .04680         .08062      .58  .5616     -.11121    .20481 

 JVAR11A|     .02807         .07883      .36  .7218     -.12645    .18258 

 JVAR11B|    -.01836         .08127     -.23  .8213     -.17765    .14093 

  KVAR1A|    -.08021         .05660    -1.42  .1565     -.19115    .03073 

  KVAR1B|     .02855         .05637      .51  .6125     -.08193    .13903 

  KVAR2A|    -.01308         .05569     -.23  .8143     -.12222    .09607 

  KVAR2B|    -.01059         .05659     -.19  .8515     -.12151    .10032 

  KVAR3A|     .11206**       .05641     1.99  .0470      .00149    .22263 

  KVAR3B|    -.06787         .05614    -1.21  .2267     -.17790    .04216 

  KVAR4A|     .16629***      .05659     2.94  .0033      .05537    .27721 

  KVAR4B|    -.04767         .05672     -.84  .4007     -.15884    .06351 

  KVAR5A|     .12618**       .05713     2.21  .0272      .01421    .23815 
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  KVAR5B|     .06321         .05610     1.13  .2599     -.04675    .17317 

  KVAR6A|    -.17370***      .05634    -3.08  .0020     -.28412   -.06327 

  KVAR6B|     .06940         .05620     1.23  .2169     -.04075    .17955 

  KVAR7A|     .12135**       .05694     2.13  .0331      .00975    .23295 

  KVAR7B|    -.02002         .05608     -.36  .7210     -.12993    .08988 

  KVAR8A|    -.11448**       .05578    -2.05  .0401     -.22380   -.00516 

  KVAR8B|     .09527*        .05679     1.68  .0934     -.01604    .20658 

  KVAR9A|    -.02963         .05636     -.53  .5991     -.14008    .08083 

  KVAR9B|    -.05839         .05571    -1.05  .2946     -.16758    .05080 

 KVAR10A|     .02104         .05593      .38  .7067     -.08857    .13066 

 KVAR10B|     .05783         .05681     1.02  .3088     -.05353    .16918 

 KVAR11A|    -.00787         .05611     -.14  .8885     -.11783    .10210 

 KVAR11B|     .03141         .05642      .56  .5778     -.07917    .14199 

  LVAR1A|    -.02053         .08276     -.25  .8040     -.18274    .14167 

  LVAR1B|    -.07444         .08422     -.88  .3768     -.23951    .09063 

  LVAR2A|    -.07865         .08271     -.95  .3416     -.24076    .08345 

  LVAR2B|     .01244         .08293      .15  .8808     -.15010    .17498 

  LVAR3A|     .22164***      .08121     2.73  .0063      .06248    .38080 

  LVAR3B|    -.17474**       .08554    -2.04  .0411     -.34239   -.00709 

  LVAR4A|     .48746***      .07834     6.22  .0000      .33391    .64100 

  LVAR4B|    -.12933         .08499    -1.52  .1281     -.29591    .03724 

  LVAR5A|     .14197*        .08372     1.70  .0899     -.02211    .30606 

  LVAR5B|     .12083         .08156     1.48  .1385     -.03903    .28069 

  LVAR6A|    -.11446         .08292    -1.38  .1675     -.27698    .04806 

  LVAR6B|     .05842         .08204      .71  .4764     -.10238    .21922 

  LVAR7A|     .10610         .08408     1.26  .2070     -.05868    .27089 

  LVAR7B|    -.03508         .08297     -.42  .6724     -.19769    .12753 

  LVAR8A|    -.04413         .08211     -.54  .5910     -.20506    .11680 

  LVAR8B|     .02184         .08485      .26  .7969     -.14446    .18813 

  LVAR9A|     .00811         .08359      .10  .9227     -.15573    .17195 

  LVAR9B|    -.13357         .08373    -1.60  .1106     -.29767    .03053 

 LVAR10A|    -.03213         .08286     -.39  .6982     -.19454    .13027 

 LVAR10B|     .16795**       .08109     2.07  .0384      .00901    .32688 

 LVAR11A|     .03692         .08276      .45  .6556     -.12529    .19912 

 LVAR11B|     .05044         .08293      .61  .5430     -.11209    .21297 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix 12 - Estimation of the MNL model including personal 

characteristics (transport mode choices) 
 
|-> RESET 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

| NLOGIT 5  (tm)                 Jun 25, 2017, 01:06:44PM | 

| Econometric Software, Inc.     Copyright 1986-2012      | 

| Plainview, New York 11803                               | 

| Registered to                  S                        | 

|                                TUE                      | 

| Registration Number            0413-0016039-5NSL        | 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

-------Initializing NLOGIT Version 5  (May 1, 2012)-------- 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

|-> Rows;166666$ 

Data matrix will have   166666 rows and 900 columns. 

|-> RESET 

|-> read ; Nobs   = 19815 

    ; Nvar   = 105 

    ; Names  = RecID,ParID,ialt,ikeu,aandl,iconst1,iconst2,iconst3, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b, 

    gender,age,licens,educat,worktr,frequen,car,child,hhold 

    ; Format = (2f8.0,2f4.0,f8.2,100f4.0) 

    ; File   = TOD_auto.out$ 

|-> SAMPLE ; All $ 

|-> Create 

    ;ictrain=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2)ictrain=1.0 

    ;ictrgen=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2 & gender=1)ictrgen =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=2 & gender=2)ictrgen =-1.0 

    ;ictrage=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2 & age<46)ictrage =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=2 & age>45)ictrage =-1.0 

    ;ictredu=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2 & educat<6)ictredu =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=2 & educat>5)ictredu =-1.0 

    ;icbus=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3)icbus=1.0 

    ;icbugen=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3 & gender=1)icbugen =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=3 & gender=2)icbugen =-1.0 

    ;icbuage=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3 & age<46)icbuage =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=3 & age>45)icbuage =-1.0 

    ;icbuedu=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3 & educat<6)icbuedu =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=3 & educat>5)icbuedu =-1.0 

    ;icbike=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4)icbike=1.0 

    ;icbigen=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4 & gender=1)icbigen =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=4 & gender=2)icbigen =-1.0 

    ;icbiage=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4 & age<46)icbiage =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=4 & age>45)icbiage =-1.0 
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    ;icbiedu=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4 & educat<6)icbiedu =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=4 & educat>5)icbiedu =-1.0 

    ;icwalk=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5)icwalk=1.0 

    ;icwagen=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5 & gender=1)icwagen =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=5 & gender=2)icwagen =-1.0 

    ;icwaage=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5 & age<46)icwaage =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=5 & age>45)icwaage =-1.0 

    ;icwaedu=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5 & educat<6)icwaedu =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=5 & educat>5)icwaedu =-1.0 

    $ 

|-> DISCRETECHOICE;Lhs = ikeu 

    ;Choices = 1,2,3,4,5 

    ;Frequencies 

    ;Rhs     = 

ictrain,ictrgen,ictrage,ictredu,icbus,icbuage,icbuedu,icbike,icbiage,icbiedu,icwalk,icwaage,ic

waedu, 

    ivar1a,ivar1b,ivar2a,ivar2b,ivar3a,ivar3b,ivar4a,ivar4b, 

    ivar5a,ivar5b,ivar6a,ivar6b,ivar7a,ivar7b,ivar8a,ivar8b, 

    ivar9a,ivar9b,ivar10a,ivar10b,ivar11a,ivar11b, 

    jvar1a,jvar1b,jvar2a,jvar2b,jvar3a,jvar3b,jvar4a,jvar4b, 

    jvar5a,jvar5b,jvar6a,jvar6b,jvar7a,jvar7b,jvar8a,jvar8b, 

    jvar9a,jvar9b,jvar10a,jvar10b,jvar11a,jvar11b, 

    kvar1a,kvar1b,kvar2a,kvar2b,kvar3a,kvar3b,kvar4a,kvar4b, 

    kvar5a,kvar5b,kvar6a,kvar6b,kvar7a,kvar7b,kvar8a,kvar8b, 

    kvar9a,kvar9b,kvar10a,kvar10b,kvar11a,kvar11b, 

    lvar1a,lvar1b,lvar2a,lvar2b,lvar3a,lvar3b,lvar4a,lvar4b, 

    lvar5a,lvar5b,lvar6a,lvar6b,lvar7a,lvar7b,lvar8a,lvar8b, 

    lvar9a,lvar9b,lvar10a,lvar10b,lvar11a,lvar11b$ 

Normal exit:   6 iterations. Status=0, F=    7581.036 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model 

Dependent variable               Choice 

Log likelihood function     -7581.03627 

Estimation based on N =   3963, K = 101 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =  15364.1 AIC/N =    3.877 

Model estimated: Jun 25, 2017, 13:08:42 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only must be computed directly 

               Use NLOGIT ;...;RHS=ONE$ 

Response data are given as frequencies. 

Number of obs.=  3963, skipped    0 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 ICTRAIN|   -1.10557***      .06952   -15.90  .0000    -1.24182   -.96932 

 ICTRGEN|     .08052*        .04164     1.93  .0532     -.00110    .16214 

 ICTRAGE|     .11525**       .05082     2.27  .0233      .01565    .21484 

 ICTREDU|    -.47638***      .06525    -7.30  .0000     -.60427   -.34849 

   ICBUS|   -1.05938***      .06525   -16.24  .0000    -1.18726   -.93150 

 ICBUAGE|     .31973***      .05084     6.29  .0000      .22009    .41936 

 ICBUEDU|    -.29177***      .06242    -4.67  .0000     -.41411   -.16942 

  ICBIKE|     .20510***      .04309     4.76  .0000      .12064    .28956 

 ICBIAGE|     .32571***      .03729     8.73  .0000      .25262    .39881 

 ICBIEDU|    -.21560***      .04218    -5.11  .0000     -.29826   -.13293 

  ICWALK|   -1.09547***      .06484   -16.89  .0000    -1.22255   -.96838 

 ICWAAGE|     .39536***      .05248     7.53  .0000      .29250    .49821 

 ICWAEDU|    -.23341***      .06311    -3.70  .0002     -.35709   -.10972 

  IVAR1A|     .04090         .06720      .61  .5428     -.09081    .17260 

  IVAR1B|    -.07282         .06872    -1.06  .2893     -.20750    .06187 

  IVAR2A|    -.18507**       .07281    -2.54  .0110     -.32777   -.04236 

  IVAR2B|     .02986         .06898      .43  .6651     -.10535    .16507 

  IVAR3A|     .09598         .06778     1.42  .1568     -.03687    .22882 

  IVAR3B|    -.10897         .06812    -1.60  .1097     -.24247    .02454 

  IVAR4A|     .20910***      .06813     3.07  .0021      .07557    .34264 
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  IVAR4B|    -.05567         .07131     -.78  .4350     -.19544    .08410 

  IVAR5A|     .23116***      .06824     3.39  .0007      .09742    .36491 

  IVAR5B|    -.07116         .07045    -1.01  .3124     -.20924    .06691 

  IVAR6A|    -.16091**       .07221    -2.23  .0259     -.30244   -.01938 

  IVAR6B|     .01553         .06909      .22  .8222     -.11989    .15094 

  IVAR7A|     .26279***      .06781     3.88  .0001      .12988    .39569 

  IVAR7B|    -.01493         .06972     -.21  .8305     -.15159    .12173 

  IVAR8A|    -.65596***      .07805    -8.40  .0000     -.80893   -.50299 

  IVAR8B|     .44456***      .06580     6.76  .0000      .31559    .57353 

  IVAR9A|    -.10455         .07259    -1.44  .1498     -.24681    .03772 

  IVAR9B|    -.06887         .06913    -1.00  .3191     -.20435    .06662 

 IVAR10A|    -.05683         .06814     -.83  .4042     -.19038    .07672 

 IVAR10B|     .15773**       .06694     2.36  .0185      .02653    .28893 

 IVAR11A|     .03109         .06729      .46  .6440     -.10079    .16298 

 IVAR11B|     .00462         .06789      .07  .9457     -.12844    .13769 

  JVAR1A|     .06011         .07076      .85  .3956     -.07857    .19879 

  JVAR1B|    -.05210         .07259     -.72  .4730     -.19438    .09018 

  JVAR2A|    -.17087**       .07499    -2.28  .0227     -.31784   -.02390 

  JVAR2B|     .05926         .07202      .82  .4106     -.08190    .20042 

  JVAR3A|     .10904         .07149     1.53  .1272     -.03108    .24917 

  JVAR3B|    -.10896         .07207    -1.51  .1306     -.25022    .03230 

  JVAR4A|     .22686***      .07255     3.13  .0018      .08466    .36905 

  JVAR4B|     .03936         .07172      .55  .5832     -.10121    .17992 

  JVAR5A|     .35261***      .07011     5.03  .0000      .21519    .49003 

  JVAR5B|    -.02253         .07295     -.31  .7574     -.16552    .12045 

  JVAR6A|    -.08795         .07263    -1.21  .2259     -.23029    .05440 

  JVAR6B|     .04503         .07292      .62  .5369     -.09789    .18795 

  JVAR7A|     .28663***      .07257     3.95  .0001      .14440    .42887 

  JVAR7B|    -.00935         .07151     -.13  .8959     -.14952    .13081 

  JVAR8A|     .12565*        .07022     1.79  .0736     -.01198    .26329 

  JVAR8B|    -.35861***      .07928    -4.52  .0000     -.51400   -.20323 

  JVAR9A|    -.09553         .07315    -1.31  .1916     -.23891    .04784 

  JVAR9B|    -.06389         .07270     -.88  .3795     -.20639    .07860 

 JVAR10A|     .06370         .07057      .90  .3667     -.07461    .20201 

 JVAR10B|     .01112         .07237      .15  .8778     -.13071    .15296 

 JVAR11A|    -.02334         .07117     -.33  .7430     -.16282    .11615 

 JVAR11B|     .04132         .07168      .58  .5643     -.09917    .18180 

  KVAR1A|    -.06669         .04973    -1.34  .1799     -.16415    .03077 

  KVAR1B|     .00697         .04972      .14  .8884     -.09047    .10442 

  KVAR2A|     .03234         .04929      .66  .5117     -.06427    .12896 

  KVAR2B|    -.03161         .04969     -.64  .5247     -.12900    .06578 

  KVAR3A|     .15016***      .04972     3.02  .0025      .05272    .24761 

  KVAR3B|    -.10543**       .04946    -2.13  .0330     -.20237   -.00849 

  KVAR4A|     .15763***      .05008     3.15  .0016      .05948    .25577 

  KVAR4B|    -.03375         .04972     -.68  .4972     -.13120    .06370 

  KVAR5A|     .11454**       .05017     2.28  .0224      .01620    .21288 

  KVAR5B|     .01143         .04940      .23  .8170     -.08539    .10826 

  KVAR6A|    -.11957**       .04956    -2.41  .0158     -.21670   -.02243 

  KVAR6B|     .03614         .04962      .73  .4664     -.06112    .13340 

  KVAR7A|     .12033**       .05031     2.39  .0168      .02172    .21894 

  KVAR7B|    -.03878         .04945     -.78  .4329     -.13571    .05814 

  KVAR8A|    -.10936**       .04941    -2.21  .0269     -.20621   -.01251 

  KVAR8B|     .09807**       .04996     1.96  .0496      .00016    .19598 

  KVAR9A|    -.04136         .04964     -.83  .4048     -.13866    .05594 

  KVAR9B|    -.02596         .04925     -.53  .5982     -.12249    .07058 

 KVAR10A|     .00198         .04947      .04  .9680     -.09497    .09894 

 KVAR10B|     .05512         .04994     1.10  .2698     -.04277    .15300 

 KVAR11A|    -.03947         .04961     -.80  .4263     -.13670    .05777 

 KVAR11B|     .04905         .04958      .99  .3225     -.04812    .14621 

  LVAR1A|    -.00979         .07362     -.13  .8942     -.15409    .13451 

  LVAR1B|    -.10604         .07524    -1.41  .1587     -.25351    .04143 

  LVAR2A|    -.05951         .07380     -.81  .4200     -.20415    .08513 

  LVAR2B|    -.02311         .07377     -.31  .7541     -.16769    .12147 

  LVAR3A|     .28163***      .07193     3.92  .0001      .14065    .42262 

  LVAR3B|    -.22534***      .07647    -2.95  .0032     -.37523   -.07546 

  LVAR4A|     .46748***      .07014     6.67  .0000      .33001    .60494 

  LVAR4B|    -.10500         .07525    -1.40  .1629     -.25249    .04249 

  LVAR5A|     .13824*        .07411     1.87  .0621     -.00701    .28349 

  LVAR5B|     .03050         .07328      .42  .6772     -.11311    .17412 

  LVAR6A|    -.02167         .07297     -.30  .7665     -.16469    .12136 

  LVAR6B|     .05250         .07316      .72  .4730     -.09089    .19588 
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  LVAR7A|     .11541         .07458     1.55  .1218     -.03077    .26159 

  LVAR7B|    -.08000         .07444    -1.07  .2825     -.22590    .06590 

  LVAR8A|    -.07841         .07382    -1.06  .2881     -.22310    .06627 

  LVAR8B|     .05150         .07475      .69  .4909     -.09501    .19801 

  LVAR9A|    -.00332         .07427     -.04  .9643     -.14889    .14224 

  LVAR9B|    -.12947*        .07530    -1.72  .0855     -.27705    .01812 

 LVAR10A|    -.07530         .07439    -1.01  .3115     -.22111    .07051 

 LVAR10B|     .10535         .07272     1.45  .1474     -.03718    .24787 

 LVAR11A|    -.02637         .07454     -.35  .7235     -.17246    .11972 

 LVAR11B|     .07273         .07321      .99  .3205     -.07076    .21622 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix 13 - Estimation of the ML model (transport mode choices) 
 
|-> RESET 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

| NLOGIT 5  (tm)                 Jul 09, 2017, 12:26:26PM | 

| Econometric Software, Inc.     Copyright 1986-2012      | 

| Plainview, New York 11803                               | 

| Registered to                  S                        | 

|                                TUE                      | 

| Registration Number            0413-0016039-5NSL        | 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

-------Initializing NLOGIT Version 5  (May 1, 2012)-------- 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

|-> Rows;166666$ 

Data matrix will have   166666 rows and 900 columns. 

|-> RESET 

|-> read ; Nobs   = 19815 

    ; Nvar   = 105 

    ; Names  = RecID,ParID,ialt,ikeu,aandl,icon1,icon2,icon3, 

    iv1a,iv1b,iv2a,iv2b,iv3a,iv3b,iv4a,iv4b, 

    iv5a,iv5b,iv6a,iv6b,iv7a,iv7b,iv8a,iv8b, 

    iv9a,iv9b,iv10a,iv10b,iv11a,iv11b, 

    jv1a,jv1b,jv2a,jv2b,jv3a,jv3b,jv4a,jv4b, 

    jv5a,jv5b,jv6a,jv6b,jv7a,jv7b,jv8a,jv8b, 

    jv9a,jv9b,jv10a,jv10b,jv11a,jv11b, 

    kv1a,kv1b,kv2a,kv2b,kv3a,kv3b,kv4a,kv4b, 

    kv5a,kv5b,kv6a,kv6b,kv7a,kv7b,kv8a,kv8b, 

    kv9a,kv9b,kv10a,kv10b,kv11a,kv11b, 

    lv1a,lv1b,lv2a,lv2b,lv3a,lv3b,lv4a,lv4b, 

    lv5a,lv5b,lv6a,lv6b,lv7a,lv7b,lv8a,lv8b, 

    lv9a,lv9b,lv10a,lv10b,lv11a,lv11b, 

    gender,age,licens,educat,worktr,frequen,car,child,hhold 

    ; Format = (2f8.0,2f4.0,f8.2,100f4.0) 

    ; File   = TOD_auto.out$ 

|-> SAMPLE ; All $ 

|-> Create 

    ;ictrain=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2)ictrain=1.0 

    ;ictrgen=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2 & gender=1)ictrgen =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=2 & gender=2)ictrgen =-1.0 

    ;ictrage=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2 & age<46)ictrage =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=2 & age>45)ictrage =-1.0 

    ;ictredu=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=2 & educat<6)ictredu =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=2 & educat>5)ictredu =-1.0 

    ;icbus=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3)icbus=1.0 

    ;icbugen=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3 & gender=1)icbugen =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=3 & gender=2)icbugen =-1.0 

    ;icbuage=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3 & age<46)icbuage =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=3 & age>45)icbuage =-1.0 

    ;icbuedu=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=3 & educat<6)icbuedu =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=3 & educat>5)icbuedu =-1.0 

    ;icbike=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4)icbike=1.0 

    ;icbigen=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4 & gender=1)icbigen =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=4 & gender=2)icbigen =-1.0 

    ;icbiage=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4 & age<46)icbiage =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=4 & age>45)icbiage =-1.0 

    ;icbiedu=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=4 & educat<6)icbiedu =1.0 
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    ;if(ialt=4 & educat>5)icbiedu =-1.0 

    ;icwalk=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5)icwalk=1.0 

    ;icwagen=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5 & gender=1)icwagen =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=5 & gender=2)icwagen =-1.0 

    ;icwaage=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5 & age<46)icwaage =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=5 & age>45)icwaage =-1.0 

    ;icwaedu=0.0 

    ;if(ialt=5 & educat<6)icwaedu =1.0 

    ;if(ialt=5 & educat>5)icwaedu =-1.0 

    $ 

|-> Nlogit; Lhs = ikeu; 

    Choices=1,2,3,4,5; 

    Frequencies; 

    Rhs = 

icon2,icon3,ictrain,ictrgen,ictrage,ictredu,icbus,icbugen,icbuage,icbuedu,icbike,icbigen,icbia

ge,icbiedu,icwalk,icwagen,icwaage,icwaedu, 

    iv1a,iv1b,iv2a,iv2b,iv3a,iv3b,iv4a,iv4b, 

    iv5a,iv5b,iv6a,iv6b,iv7a,iv7b,iv8a,iv8b, 

    iv9a,iv9b,iv10a,iv10b,iv11a,iv11b, 

    jv1a,jv1b,jv2a,jv2b,jv3a,jv3b,jv4a,jv4b, 

    jv5a,jv5b,jv6a,jv6b,jv7a,jv7b,jv8a,jv8b, 

    jv9a,jv9b,jv10a,jv10b,jv11a,jv11b, 

    kv1a,kv1b,kv2a,kv2b,kv3a,kv3b,kv4a,kv4b, 

    kv5a,kv5b,kv6a,kv6b,kv7a,kv7b,kv8a,kv8b, 

    kv9a,kv9b,kv10a,kv10b,kv11a,kv11b, 

    lv1a,lv1b,lv2a,lv2b,lv3a,lv3b,lv4a,lv4b, 

    lv5a,lv5b,lv6a,lv6b,lv7a,lv7b,lv8a,lv8b, 

    lv9a,lv9b,lv10a,lv10b,lv11a,lv11b 

    ; Rpl;Fcn=icon2(N,*,0),icon3(N,*,0) 

    ; Pts=500; halton; pds=3 

    ; maxit=250 

    $ 

Normal exit:   6 iterations. Status=0, F=    7577.387 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Start values obtained using MNL model 

Dependent variable               Choice 

Log likelihood function     -7577.38745 

Estimation based on N =   3963, K = 104 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =  15362.8 AIC/N =    3.877 

Model estimated: Jul 09, 2017, 12:28:35 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only must be computed directly 

               Use NLOGIT ;...;RHS=ONE$ 

Response data are given as frequencies. 

Number of obs.=  3963, skipped    0 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   ICON2|        0.0    .....(Fixed Parameter)..... 

   ICON3|        0.0    .....(Fixed Parameter)..... 

 ICTRAIN|   -1.10575***      .06952   -15.91  .0000    -1.24201   -.96949 

 ICTRGEN|     .10055**       .04711     2.13  .0328      .00821    .19288 

 ICTRAGE|     .11161**       .05096     2.19  .0285      .01172    .21150 

 ICTREDU|    -.47510***      .06527    -7.28  .0000     -.60302   -.34717 

   ICBUS|   -1.06228***      .06535   -16.26  .0000    -1.19035   -.93420 

 ICBUGEN|    -.06394         .04949    -1.29  .1964     -.16094    .03307 

 ICBUAGE|     .32954***      .05154     6.39  .0000      .22852    .43055 

 ICBUEDU|    -.29622***      .06251    -4.74  .0000     -.41874   -.17370 

  ICBIKE|     .20364***      .04312     4.72  .0000      .11913    .28815 

 ICBIGEN|     .05659         .03557     1.59  .1116     -.01313    .12631 

 ICBIAGE|     .31568***      .03784     8.34  .0000      .24152    .38983 

 ICBIEDU|    -.21229***      .04225    -5.03  .0000     -.29509   -.12949 

  ICWALK|   -1.09607***      .06486   -16.90  .0000    -1.22320   -.96894 

 ICWAGEN|     .03863         .05158      .75  .4538     -.06246    .13972 

 ICWAAGE|     .38850***      .05323     7.30  .0000      .28418    .49283 

 ICWAEDU|    -.23101***      .06318    -3.66  .0003     -.35484   -.10718 
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    IV1A|     .04014         .06721      .60  .5504     -.09160    .17187 

    IV1B|    -.07245         .06873    -1.05  .2918     -.20716    .06226 

    IV2A|    -.18412**       .07283    -2.53  .0115     -.32685   -.04138 

    IV2B|     .02984         .06899      .43  .6653     -.10538    .16507 

    IV3A|     .09606         .06779     1.42  .1564     -.03680    .22892 

    IV3B|    -.10903         .06813    -1.60  .1095     -.24256    .02449 

    IV4A|     .20887***      .06814     3.07  .0022      .07532    .34243 

    IV4B|    -.05515         .07132     -.77  .4394     -.19494    .08464 

    IV5A|     .23112***      .06825     3.39  .0007      .09736    .36488 

    IV5B|    -.07185         .07046    -1.02  .3078     -.20996    .06625 

    IV6A|    -.16119**       .07222    -2.23  .0256     -.30274   -.01964 

    IV6B|     .01590         .06910      .23  .8180     -.11953    .15134 

    IV7A|     .26225***      .06782     3.87  .0001      .12932    .39518 

    IV7B|    -.01452         .06973     -.21  .8350     -.15120    .12215 

    IV8A|    -.65559***      .07806    -8.40  .0000     -.80859   -.50260 

    IV8B|     .44441***      .06581     6.75  .0000      .31541    .57340 

    IV9A|    -.10450         .07259    -1.44  .1500     -.24679    .03778 

    IV9B|    -.06898         .06914    -1.00  .3184     -.20448    .06653 

   IV10A|    -.05705         .06815     -.84  .4025     -.19062    .07652 

   IV10B|     .15881**       .06696     2.37  .0177      .02756    .29005 

   IV11A|     .03055         .06730      .45  .6499     -.10136    .16246 

   IV11B|     .00514         .06791      .08  .9396     -.12795    .13824 

    JV1A|     .06274         .07079      .89  .3755     -.07601    .20149 

    JV1B|    -.05308         .07261     -.73  .4647     -.19539    .08922 

    JV2A|    -.17335**       .07501    -2.31  .0208     -.32038   -.02633 

    JV2B|     .05890         .07203      .82  .4135     -.08228    .20008 

    JV3A|     .10962         .07149     1.53  .1252     -.03049    .24974 

    JV3B|    -.10882         .07209    -1.51  .1311     -.25011    .03247 

    JV4A|     .22657***      .07255     3.12  .0018      .08437    .36876 

    JV4B|     .03693         .07176      .51  .6068     -.10371    .17757 

    JV5A|     .35083***      .07013     5.00  .0000      .21338    .48827 

    JV5B|    -.01931         .07299     -.26  .7913     -.16237    .12374 

    JV6A|    -.08688         .07264    -1.20  .2317     -.22926    .05549 

    JV6B|     .04358         .07294      .60  .5501     -.09937    .18654 

    JV7A|     .28814***      .07259     3.97  .0001      .14587    .43040 

    JV7B|    -.01062         .07152     -.15  .8819     -.15081    .12956 

    JV8A|     .12515*        .07023     1.78  .0747     -.01249    .26279 

    JV8B|    -.35778***      .07928    -4.51  .0000     -.51318   -.20239 

    JV9A|    -.09464         .07315    -1.29  .1958     -.23802    .04874 

    JV9B|    -.06485         .07271     -.89  .3725     -.20736    .07767 

   JV10A|     .06295         .07059      .89  .3725     -.07540    .20131 

   JV10B|     .00966         .07239      .13  .8938     -.13221    .15154 

   JV11A|    -.02143         .07118     -.30  .7634     -.16094    .11808 

   JV11B|     .03812         .07172      .53  .5951     -.10245    .17869 

    KV1A|    -.06873         .04976    -1.38  .1671     -.16625    .02878 

    KV1B|     .00790         .04973      .16  .8738     -.08958    .10538 

    KV2A|     .03469         .04933      .70  .4819     -.06199    .13138 

    KV2B|    -.03134         .04970     -.63  .5284     -.12876    .06608 

    KV3A|     .15004***      .04973     3.02  .0026      .05257    .24752 

    KV3B|    -.10580**       .04947    -2.14  .0325     -.20277   -.00883 

    KV4A|     .15752***      .05009     3.14  .0017      .05935    .25568 

    KV4B|    -.03211         .04974     -.65  .5186     -.12960    .06538 

    KV5A|     .11531**       .05019     2.30  .0216      .01695    .21367 

    KV5B|     .00907         .04944      .18  .8544     -.08782    .10597 

    KV6A|    -.12043**       .04958    -2.43  .0151     -.21760   -.02326 

    KV6B|     .03727         .04964      .75  .4528     -.06003    .13456 

    KV7A|     .11923**       .05033     2.37  .0178      .02059    .21787 

    KV7B|    -.03776         .04947     -.76  .4452     -.13472    .05919 

    KV8A|    -.10808**       .04944    -2.19  .0288     -.20498   -.01118 

    KV8B|     .09697*        .04997     1.94  .0523     -.00097    .19491 

    KV9A|    -.04162         .04966     -.84  .4020     -.13895    .05571 

    KV9B|    -.02569         .04926     -.52  .6020     -.12225    .07086 

   KV10A|     .00178         .04948      .04  .9714     -.09520    .09875 

   KV10B|     .05721         .04998     1.14  .2523     -.04075    .15517 

   KV11A|    -.04089         .04963     -.82  .4100     -.13816    .05639 

   KV11B|     .05092         .04960     1.03  .3046     -.04629    .14814 

    LV1A|    -.01116         .07365     -.15  .8795     -.15552    .13319 

    LV1B|    -.10533         .07525    -1.40  .1616     -.25281    .04216 

    LV2A|    -.05795         .07383     -.78  .4326     -.20266    .08677 

    LV2B|    -.02289         .07377     -.31  .7563     -.16748    .12169 

    LV3A|     .28153***      .07194     3.91  .0001      .14054    .42253 
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    LV3B|    -.22556***      .07648    -2.95  .0032     -.37545   -.07567 

    LV4A|     .46738***      .07014     6.66  .0000      .32990    .60485 

    LV4B|    -.10382         .07527    -1.38  .1678     -.25135    .04371 

    LV5A|     .13874*        .07412     1.87  .0612     -.00652    .28401 

    LV5B|     .02888         .07332      .39  .6936     -.11482    .17258 

    LV6A|    -.02229         .07298     -.31  .7601     -.16533    .12076 

    LV6B|     .05326         .07317      .73  .4666     -.09014    .19667 

    LV7A|     .11475         .07459     1.54  .1240     -.03145    .26094 

    LV7B|    -.07931         .07445    -1.07  .2867     -.22523    .06660 

    LV8A|    -.07753         .07383    -1.05  .2937     -.22224    .06718 

    LV8B|     .05075         .07476      .68  .4972     -.09577    .19727 

    LV9A|    -.00347         .07428     -.05  .9628     -.14905    .14212 

    LV9B|    -.12931*        .07530    -1.72  .0859     -.27691    .01828 

   LV10A|    -.07546         .07440    -1.01  .3105     -.22128    .07036 

   LV10B|     .10682         .07275     1.47  .1420     -.03576    .24940 

   LV11A|    -.02738         .07455     -.37  .7134     -.17350    .11873 

   LV11B|     .07394         .07324     1.01  .3127     -.06960    .21748 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

Fixed parameter ... is constrained to equal the value or 

had a nonpositive st.error because of an earlier problem. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Line search at iteration  102 does not improve fn. Exiting optimization. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Random Parameters Logit Model 

Dependent variable                 IKEU 

Log likelihood function     -6649.98902 

Restricted log likelihood   -8525.19262 

Chi squared [ 106 d.f.]      3750.40720 

Significance level               .00000 

McFadden Pseudo R-squared      .2199603 

Estimation based on N =   3963, K = 106 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =  13512.0 AIC/N =    3.410 

Model estimated: Jul 09, 2017, 19:32:08 

Constants only must be computed directly 

               Use NLOGIT ;...;RHS=ONE$ 

At start values **********  .3467****** 

Response data are given as frequencies. 

Replications for simulated probs. = 500 

Used Halton sequences in simulations. 

RPL model with panel has    1321 groups 

Fixed number of obsrvs./group=        3 

Number of obs.=  3963, skipped    0 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |Random parameters in utility functions 

   ICON2|        0.0    .....(Fixed Parameter)..... 

   ICON3|        0.0    .....(Fixed Parameter)..... 

        |Nonrandom parameters in utility functions 

 ICTRAIN|   -2.19179***      .02507   -87.42  .0000    -2.24093  -2.14265 

 ICTRGEN|     .10091***      .01754     5.75  .0000      .06653    .13529 

 ICTRAGE|     .25682***      .01968    13.05  .0000      .21826    .29539 

 ICTREDU|    -.83235***      .02327   -35.77  .0000     -.87795   -.78674 

   ICBUS|   -2.13383***      .02476   -86.17  .0000    -2.18237  -2.08529 

 ICBUGEN|    -.06104***      .01874    -3.26  .0011     -.09776   -.02432 

 ICBUAGE|     .47285***      .01954    24.20  .0000      .43456    .51114 

 ICBUEDU|    -.63185***      .02333   -27.08  .0000     -.67758   -.58612 

  ICBIKE|     .00504         .01940      .26  .7950     -.03298    .04306 

 ICBIGEN|     .13622***      .01489     9.15  .0000      .10704    .16541 

 ICBIAGE|     .76223***      .01719    44.34  .0000      .72854    .79593 

 ICBIEDU|    -.51378***      .01844   -27.86  .0000     -.54992   -.47764 

  ICWALK|   -1.29385***      .02899   -44.63  .0000    -1.35067  -1.23703 

 ICWAGEN|     .11820***      .02274     5.20  .0000      .07363    .16277 

 ICWAAGE|     .84015***      .02525    33.27  .0000      .79066    .88964 

 ICWAEDU|    -.53213***      .02749   -19.36  .0000     -.58601   -.47825 

    IV1A|    -.04759**       .02399    -1.98  .0472     -.09460   -.00058 

    IV1B|     .02427         .02457      .99  .3232     -.02388    .07241 
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    IV2A|    -.23623***      .02722    -8.68  .0000     -.28957   -.18288 

    IV2B|     .02933         .02454     1.20  .2321     -.01877    .07743 

    IV3A|     .18004***      .02410     7.47  .0000      .13281    .22727 

    IV3B|    -.08845***      .02470    -3.58  .0003     -.13686   -.04004 

    IV4A|     .49581***      .02558    19.39  .0000      .44569    .54594 

    IV4B|    -.06403**       .02616    -2.45  .0144     -.11530   -.01277 

    IV5A|     .34727***      .02652    13.10  .0000      .29530    .39924 

    IV5B|    -.01938         .02409     -.80  .4212     -.06660    .02784 

    IV6A|    -.16856***      .02769    -6.09  .0000     -.22284   -.11428 

    IV6B|     .01848         .02543      .73  .4676     -.03137    .06832 

    IV7A|     .60572***      .02702    22.42  .0000      .55276    .65867 

    IV7B|    -.07303***      .02653    -2.75  .0059     -.12503   -.02102 

    IV8A|    -.80561***      .02941   -27.39  .0000     -.86325   -.74797 

    IV8B|     .57127***      .02573    22.21  .0000      .52084    .62169 

    IV9A|    -.14688***      .02889    -5.08  .0000     -.20352   -.09025 

    IV9B|    -.04106*        .02339    -1.76  .0791     -.08690    .00477 

   IV10A|    -.05326**       .02489    -2.14  .0323     -.10204   -.00449 

   IV10B|     .11040***      .02472     4.47  .0000      .06194    .15886 

   IV11A|     .06533***      .02409     2.71  .0067      .01812    .11255 

   IV11B|    -.03353         .02434    -1.38  .1684     -.08123    .01418 

    JV1A|    -.03051         .02493    -1.22  .2210     -.07937    .01835 

    JV1B|     .04790*        .02617     1.83  .0672     -.00340    .09919 

    JV2A|    -.22690***      .02750    -8.25  .0000     -.28079   -.17301 

    JV2B|     .06614**       .02668     2.48  .0132      .01385    .11844 

    JV3A|     .17449***      .02549     6.85  .0000      .12453    .22445 

    JV3B|    -.06910**       .02690    -2.57  .0102     -.12183   -.01637 

    JV4A|     .50535***      .02720    18.58  .0000      .45205    .55865 

    JV4B|     .03140         .02735     1.15  .2509     -.02221    .08501 

    JV5A|     .46854***      .02714    17.27  .0000      .41535    .52172 

    JV5B|     .03607         .02661     1.36  .1753     -.01609    .08823 

    JV6A|    -.10332***      .02880    -3.59  .0003     -.15977   -.04688 

    JV6B|     .04697*        .02698     1.74  .0816     -.00590    .09985 

    JV7A|     .63897***      .02995    21.34  .0000      .58028    .69767 

    JV7B|    -.06465**       .02816    -2.30  .0217     -.11985   -.00945 

    JV8A|    -.01537         .02716     -.57  .5715     -.06860    .03786 

    JV8B|    -.23242***      .03202    -7.26  .0000     -.29518   -.16965 

    JV9A|    -.14001***      .02965    -4.72  .0000     -.19811   -.08190 

    JV9B|    -.02991         .02539    -1.18  .2387     -.07967    .01984 

   JV10A|     .06458**       .02614     2.47  .0135      .01335    .11581 

   JV10B|    -.01618         .02686     -.60  .5469     -.06883    .03646 

   JV11A|     .00715         .02603      .27  .7836     -.04387    .05817 

   JV11B|    -.00429         .02557     -.17  .8668     -.05440    .04582 

    KV1A|    -.10638***      .02061    -5.16  .0000     -.14678   -.06597 

    KV1B|     .08011***      .02117     3.78  .0002      .03861    .12161 

    KV2A|    -.01243         .02116     -.59  .5569     -.05390    .02904 

    KV2B|    -.03357*        .02039    -1.65  .0997     -.07355    .00640 

    KV3A|     .28154***      .01994    14.12  .0000      .24246    .32062 

    KV3B|    -.15735***      .02162    -7.28  .0000     -.19972   -.11498 

    KV4A|     .58841***      .02219    26.52  .0000      .54493    .63190 

    KV4B|    -.07448***      .02130    -3.50  .0005     -.11622   -.03275 

    KV5A|     .21498***      .02237     9.61  .0000      .17113    .25883 

    KV5B|     .04185**       .01936     2.16  .0306      .00391    .07980 

    KV6A|    -.22785***      .02245   -10.15  .0000     -.27185   -.18386 

    KV6B|     .07762***      .02067     3.76  .0002      .03712    .11813 

    KV7A|     .37674***      .02260    16.67  .0000      .33244    .42103 

    KV7B|    -.06603***      .02206    -2.99  .0028     -.10926   -.02280 

    KV8A|    -.18453***      .02195    -8.41  .0000     -.22755   -.14152 

    KV8B|     .18041***      .02303     7.83  .0000      .13527    .22556 

    KV9A|    -.12233***      .02276    -5.37  .0000     -.16694   -.07772 

    KV9B|    -.05168***      .01900    -2.72  .0065     -.08893   -.01444 

   KV10A|    -.00849         .02091     -.41  .6848     -.04948    .03250 

   KV10B|     .05429**       .02149     2.53  .0115      .01217    .09640 

   KV11A|    -.01231         .02052     -.60  .5484     -.05252    .02790 

   KV11B|     .00599         .02068      .29  .7719     -.03453    .04652 

    LV1A|    -.04671         .03195    -1.46  .1437     -.10933    .01591 

    LV1B|    -.03636         .03388    -1.07  .2832     -.10277    .03005 

    LV2A|    -.09985***      .03309    -3.02  .0025     -.16471   -.03500 

    LV2B|    -.02660         .03243     -.82  .4120     -.09016    .03696 

    LV3A|     .41134***      .03053    13.47  .0000      .35150    .47118 

    LV3B|    -.27532***      .03542    -7.77  .0000     -.34474   -.20591 

    LV4A|     .89997***      .03276    27.47  .0000      .83577    .96418 
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    LV4B|    -.14560***      .03382    -4.31  .0000     -.21188   -.07931 

    LV5A|     .23797***      .03447     6.90  .0000      .17041    .30554 

    LV5B|     .06057**       .03051     1.99  .0471      .00078    .12036 

    LV6A|    -.12817***      .03402    -3.77  .0002     -.19485   -.06149 

    LV6B|     .09500***      .03253     2.92  .0035      .03124    .15875 

    LV7A|     .37378***      .03563    10.49  .0000      .30394    .44362 

    LV7B|    -.10660***      .03426    -3.11  .0019     -.17375   -.03944 

    LV8A|    -.15320***      .03355    -4.57  .0000     -.21896   -.08744 

    LV8B|     .13485***      .03700     3.64  .0003      .06233    .20737 

    LV9A|    -.08440**       .03618    -2.33  .0197     -.15532   -.01347 

    LV9B|    -.15547***      .03062    -5.08  .0000     -.21548   -.09546 

   LV10A|    -.08294**       .03255    -2.55  .0108     -.14674   -.01913 

   LV10B|     .10274***      .03308     3.11  .0019      .03790    .16758 

   LV11A|     .00463         .03209      .14  .8852     -.05827    .06753 

   LV11B|     .02691         .03227      .83  .4043     -.03633    .09015 

        |Distns. of RPs. Std.Devs or limits of triangular 

 NsICON2|    2.85613***      .02522   113.27  .0000     2.80671   2.90555 

 NsICON3|    4.15500***      .03616   114.89  .0000     4.08412   4.22588 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

Fixed parameter ... is constrained to equal the value or 

had a nonpositive st.error because of an earlier problem. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix 14 - Estimation of the standard MNL model 

(neighbourhood choices) 
 
|-> RESET 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

| NLOGIT 5  (tm)                 Jun 28, 2017, 02:51:43PM | 

| Econometric Software, Inc.     Copyright 1986-2012      | 

| Plainview, New York 11803                               | 

| Registered to                  S                        | 

|                                TUE                      | 

| Registration Number            0413-0016039-5NSL        | 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

-------Initializing NLOGIT Version 5  (May 1, 2012)-------- 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

|-> Rows;166666$ 

Data matrix will have   166666 rows and 900 columns. 

|-> RESET 

|-> read ; Nobs   = 3963 

    ; Nvar   = 34 

    ; Names  = RecID,ParID,ikeu, 

    iv1a,iv1b,iv2a,iv2b,iv3a,iv3b,iv4a,iv4b, 

    iv5a,iv5b,iv6a,iv6b,iv7a,iv7b,iv8a,iv8b, 

    iv9a,iv9b,iv10a,iv10b,iv11a,iv11b, 

    gender,age,licens,educat,worktr,frequen,car,child,hhold 

    ; Format = (2f8.0,32f4.0) 

    ; File   = TOD_wijk.out$ 

|-> Create; Con = 1$ 

|-> LOGIT;Lhs=IKEU 

    ;Rhs=Con,IV1A,IV1B,IV2A,IV2B,IV3A,IV3B,IV4A,IV4B, 

    IV5A,IV5B,IV6A,IV6B,IV7A,IV7B,IV8A,IV8B,IV9A,IV9B, 

    IV10A,IV10B,IV11A,IV11B$ 

Normal exit:   5 iterations. Status=0, F=    2553.956 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Binary Logit Model for Binary Choice 

Dependent variable                 IKEU 

Log likelihood function     -2553.95574 

Restricted log likelihood   -2746.30623 

Chi squared [  22 d.f.]       384.70098 

Significance level               .00000 

McFadden Pseudo R-squared      .0700397 

Estimation based on N =   3963, K =  23 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   5153.9 AIC/N =    1.301 

Model estimated: Jun 28, 2017, 14:56:28 

Hosmer-Lemeshow chi-squared =   1.06943 

P-value=  .99777 with deg.fr. =       8 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     CON|     .05222         .03360     1.55  .1202     -.01364    .11808 

    IV1A|    -.03789         .04727     -.80  .4228     -.13054    .05476 

    IV1B|     .12907***      .04779     2.70  .0069      .03541    .22273 

    IV2A|    -.04001         .04736     -.84  .3982     -.13284    .05281 

    IV2B|    -.01510         .04711     -.32  .7487     -.10743    .07724 

    IV3A|    -.01270         .04759     -.27  .7896     -.10598    .08058 

    IV3B|     .09640**       .04834     1.99  .0461      .00165    .19114 

    IV4A|    -.63026***      .04737   -13.31  .0000     -.72309   -.53742 

    IV4B|    -.15379***      .04645    -3.31  .0009     -.24484   -.06275 

    IV5A|     .00412         .04769      .09  .9312     -.08935    .09759 

    IV5B|     .03326         .04739      .70  .4828     -.05962    .12614 

    IV6A|    -.10083**       .04736    -2.13  .0333     -.19365   -.00801 

    IV6B|     .15285***      .04798     3.19  .0014      .05881    .24689 

    IV7A|     .07039         .04729     1.49  .1366     -.02229    .16307 

    IV7B|    -.07269         .04742    -1.53  .1253     -.16563    .02025 

    IV8A|     .02584         .04720      .55  .5840     -.06667    .11835 

    IV8B|    -.03169         .04747     -.67  .5044     -.12473    .06135 
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    IV9A|     .19732***      .04802     4.11  .0000      .10320    .29144 

    IV9B|     .11020**       .04749     2.32  .0203      .01711    .20328 

   IV10A|    -.10084**       .04754    -2.12  .0339     -.19401   -.00767 

   IV10B|    -.06227         .04690    -1.33  .1842     -.15420    .02965 

   IV11A|    -.06853         .04667    -1.47  .1420     -.15999    .02294 

   IV11B|     .04087         .04787      .85  .3932     -.05295    .13470 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix 15 - Estimation of the MNL model including personal 

characteristics (neighbourhood choices) 
 
|-> RESET 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

| NLOGIT 5  (tm)                 Jun 30, 2017, 07:09:51PM | 

| Econometric Software, Inc.     Copyright 1986-2012      | 

| Plainview, New York 11803                               | 

| Registered to                  S                        | 

|                                TUE                      | 

| Registration Number            0413-0016039-5NSL        | 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

-------Initializing NLOGIT Version 5  (May 1, 2012)-------- 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

|-> Rows;166666$ 

Data matrix will have   166666 rows and 900 columns. 

|-> RESET 

|-> read ; Nobs   = 3963 

    ; Nvar   = 34 

    ; Names  = RecID,ParID,ikeu, 

    iv1a,iv1b,iv2a,iv2b,iv3a,iv3b,iv4a,iv4b, 

    iv5a,iv5b,iv6a,iv6b,iv7a,iv7b,iv8a,iv8b, 

    iv9a,iv9b,iv10a,iv10b,iv11a,iv11b, 

    gender,age,licens,educat,worktr,frequen,car,child,hhold 

    ; Format = (2f8.0,32f4.0) 

    ; File   = TOD_wijk.out$ 

|-> Create; Con = 1$ 

|-> Create 

    ;ConGEN = 0 

     ;if (gender = 1) ConGEN= 1 

     ;if (gender = 2) ConGEN=-1 

    ;ConAGE=0 

     ;if (age < 46) ConAGE= 1 

     ;if (age > 45) ConAGE=-1 

    ;ConEDU=0 

     ;if (educat < 6) ConEDU= 1 

     ;if (educat > 5) ConEDU=-1 

    $ 

|-> LOGIT;Lhs=IKEU 

    ;Rhs=Con,ConAGE,ConEDU,IV1A,IV1B,IV2A,IV2B,IV3A,IV3B,IV4A,IV4B, 

    IV5A,IV5B,IV6A,IV6B,IV7A,IV7B,IV8A,IV8B,IV9A,IV9B, 

    IV10A,IV10B,IV11A,IV11B$ 

Normal exit:   5 iterations. Status=0, F=    2547.529 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Binary Logit Model for Binary Choice 

Dependent variable                 IKEU 

Log likelihood function     -2547.52936 

Restricted log likelihood   -2746.30623 

Chi squared [  24 d.f.]       397.55376 

Significance level               .00000 

McFadden Pseudo R-squared      .0723797 

Estimation based on N =   3963, K =  25 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   5145.1 AIC/N =    1.298 

Model estimated: Jun 30, 2017, 19:10:59 

Hosmer-Lemeshow chi-squared =   7.85157 

P-value=  .44810 with deg.fr. =       8 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     CON|     .04128         .04184      .99  .3238     -.04072    .12328 

  CONAGE|     .11323***      .03518     3.22  .0013      .04428    .18218 

  CONEDU|    -.07637*        .04113    -1.86  .0633     -.15698    .00424 

    IV1A|    -.03509         .04737     -.74  .4588     -.12793    .05774 

    IV1B|     .12940***      .04787     2.70  .0069      .03559    .22322 

    IV2A|    -.04558         .04747     -.96  .3370     -.13862    .04746 
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    IV2B|    -.01346         .04719     -.29  .7755     -.10595    .07903 

    IV3A|    -.01068         .04767     -.22  .8227     -.10412    .08276 

    IV3B|     .09492**       .04842     1.96  .0499      .00002    .18981 

    IV4A|    -.63481***      .04749   -13.37  .0000     -.72789   -.54173 

    IV4B|    -.14782***      .04656    -3.17  .0015     -.23908   -.05656 

    IV5A|     .00407         .04777      .09  .9322     -.08956    .09769 

    IV5B|     .03167         .04747      .67  .5047     -.06137    .12471 

    IV6A|    -.10112**       .04746    -2.13  .0331     -.19413   -.00811 

    IV6B|     .15283***      .04806     3.18  .0015      .05863    .24703 

    IV7A|     .06789         .04738     1.43  .1519     -.02497    .16075 

    IV7B|    -.07498         .04750    -1.58  .1144     -.16808    .01812 

    IV8A|     .02298         .04728      .49  .6270     -.06969    .11564 

    IV8B|    -.02984         .04755     -.63  .5304     -.12304    .06336 

    IV9A|     .19557***      .04811     4.06  .0000      .10127    .28987 

    IV9B|     .11573**       .04760     2.43  .0151      .02243    .20902 

   IV10A|    -.10075**       .04761    -2.12  .0343     -.19408   -.00743 

   IV10B|    -.06484         .04699    -1.38  .1676     -.15695    .02726 

   IV11A|    -.07053         .04675    -1.51  .1314     -.16216    .02110 

   IV11B|     .04282         .04796      .89  .3719     -.05117    .13681 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix 16 - Estimation of the latent class model with two clusters 

(neighbourhood choices) 
 
|-> RESET 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

| NLOGIT 5  (tm)                 Jul 11, 2017, 01:55:10PM | 

| Econometric Software, Inc.     Copyright 1986-2012      | 

| Plainview, New York 11803                               | 

| Registered to                  S                        | 

|                                TUE                      | 

| Registration Number            0413-0016039-5NSL        | 

O---------------------------------------------------------O 

-------Initializing NLOGIT Version 5  (May 1, 2012)-------- 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

|-> Rows;166666$ 

Data matrix will have   166666 rows and 900 columns. 

|-> RESET 

|-> read ; Nobs   = 3963 

    ; Nvar   = 34 

    ; Names  = RecID,ParID,ikeu, 

    iv1a,iv1b,iv2a,iv2b,iv3a,iv3b,iv4a,iv4b, 

    iv5a,iv5b,iv6a,iv6b,iv7a,iv7b,iv8a,iv8b, 

    iv9a,iv9b,iv10a,iv10b,iv11a,iv11b, 

    gender,age,licens,educat,worktr,frequen,car,child,hhold 

    ; Format = (2f8.0,32f4.0) 

    ; File   = TOD_wijk.out$ 

|-> Create; Con = 1$ 

|-> LOGIT;Lhs=IKEU 

    ;Rhs=Con,IV1A,IV1B,IV2A,IV2B,IV3A,IV3B,IV4A,IV4B, 

    IV5A,IV5B,IV6A,IV6B,IV7A,IV7B,IV8A,IV8B,IV9A,IV9B, 

    IV10A,IV10B,IV11A,IV11B 

    ; lcm 

    ; pds=3 

    ; pts=2 

    $ 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Logit    Regression Start Values for IKEU 

Dependent variable                 IKEU 

Log likelihood function     -2553.95574 

Estimation based on N =   3963, K =  23 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   5153.9 AIC/N =    1.301 

Model estimated: Jul 11, 2017, 13:57:24 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     CON|     .05222         .03360     1.55  .1202     -.01364    .11808 

    IV1A|    -.03789         .04727     -.80  .4228     -.13054    .05476 

    IV1B|     .12907***      .04779     2.70  .0069      .03541    .22273 

    IV2A|    -.04001         .04736     -.84  .3982     -.13284    .05281 

    IV2B|    -.01510         .04711     -.32  .7487     -.10743    .07724 

    IV3A|    -.01270         .04759     -.27  .7896     -.10598    .08058 

    IV3B|     .09640**       .04834     1.99  .0461      .00165    .19114 

    IV4A|    -.63026***      .04737   -13.31  .0000     -.72309   -.53742 

    IV4B|    -.15379***      .04645    -3.31  .0009     -.24484   -.06275 

    IV5A|     .00412         .04769      .09  .9312     -.08935    .09759 

    IV5B|     .03326         .04739      .70  .4828     -.05962    .12614 

    IV6A|    -.10083**       .04736    -2.13  .0333     -.19365   -.00801 

    IV6B|     .15285***      .04798     3.19  .0014      .05881    .24689 

    IV7A|     .07039         .04729     1.49  .1366     -.02229    .16307 

    IV7B|    -.07269         .04742    -1.53  .1253     -.16563    .02025 

    IV8A|     .02584         .04720      .55  .5840     -.06667    .11835 

    IV8B|    -.03169         .04747     -.67  .5044     -.12473    .06135 

    IV9A|     .19732***      .04802     4.11  .0000      .10320    .29144 

    IV9B|     .11020**       .04749     2.32  .0203      .01711    .20328 

   IV10A|    -.10084**       .04754    -2.12  .0339     -.19401   -.00767 
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   IV10B|    -.06227         .04690    -1.33  .1842     -.15420    .02965 

   IV11A|    -.06853         .04667    -1.47  .1420     -.15999    .02294 

   IV11B|     .04087         .04787      .85  .3932     -.05295    .13470 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Line search at iteration   70 does not improve fn. Exiting optimization. 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Latent Class / Panel Logit    Model 

Dependent variable                 IKEU 

Log likelihood function     -2310.63236 

Restricted log likelihood   -2553.95574 

Chi squared [  25 d.f.]       486.64677 

Significance level               .00000 

McFadden Pseudo R-squared      .0952731 

Estimation based on N =   3963, K =  47 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   4715.3 AIC/N =    1.190 

Model estimated: Jul 11, 2017, 13:57:27 

Sample is  3 pds and   1321 individuals 

LOGIT (Logistic) probability model 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

    IKEU|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |Model parameters for latent class 1 

     CON|   -1.13173***      .11702    -9.67  .0000    -1.36109   -.90237 

    IV1A|    -.14938         .10059    -1.48  .1375     -.34653    .04778 

    IV1B|     .16785         .10424     1.61  .1074     -.03646    .37216 

    IV2A|    -.00600         .10142     -.06  .9528     -.20477    .19277 

    IV2B|     .05243         .09886      .53  .5959     -.14134    .24620 

    IV3A|    -.25912**       .12023    -2.16  .0311     -.49476   -.02348 

    IV3B|     .12826         .11126     1.15  .2490     -.08981    .34633 

    IV4A|   -1.17028***      .15746    -7.43  .0000    -1.47891   -.86166 

    IV4B|    -.40064***      .13180    -3.04  .0024     -.65896   -.14232 

    IV5A|    -.00838         .09693     -.09  .9311     -.19835    .18160 

    IV5B|    -.12222         .10417    -1.17  .2407     -.32638    .08195 

    IV6A|    -.08791         .10916     -.81  .4206     -.30187    .12604 

    IV6B|     .06451         .10134      .64  .5244     -.13410    .26313 

    IV7A|     .02290         .10503      .22  .8274     -.18295    .22875 

    IV7B|    -.02682         .10252     -.26  .7936     -.22776    .17412 

    IV8A|     .15401         .10104     1.52  .1274     -.04402    .35204 

    IV8B|    -.12895         .11363    -1.13  .2564     -.35165    .09375 

    IV9A|     .37191***      .10442     3.56  .0004      .16724    .57658 

    IV9B|     .32648***      .09884     3.30  .0010      .13275    .52021 

   IV10A|    -.22035**       .10242    -2.15  .0314     -.42109   -.01961 

   IV10B|    -.05884         .10282     -.57  .5671     -.26036    .14267 

   IV11A|     .03741         .10257      .36  .7153     -.16363    .23844 

   IV11B|    -.00676         .10914     -.06  .9506     -.22066    .20714 

        |Model parameters for latent class 2 

     CON|    2.48488        5.38717      .46  .6446    -8.07377  13.04353 

    IV1A|     .14303         .23390      .61  .5409     -.31540    .60146 

    IV1B|     .17310         .24491      .71  .4797     -.30691    .65312 

    IV2A|    -.52753***      .20339    -2.59  .0095     -.92616   -.12890 

    IV2B|     .11509         .22944      .50  .6159     -.33460    .56478 

    IV3A|     .13008         .22177      .59  .5575     -.30458    .56475 

    IV3B|    -.05932         .20070     -.30  .7676     -.45268    .33404 

    IV4A|    -.84079        5.38665     -.16  .8760   -11.39843   9.71685 

    IV4B|    1.46121       10.67813      .14  .8912   -19.46753  22.38996 

    IV5A|    -.24115        5.27375     -.05  .9635   -10.57750  10.09520 

    IV5B|    1.23726       10.60358      .12  .9071   -19.54537  22.01989 

    IV6A|    -.42346**       .20472    -2.07  .0386     -.82471   -.02221 

    IV6B|     .54423*        .28497     1.91  .0562     -.01431   1.10277 

    IV7A|    1.38005       10.59063      .13  .8963   -19.37720  22.13731 

    IV7B|    -.51878        5.25317     -.10  .9213   -10.81480   9.77724 

    IV8A|    -.68178        5.33106     -.13  .8982   -11.13047   9.76690 

    IV8B|    -.61823        5.30912     -.12  .9073   -11.02392   9.78746 

    IV9A|     .37503         .25638     1.46  .1435     -.12747    .87753 

    IV9B|    -.12977         .20117     -.65  .5189     -.52405    .26452 

   IV10A|    -.11802         .18693     -.63  .5278     -.48440    .24836 
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   IV10B|    -.12676         .21839     -.58  .5616     -.55479    .30127 

   IV11A|    -.05718         .21612     -.26  .7913     -.48077    .36640 

   IV11B|     .16767         .19999      .84  .4018     -.22431    .55965 

        |Estimated prior probabilities for class membership 

Class1Pr|     .62207***      .02650    23.48  .0000      .57014    .67401 

Class2Pr|     .37793***      .02650    14.26  .0000      .32599    .42986 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix 17 - SPSS frequency tables for clusters 
 
Work 

Werk * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Werk Ja 755 454 1209 

Nee 58 54 112 

Total 813 508 1321 

 
Use of the car 

Auto * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Auto Zelden 171 160 331 

Soms 93 88 181 

Vaak 141 87 228 

Altijd 350 119 469 

Total 755 454 1209 

 

Use of the train 

Trein * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Trein Nooit 516 290 806 

Zelden 133 72 205 

Soms 51 45 96 

Vaak 27 27 54 

Altijd 28 20 48 

Total 755 454 1209 
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Use of the bus 

Bus * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Bus Nooit 574 319 893 

Zelden 127 72 199 

Soms 33 45 78 

Vaak 13 13 26 

Altijd 8 5 13 

Total 755 454 1209 

 

Use of the bicycle 

Fiets * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Fiets Nooit 318 136 454 

Zelden 67 33 100 

Soms 104 49 153 

Vaak 152 132 284 

Altijd 114 104 218 

Total 755 454 1209 

 

Walking 

Lopen * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Lopen Nooit 622 330 952 

Zelden 43 60 103 

Soms 35 30 65 

Vaak 36 19 55 

Altijd 19 15 34 

Total 755 454 1209 
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Frequency travelling to work 

Frequentie * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Frequentie 0 dagen 2 0 2 

1 dag 3 6 9 

2 dagen 18 4 22 

3 dagen 113 56 169 

4 dagen 252 159 411 

5 dagen 353 228 581 

6 dagen 12 0 12 

7 dagen 2 1 3 

Total 755 454 1209 

 

Stop: bringing the children away 

Kinderen * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Kinderen 0 dagen 597 383 980 

1 40 19 59 

2 40 29 69 

3 37 7 44 

4 30 10 40 

5 10 6 16 

6 1 0 1 

Total 755 454 1209 
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Stop: doing the groceries 

Boodschappen * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Boodschappen 0 dagen 409 224 633 

1 178 111 289 

2 83 65 148 

3 53 34 87 

4 22 15 37 

5 8 4 12 

6 1 1 2 

7 dagen 1 0 1 

Total 755 454 1209 

 

Work-related appointments 

Dienstreizen * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Dienstreizen 0 dagen 445 244 689 

1 173 124 297 

2 60 40 100 

3 40 28 68 

4 17 11 28 

5 16 7 23 

6 4 0 4 

Total 755 454 1209 
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Gender 

Geslacht * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Geslacht Man 400 256 656 

Vrouw 413 252 665 

Total 813 508 1321 

 

Year of birth 

Geboortejaar * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Geboortejaar 1917 0 1 1 

1933 1 1 2 

1935 0 1 1 

1937 1 2 3 

1939 1 1 2 

1940 1 0 1 

1941 0 2 2 

1942 2 0 2 

1943 1 1 2 

1944 0 2 2 

1945 0 5 5 

1946 3 3 6 

1947 3 0 3 

1948 4 4 8 

1949 8 3 11 

1950 10 8 18 

1951 5 6 11 

1952 14 11 25 

1953 10 9 19 

1954 21 18 39 

1955 19 13 32 

1956 18 23 41 

1957 26 13 39 

1958 25 19 44 
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1959 27 24 51 

1960 24 15 39 

1961 38 23 61 

1962 20 15 35 

1963 34 21 55 

1964 25 11 36 

1965 31 19 50 

1966 25 27 52 

1967 31 22 53 

1968 35 10 45 

1969 23 11 34 

1970 32 18 50 

1971 28 12 40 

1972 12 9 21 

1973 25 6 31 

1974 18 12 30 

1975 16 13 29 

1976 27 2 29 

1977 12 8 20 

1978 18 7 25 

1979 24 14 38 

1980 20 7 27 

1981 17 8 25 

1982 15 5 20 

1983 5 7 12 

1984 6 5 11 

1985 8 4 12 

1986 10 4 14 

1987 9 5 14 

1988 7 6 13 

1989 6 4 10 

1990 5 1 6 

1991 2 2 4 

1992 2 3 5 

1993 1 0 1 

1995 2 2 4 

Total 813 508 1321 
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Level of education 

Opleidingsniveau * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Opleidingsniveau Ik wil dit niet zeggen 3 6 9 

Basisonderwijs 1 2 3 

Lager beroepsonderwijs 2 1 3 

Middelbaar algemeen 

voortgezet onderwijs 

(MAVO/VMBO) 

28 24 52 

Middelbaar 

beroepsonderwijs (MBO) 
144 71 215 

Hoger algemeen voortgezet 

onderwijs (HAVO) 
39 24 63 

Voorbereidend 

wetenschappelijk onderwijs 

(VWO) 

12 9 21 

Hoger beroepsonderwijs 

(HBO) 
376 226 602 

Wetenschappelijk onderwijs 

(Universiteit, WO) 
208 145 353 

Total 813 508 1321 

 

Composition of household 

Huishoudenssamenstelling * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Huishoudenssamenstelling Alleenstaand 87 69 156 

(Echt)paar zonder 

inwonende kinderen 
259 196 455 

(Echt)paar met inwonend(e) 

kind(eren) 
419 200 619 

Alleenstaand met 

inwonend(e) kind(eren) 
40 31 71 

Anders, namelijk 8 12 20 

Total 813 508 1321 
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Driving licence 

Rijbewijs * Cluster Crosstabulation 

Count   

 

Cluster 

Total Cluster 1 Cluster 2 

Rijbewijs Ja 808 502 1310 

Nee 5 6 11 

Total 813 508 1321 
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